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VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
RICHMOND 
Fifth Annual Commencement 
1973 
THE COLISEUM 




DR. WARREN W. BRANDT, President 





"Festal Flourish," Gordon Jacob 
"Grand Chorus, Op. 84," Alexandre Guilmant 
Dr. Ardyth Lohuis, Organist 
Dr. Glenn R. Pratt 
Director of Religious Activities 
Dr. Wyndham B. Blanton, Jr., Rector 
Board of Visitors 
The Honorable William Proxmire 
United States Senator, Democrat, Wisconsin 
Conferring of Degrees Dr. Warren W. Brandt 
School of Allied Health Professions. . ..... .Dr. Thomas C. Barker, Dean 
School of the Arts.. . .......... .Dr. Herbert J. Burgart, Dean 
School of Arts and Sciences... . ............................... Dr. Paul D. Minton, Dean 
School of Basic Sciences and Graduate Studies 
Dr. Daniel T. Watts, Dean 
School of Business ....................... .Dr. J. Curtis Hall, Dean 
School of Community Services. .Dr. Harland W. Westermann, Dean 
School of Dentistry. . ......... .Dr. John A. DiBiaggio, Dean 
School of Education. . .... .Dr. Warren D. Strandberg, Dean 
School of Engineering Technology ........ Mr. John V. Ankeney, Director 
School of Medicine ...... . 
School of Nursing. 
School of Pharmacy 
School of Social Work .. 
Benediction** 
...... Dr. Warren H. Pearse, Dean 
. ...... .Dr. Doris B. Yingling, Dean 
. .... .Dr. Warren E. Weaver, Dean 
...... Mrs. Elaine Z. Rothenberg, Dean 
Rev. A. P. L. Prest, Jr., Chairman 
Program of Patient Counseling 
Recessional "Symphony III: Marcia," Charles-Marie Widor 
*The audience will rise as the academic procession enters and will remain stand-
ing until after the invocation. 
**After the benediction the guests may be seated. Graduates will remain standing 
for the recessional. 
RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES 
THE ACADEMIC DIVISION 
(The student's major subject is stated in parentheses following the name) 
THE SCHOOL OF ARTS 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Herbert J. Burgart 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
HENSHAW, SUSAN ANN t (Crafts ) ... 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
...................... Richmond 
ABBOTT, MICHAEL DOUGLAS ** (Communication Arts & Design ) .... Vienna 
ADAIR, STEPHEN LACHLIN t (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ............................... Norfolk 
ADAMS, PATRICIA ELIZABETH t (Painting & Printmaking ) 
Port Chester, N. Y. 
AMPOLO, O'DEAN MARSHALL** (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ............ Richmond 
ANDERSON, BARBARA LOUISE t (Art Education ). .. . ........... Falls Church 
ARONE, JANICE ANN (Sculpture) ............... .. .... Fairfax 
BABNEW, GAIL GRUBBS (Interior Design ) .................... Richmond 
BAER, WENDY LORRAINE t (Sculpture )... . ........................... Richmond 
BAKER, SUSAN HARRIET (Dramatic Art & Speech )... .. .... Bethesda, Md. 
BARBER, ROBERT JOHN t (Sculpture) .... .. ....... Richmond 
BARGE, INEZ GOLDIE (Art Education ).. .. ... Norfolk 
BIGGS, BONNIE ANN (Sculpture) ... . ....................... Norfolk 
BLACKBURN, DENNIS EARL (Art Education )... . ....... Richmond 
BOHANNAN, JAY KIRBY (Painting & Printmaking ) ....................... Hopewell 
BORENSTEIN, BONNIE (Dramatic Art & Speech ) .......... Newport News 
BOYLE, SUSAN MARGARET (Interior Design) ... .. ............. Earlysville 
BOYLES, WANDA CHURCH t (Art Education) . . ......... Richmond 
BRAUER, WILLIAM GARY (Crafts) ................................... Richmond 
.BROWN, CAROLYN GERTRUDE (Fashion Design ) ........................... Anderson, S. C. 
BROWN, JANET ELIZABETH (Communication Arts & Design ) .................... Ettrick 
BUCKNER, RITA LINDA (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ... .. ........... Alexandria 
CACICEDO, MARCELINE ELENA (Fashion Design ) ... . .... .West Orange, N. J. 
CHAPMAN, CATHY STURGEON t (Crafts ) ...... Richmond 
CLIBORNE, BRUCE RANDOLPH t (Painting & Printmaking ) .......... Petersburg 
COLEMAN, CAROL SPAULDING ** (Interior Design ) ............................ Montpelier 
COLLINS, REBEKAH WOODIE (Drama Education ).. .. ................ Troutville 
COLLINS, W. MICHAEL (Communication Arts & Design ) ... .. .... Falls Church 
COONEY, SANDRA JEAN (Fashion Design) .... Richmond 
COPP, PETER NETTING t (Dramatic Art & Speech) .................. .................. Richmond 
CORRADO, CHRISTINE MARGARET (Interior Design) ................................ Bermuda 
COSTELLO, MARK (Dramatic Art & Speech) ... .. .......... Colonial Heights 
COSTELLO, PAMELA LEWIS** (Dramatic Art & Speech) ................. Richmond 
COWLEY, VALORIE LOUISE ( Painting & Printmaking ) ...... Cherry Point, N. C. 
CRANE, BONNIE LEIGH (Fashion Design) ........ Norfolk 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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CROWN, VICKI LYN (Interior Design ) .. .. ................ Richmond 
CUNEO, CAROL ANNE (Painting & Printmaking ).... . .. Westbury, N. Y. 
CUSHING, JOAN DOROTHY (Crafts) ..... . ........... Alexandria 
DANE, DEBORAH ANNE t (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ... Richmond 
DAVIS, KIRBY GORDON t (Painting & Printmaking ) ... .. .......... Newport News 
DEFORD, ROBERT LEE, JR. (Interior Design ). .. ...... Richmond 
DEGREGORIO, RAFFAELE (Painting & Printmaking ) ....................... Richmond 
DEHN, LYNN TAYLOR** (Sculpture) ..... Arlington 
DENTON, JOHN ROBERT (Painting & Printmaking ) .......... Richmond 
DISNEY, CAROL LOUISE (Crafts) .................................................. Charles ton Heights, S. C. 
DORSK, EDWARD JAY t ( Interior Design ) .... .. ... Richmond 
DRYDEN, JEFFERSON DOUGLAS t ( Painting & Printmaking ) 
Pocomoke City, Md. 
DWORAK, JOHN PHILIP (Communication Arts & Design ) ..................... Arlington 
DYER, LAURA RUDING (Art History ) .. .. ......... .. .. Richmond 
EBERLY, NADINE ANNE (Fashion Design ).................... .. ....... Hagerstown, Md. 
~ -$BD\Y2\RDS, Pi1\,tOY A,fOELIPl1\ ( late• io, Dc3ig11 ) .... WiR@kester 
EDWARDS, WILLIAM HENRY, JR. (Communication Arts & Design ) 
Pilot Mountain, N. C . 
ELCHINGER, CHRISTINE MARIE ( Painting & Printmaking ) ........ .Williamsburg 
ELLWOOD, NORINE ANN (Crafts ) ............................... .. ......................... Great Neck, N. Y. 
ENSLEY, SUSAN LEA t (Painting & Printmaking) ............ .. .. .. Arlington 
FERRARA, MARCIA LUCILLE (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ......... Potomac, Md. 
FERRIS, MARY L. (Communication Arts & Design ) ............ Arlington 
FINK, ROBERT STANLEY (Communication Arts & Design ) ..... .. .... Portsmouth 
FLEXON, VERNA HOPE t ( Painting & Printmaking ) ....... Richmond 
FORE, JoANN (Fashion Design ) ................ .. Hagerstown, Md. 
FREAS, MARGERY HUSTON ** ( Interior Design ) ............ Richmond 
FREEMAN, JOAN ELAINE (Interior Design ) ...... Belmont, N. C. 
FULP, NANCY KEVAN t (Art Education) .... .. .................. Gordonsville 
GALL, LISA (Interior Design). .. ................ .... .. .. Richmond 
GERNER, SUSAN JEAN (Painting & Printmaking ) ......... Weatogue, Conn. 
GOODE, JOSEPH ANTHONY (Dramatic Art & Speech )...... .. .......... Hampton 
GORE, JANET LOUISE (Fashion Design ) ................... Arlington 
GOURDINE, RUTH Lu'VENIA t (Painting & Printmaking) ................. Portsmouth 
GRAFF, DENNIS MICHAEL (Art History ) ................ .. ........................................ Richmond 
GRAHAM, SARA ANN t (Painting & Printmaking ) ................. .. ....... .. Charlotte, N. C. 
GREGORY, ROBIN BRANCH (Dramatic Art & Speech )... .. ... .Virginia Beach 
HAINES, RICHARD EDWARD (Communication Arts & Design ) ......... Springfield 
HALL, LETA LORAINE (Communication Arts & Design ) .... .. .... Max Meadows 
HANBACK, STEPHEN MURRAY ( Interior Design ) ... .. ....... Alexandria 
HANCHIN, RUSSELL GLEN (Communication Arts & Design) ... .. .... Hampton 
HANKINS, RICHARD CARLETON (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ................. McLean 
HARDING, GAIL MARIE ** (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ........ .. .... Springfield 
HARPER, TERRY LEE (Fashion . Design ) ......... East New Market, Md. 
HARRISON, DEBORAH ELIZABETH t (Art Education ) .............. .Lexington 
HARSHMAN, DANIEL JAMES (Interior Design ) ................. ..... Richmond 
HARTLINE, HARRIET ANNE t (Painting & Printmaking ) ......... Surry 
HARVEY, JOAN SONDRA t (Art Education )............. .. ..................... .Winchester 
HAWKES, ROBERT H . ( Painting & Printmaking ) ............... Richmond 
HAWKINS, LEWIS GRESHAM t (Painting & Printmaking ) ........ Charlotte, N. C. 
•• With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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HAWKINSON, LINDA ANNE (Crafts) .. . ................ .Venezuela 
HENRY, JANICE MARIE (Communication Arts & Design ) ..... Silver Spring, Md. 
HENSON, CLAYTON CARLYLE (Art Education) .... .. Richmond 
HILL, MARGARET ANN (Painting & Printmaking) ... . ........ Richmond 
HOLOMAN, JACQUELINE (Interior Design )... . ....... Chesapeake 
HOLT, MELINDA SCOTT (Painting & Printmaking) ... . ...... Roanoke 
HONNOLD, DOUGLAS RICHARDSON {Interior Design )... . .. ... Richmond 
HOOD, DENNIS PATRICK (Drama Education ) ... . .... Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
HOOPER, FLORINE ELIZABETH t (Crafts ). . . .......... Richmond 
HOPKINS, LINDA JOYCE (Interior Design )... . .... .Davidson, N. C. 
HORNER, MICHELE ANN ( Painting & Printmaking ) .................... .. Honolulu, Haw. 
HOVORKA, CANDICA BARBARA t (Crafts )... . ............. Charleston, W. Va. 
HUBER, LAURIE JEAN t (Art History ) ..... .... Holicong, Pa. 
HUFFMAN, LEE E. (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ..................... Staunton 
HURDLE, ALLEN HUBBARD (Painting & Printmaking )... . ..... Alexandria 
JACKS, DAVID PRESTON (Painting & Printmaking ) ....... Richmond 
JACKS0ff, EVEL'll{ LEE (1\1t BdC1catio11 )... Richmond 
JACKSON, F. CARY, III t (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ... . .......... Richmond 
JEFFRIES, PAMELA JILL (Art Education ) ... . ....................... Falls Church 
JENNINGS, NANCY KATHRYN (Interior Design )... . ..... F t. Mill, S. C. 
JENSEN, D . BRIAN (Sculpture) .... . ... Silver Spring, Md. 
JETT, DEBORAH TAYLOR (Fashion Design )... . ............................ Richmond 
JONAS, EVELYN ANNE t (Art Education ) ...... Richmond 
JONES, CHERYL LYNN t (Art History ).. . .................... H igh Point, N. C . 
JONES, ELIZABETH ODOM (Fashion Design) ... . ............ Richmond 
JONES, GEORGE W., JR. (Communication Arts & Design ) ....................... Richmond 
JONES, JANIS ELLEN (Communication Arts & Design ) ... . ....... R ichmond 
KARNOLT, WILLIAM RAND t** (Sculpture) ................................ Glastonbury, Conn. 
KIMBROUGH, PRUDENCE DeVAN t (Sculpture ) ....................................... Richmond 
KINTER, ROBERT LYNN (Sculpture).... . ........................... Falls Church 
KIRK, CHRISTINE MANCKIA (Communication Arts & Design ) ........ Richmond 
KLONARIDES, CAROLE ANN (Pain ting & Printmaking) ... . ..... McLean 
KNAPt, SANDRA JANE (Painting & Printmaking) ... . ........ Richmond 
KNOX, CAROL MOODY (Art Education )... . ........ Highland Springs 
KOCEN, DALE SUSAN (Art History ) ... . ................ Richmond 
KROGMANN, LINDA ANNE (Art Education ) ........................................................... Fairfax 
LARRABEE, DAVID DEAN (Art Education )... . ......... Roanoke 
LASETER, ELIZABETH ANNE (Interior Design ) ... . ..... Charlotte, N. C. 
LAUB, DEBORAH KATHLEEN (Communication Arts & Design ) ................ .Vienna 
LEE, KENNETH EARL (Crafts ) .. . .... Chesapeake 
LEVY, CAROLYN BEAR (Painting & Printmaking ) ... . ..... Durham, N. C. 
LEWIS, ELEANOR KING (Communication Arts & Design) ... . .............. Richmond 
LOBEL, STUART HARVEY (Interior Design ) ...... Richmond 
LORMAND, MICHAEL ANTHONY (Painting & Printmaking ) ... ......... .Manassas 
LUCE, DEBORAH A. (Dramatic Art & Speech )... . ..... Williamsburg 
LUNSFORD, ROBERT LEWIS (Communication Arts & Design ) ................. Roanoke 
MACKEY, GORDON EDWARD (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ... . .. .. Orange 
MACKO, STEVEN J. (Communication Arts & Design ) ... . ....... Richmond 
MacLELLAN, JOHN KENNETH (Communication Arts & Design) ..... Winchester 
MADDEN, MARILYN CLAIRE (Dramatic Art & Speech ) .......................... Newington 
MALONEY, CHARLES WAYNE (Dramatic Art & Speech) ....................... Richmond 
MANGLER, BETTY JUNE (Communication Arts & Design ) ... . ......... Fairfax 
•• With Honors t Completed Degree requiremen ts prior to May 1973 
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MARGOSIAN, LINDA ** (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ...................................... .Alexandria 
MARTIN, CHERYL LYNN (Fashion Design ) ...... Norristown, Pa. 
MAUPIN, ALVIN RAE, JR. (Communication Arts & Design ) .................... Richmond 
McCAFFREY, RHEA DOBSON t (Art History } ...... Richmond 
McCARRON, MAUREEN MEGAN t ( Painting & Printmaking ) .............. Richmond 
McINTYRE, LINDA (Interior Design ) .. .Lumberton, N. C. 
MEEKINS, PAMELA JEAN (Art Education ). .. .......... .... Arlington 
MILLER, CATHERINE MARGARET (Crafts ) ...... Cockeysville, Md. 
MILLER, JOANNA WALL (Art Education ) .... .. ....................... Annandale 
MONTGOMERY, JOSEPH MAXWELL t (Sculpture) ...................................... Richmond 
MOORE, GEORGE LOWRIE (Communication Arts & Design ) ... Waynesboro 
MOORE, WILLIAM DALE (Communication Arts & Design ) ... .. ...... .. ..... Danville 
MORRIS, JAMES HALTON, JR. (Interior Design ) ...... Richmond 
MOSS, JOHN MICHAEL (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ...................... .Virginia Beach 
MYERS, MARTIN EDWARD (Painting & Printmaking ) .................................... Doswell 
NOLAND, CHARLES EDWARD, JR. (Communication Arts & Design } 
Hagerstown, Md. 
OBENSCHAIN, SUSAN ALICE (Painting & Printmaking )... .. ......... Staunton 
O'CONNOR, JANE ELLEN (Fashion Design ) .... .. ............ .Annandale 
OGLESBY, JANET SUSAN t (Painting & Printmaking ). .. .......... .Alexandria 
ONDISHKO, JOSEPH JOHN ** (Painting & Printmaking ) .............. Lewisburg, Pa. 
O 'NELE, THERESA JOSEPHINE (Interior Design ) ...... .. .... ... Richmond 
PARK, THOMAS JOSEPH, JR. t (Art Education ) ...................................... .. ..... Richmond 
PARKS, JON THOMAS (Communication Arts & Design ).. .. ....... Richmond 
PATTERSON, BETSY RAWLS* (Dramatic Art & Speech} .......... Albemarle, N. C. 
PEARSON, LINDA ANNE (Fashion Design )................ .. .... South Hill 
PERRY, BETTY JO (Art Education ) ...... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ................................. Richmond 
PHARIS, JOHN HIX, IV (Painting & Printmaking )....... .. ........................... Roanoke 
PITMAN, LYNDA-DELITH ** (Dramatic Art & Speech } .Rockville, Md. 
PODOLAK, LYNDA JOYCE (Art Education ). .. .......... Folsom, Pa. 
POOL, CHRISTINE CELESTE t (Crafts} .............. .. ............. .. ......... Richmond 
QUIMBY, CLAUDIA SHAPIRO (Dramatic Art & Speech ) .......................... Richmond 
RABEL, CAROL VIRGINIA ** ( Painting & Printmaking ) ... .. .... Bethesda, Md. 
REAVES, EDNA EARL t (Painting & Printmaking ) ...... Richmond 
REIMAN, KATHLEEN M. t (Dramatic Art & Speech }... .. .... Kenmore, N. Y. 
RHAMES, PATRICIA ANN (Painting & Printmaking ) ... .. ..... Waynesboro 
RICE, MARJORIE STEINER t (Art Education ) ... .. ................ Richmond 
RIMMEL, JAN ELLEN ** (Fashion Design ) ........................... Richmond 
RITZMAN, FRANK MILTON * (Art History } .................. Richmond 
ROBERTS, PATRICIA CARROLL (Art Education ) ...... Falls Church 
ROBERTS, WILSON GLENN (Art Education ). .. .... .. .... Richmond 
ROBERTSON, RUTHANNE NORPEL (Art Education ) .............................. Alexandria 
ROBLES, CARLOS JUAN (Communication Arts & Design ). ...Sterling Park 
ROBRECHT, CAROLE WOLFAND t (Painting & Printmaking ) ... Richmond 
ROSEN, JACQUELYN LEE t (Art Education ) ................................... Norfolk 
ROSOLINA, AMEY OWEN t (Crafts) ............ .. .... ...... ..Richmond 
RYAN, EDWARD LAWRENCE, II (Art History ) ........................................... Middleburg 
RYE, DEIDRE ALVINA (Art Education ) ................ .. .... McLean 
SANDORA, LYNDA MARIE (Interior Design ) ..................... Paoli, Pa. 
SARTORIUS, IRA-JOEL * (Art History ) .............. .. .................... Norfolk 
• With High H onors .. With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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SAWYER, KAREN FAY (Dramatic Art & Speech) ................... Elizabeth City, N. C. 
SCALIA, GERALDINE FRANCES (Painting & Printmaking) ....... Baltimore, Md. 
SCHIFF, ROBERTA FINDER (Interior Design ) .................. Richmond 
SCOTT, ROLANDA IRIS (Art Education ) ....................................................... .Anderson, S. C. 
SEBASTIAN, SHARON A. (Communication Arts & Design ) ................ Falls Church 
SHARMAN, ALICE KATHLEEN (Painting & Printmaking) ................. Falls Church 
SIMPSON, DEBORAH YVONNE (Art Education ) .............. Bullock, N. C. 
SMITH, ANN ELIZABETH (Communication Arts & Design ) ... .. .......... Springfield 
SMITH, DANIEL LEWIS (Communication Arts & Design) ...... Arlington 
STAPLES, GRAY MARSHALL (Art Education ) ........................................................ Richmond 
STEPHENS, JAMES CHRISTOPHER (Interior Design) . ..Belmont, N. C. 
STOKES, JANICE LOUISE (Crafts ). .. ...................... R ichmond 
STONE, DOUGLAS ALDEN (Painting & Printmaking) ... Hagerstown, Md. 
STROUGH, DAVID EDWARD (Sculpture ) .............................. Richmond 
SULLIVAN, JERRY JESSUP t (Painting & Printmaking ) .............................. Richmond 
TAKACH, BERNADETTE MARY (Communication Arts & Design ) .... Richmond 
THOMAS, CATHERINE M. (Art Education )............. .. ... Folsom, Pa. 
THOMPSON, CURTIS RANDOLPH, JR. (Communication Arts & Design) 
Riner 
THOMPSON, JOHN WILLIAM (Painting & Printmaking) ......... Hagerstown, Md. 
THOMSEN, MARGARET ANNE (Communication Arts & Design ) 
Valley Cottage, N. Y. 
TOLLEY, JUDITH LUCILE (Painting & Printmaking) ...... Hume 
TOLSON, RAYMOND L., JR. (Art Education) ............................................... .Woodbridge 
TOMKINSON, CHARLES, III (Communication Arts & Design) ............. Richmond 
TRUMAN, PEGGY t (Drama Education )........... .. .... H ighland Springs 
TUCKER, ALENA JEAN (Fashion Design ) .................... Richmond 
VADEN, DANNY LEE (Communication Arts & Design) .... .Danville 
VERBIT, LARRY EDWIN t (Dramatic Art & Speech) .... Philadelphia, Pa. 
VICK, CAROL JOSEPHINE (Fashion Design ) ... . ................. Rich Square, N. C. 
VOSS, DENNIS WALTER (Communication Arts & Design) ....... Colts Neck, N. J. 
WAGNIERE, SUE ELLEN (Interior Design ) ......................... .. ....... Edinburg 
WALTHER, SUZANNE LEE BROWER (Fashion Design ) ...... Richmond 
WEATHERFORD, BRENDA KATHERINE (Art Education ) ..... Norfolk 
WEIMER, ALAN JAMES (Communication Arts & Design)..... .. .............. Arlington 
WEISENSALE, HELEN SUZANNE t** (Dramatic Art & Speech) 
Mechanicsville 
WELLS, JANE COLEMAN t (Painting & Printmaking) ......... Richmond 
WETZEL, BARBARA GRIECO t (Dramatic Art & Speech ) ...... Southbury, Conn. 
WHEELER, KATHERINE MAY (Communication Arts & Design ) ......... Nokesville 
WHITEHEAD, ANNER MARIE (Art History ) ....... .. .. Richmond 
WIKSTROM, MARY BARDON (Painting & Printmaking)........ .. ....... Richmond 
WILBURN, KATHLEEN ANN (Painting & Printmaking) ................. Triangle 
WILLIS, KENNETH WAYNE t (Crafts) ..... ........................... .. .......... Richmond 
WILSON, BRETT STUART* (Painting & Printmaking )... .. ............. Springfield 
WILSON, BRUCE THOMAS t (Painting & Printmaking) ...... Bethesda, Md. 
WINCHESTER, JANIS ANN (Art Education) .... .. .... Schenectady, N. Y. 
WOODHOUSE, JULIE THOMPSON (Communication Arts & Design) 
Holly Springs, N. C. 
WOOLFORD, LINDA JEAN t (Art Education)....... .. ................. Pennington, N. J. 
WORDEN, BLAIR LEWIS (Communication Arts & Design) .................. Elkton 
IAJO N,J. /Je-1 e f @otnm l{ NiCA.J..,·otJ il£t5 t Des,jx) Ho1'J KoNJ 
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WYNN, ROBERT J.. JR. (Drama Education ). .. ................ Vienna 
YANCEY, ANNE SAVKOVICH (Communication Arts & Design ) .Richmond 
\t/ziPfOEY, GAA.Ob'lJf CA.A'[ (Paittting & P1inlinaking ) ..... .. . ........ Paln1,ra 
ZAKUPOWSKY, CAT HY ANN (Painting & Printmaking) ............. Metuchen, N. J. 
ZUNDA, SYLVIA (Interior Design ).... .. .. .. ..... ... Annapolis, Md. 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
BRADFORD, LAWRENCE FRED ** (Music, Brass, Woodwinds, Strings) 
Richmond 
BUSBY, ALICE HOPE t (Piano ) ......... .. .................................. .. .... .. ........ .. .. .... .. .. .. ... ......... ... Free Union 
HALL, DAVID LUTHER ** (Music, Brass, Woodwinds, Strings) 
Fredericksburg 
MEDLIN, MARY ANN t ** (Piano ) .. .. ............ ..................... .... ....................................... Chesapeake 
TUCKWILLER, GEORGE LEE, III (Music, Brass, Woodwinds, Strings) 
R ichmond 
WATTS, SARA KATHRYN (Music, Brass, Woodwinds, Strings) .......... .. .. Richmond 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
ARNOLD, JEANNIE POWELL..................... ........................ . ............... Richmond 
BRIAN, ROBERT MICHAEL........... .. ......... ...Forestville, Md. 
CUTLER, JERRIE LYNNE **.................................... .. ............................ H ighland Springs 
DRISCOLL, SARAH EVEL YN ........................ .. ............... ............................... .. ... .. ................. Buckingham 
GANDERSON, HARRIET JOYCE t .. .. . . .. .............. .. ............ .. ........... Norfolk 
GLASS, JERRY WAYNE t ................................ .. .. .. ........... Petersburg 
HAGADORN, JOHN JOSEPH, JR..... ...... .. .... .. ......... .. .. Richmond 
HARRISON, ALBERT DALE ........................................... .. .. .. .. Petersburg 
HORNER, JOSEPH EDWARD t ..... .... . .. . .. .................................... . .... Richmond 
LOEWENTHAL, LYNN MORRIS.... .... .. .. ................................... .. ..... Richmond 
ORR, CAROLYN SUE t ....................... ............................ .. .............. ....................................... Midlothian 
ORRELL, NANCY DEAN ................. . .. .......... .. .. ................................................................... Gwynn 
RHOADES, DAVID GEYER t ...... . ........ Richmond 
SCHIFF, LOWELL MARTIN .... . .. .............. ........................................................... Arlington 
MASTER OF ARTS 
EDWARDS, JEAN CLAIRE.................... .. .................... .. .... .. ..... . ............................ Bridgeton, N. J . 
A.B., George Washington University 
MOSS, CAROL MELINDA........ .. .... .. .. ............. .... .. .... .. ............ .. .. .............. New Orleans, La. 
B.A. , Sophie Newcomb College 
SAUNDERS, CHARLES DAVID ................................................. ......... .. ........... .. ... .. .. .. .......... .. ...... Suffolk 
B.F .A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
TWITCHELL, BEVERLY HAMIL TON t ...................... ......................... .. ................. Richmond 
B.A., Randolph-Macon Woman's College 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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MASTER OF ART EDUCATION 
CHARLTON, MARGARET HAWT HORNE ....................................... Fork Union 
B.A., Westhampton College 
EARLS, SANDRA DUNNAGAN. .... Hancock, Md. 
B.A., University of North Carolina 
LEWIS, ALLEN NELSON .............................. Richmond 
B.S., H ampton Institute 
POTTS, CARL TON SHERRY t . . ....................... Alexandria 
B.F .A., University of Georgia 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
' BOPmI, STBPIIBP# LAWREil'lOB ... . ....................... .............. .'AlasbiAgton, D C 
B.A., Alma College 
BRITTON, RALEIGH E., JR. 
B.F.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
. .... Richmond 
CALLAHAN, ERRETT H., JR. . ................................................................... Richmond 
B.A., Hampden-Sydney College 
CONNORS, EUGENE T . . ...................................... Richmond 
B.A., University of Maryland 
DeWITT, BRYDON MERRILL 
B.A., Bridgewater College 
' JAMIESON, Jom, MIOIIABL 
B.S., University of Wisconsin 
Jom,sou, aEuE 111... 
B.F.A., North Carolina School of the Arts 
WYATT, JERRY GARNETT .. 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
................. ... Bri.dgewater 
........................ RiehffleHEI 
. ... Mocksoillc, "Pt. 6 . 
. ...... Richmond 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
KEMPER, DEBORAH JONES t . . .................................. Richmond 
B.M., Converse College 
MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
CROWE, WILLIAM HOWARD. .. 
B.M.E., Virginia Commonwealth University 
. ..... Richmond 
LYMAN, JOSEPH EDWARD, SR... . ................................................. Colonial Heights 
B.M .E., Virginia Commonwealth University 
S'IPUU, HUBERT 1/BRJ>lO~L .................... ~PIUthliH if!N~. 
B.M .E. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
THE SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Paul D. Minton 
ASSOC IA TE IN AR TS 
LUTTRELL, SANDRA KAY t (Arts & Sciences ) ... 
WOELFL, FRANK ADAM (Arts & Sciences ) .. 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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..................... Winchester 
. .. ... Richmond 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADAMSON, BARBARA HARDEBECK t (E nglish) ...... Richmond 
ALBERT, LAWRENCE STEPHEN ( Philosophy) .................................................. Alexandria 
ALTER, CAROLA t (English ) ................... Colonial Heights 
ASHBY, McDOWELL PIERCE, JR. (History )..... . ..... Powhatan 
BARTH, STEVEN t (English) ......... . .............. Richmond 
BELL, RONALD WAYNE t (English ) .................. N ewportNews 
BENSON, MARC FRANCIS t (English ).... . ...... Germany 
BURCH, WARREN BERNARD, JR. t (Philosophy ) ......................... .Wash ington, D. C. 
BURGESS, M. DWIGHT,. JR . (Chemistry ) ............ Richmond 
CARPER, JOHN MARKEE t (English ) ................................. Richmond 
CHACE. LINDA EMILY !History) ................................................... Closter, N. J. 
CHADICK, RICHARD DUDLEY !History ) ..... Richmond 
CHAMBERLAIN, TA BIT.HA LORETT A (English ).. . ............... Arlington 
COBB, REBECCA MOAK (English ) .... . ................. Richmond 
COLEMAN, MERVIN RYLAND (Philosophy) .............. Richmond 
COUCHMAN, RUTH CRAWFORD* (English ) ... . ........................................ Richmond 
DANIEL, MARSHA ELAINE t (English) ................ Richmond 
DAVENPORT, MILDRED SAWYER t /History ) ......... Ettrick 
DEANE, BRIAN CLAYTON t ( Philosophy ).. .. Dayton, Ohio 
DeSANTI, SHARON LOUISE t (History) .......... McLean 
DOWNING, ELIZABETH ANN t (English) ... . ..... .Waseca, Minn. 
EICHORN, CHARLES LAWRENCE t** (Philosophy and History ) ...... Richmond 
ELLIS, ROBERT LEE* /En~lish) .............................. Richmond 
ENGLAND, PATRICIA McKENNA t (English )............. . ........... Richmond 
ESTEBANEZ, MIRIAM CECILIA (French ).......... . ... Mechanicsville 
ETTER, JAMES PATRICK (History) ............................... ..Richmond 
ETTER, NANCY HAWK** (History}....... . ..... Richmond 
FALLIS, JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER t (English) ............... .. ..... . ..... Richmond 
FARRELL, M. KEVIN t (English }... . ........................ Richmond 
FETTER, MARK ELLIOTT (History}............... . ................................. ........... .. .. Richmond 
FOUSE, RALPH DANIEL (English) ......................... Richmond 
FOWLER, PATRICIA ANN t (English ) ................................................ Silver Spring, Md. 
FRANKLIN, LYNWOOD LEE** ( Philosophy and History} ... Richmond 
FRERE, CHARLES ERVIN (History } ...... Alexandria 
GARDNER, SUSAN YAGER t (English) ....... . ............... Richmond 
GARTON, DAVID CARL t (History ) .. ................................................ .York, Pa. 
GATLING, GEORGE WILLIAM t (History ) ........ Richmond 
GOOf>ALE, FAIRFIELD, HI (English )......................................... . ....... ............. Cre~ie• 
GRATTAN, MARIE-THtRtsE G. t** (French ) .. . ............................... .Ashland 
GREER, ANNE t (English)............. . ........... Richmond 
GRIM, SAYRE GRAVES t (English) ............ Quinton 
GUNDY, GEORGE LARRY (History )....... . ................ Memphis, Mo. 
HAGAN, PAUL DOUGLAS t (History} ......................................................... .Laurel, Md. 
HALE, CHERYL DIANNE t (English ) ......... .. .... Hopewell 
HALL, DONNA GILMAN t (History}....... . ......................................... Ashland 
HATCHER, RICHARD WAVERLY, III (History }. . .............. Richmond 
HENDLER, RUTH ROSALIE t (French) ............... . .. Richmond 
HIGHBERGER, SANDRA YOUNG (English } .............................. . ... Richmond 
HINER, JAMES ELLIS (English) .... ...... .................. .. . ................ Richmond 
* With High Honors ** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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HOGUE, MARGARET ANNE** (English ) . ..... Hampton 
HOLMES, RALPH BE~HO!'l, JR. (En~li3h )... Arlington 
HONNOLD, JULIE ARRINGTON (History )... . .............. Richmond 
JENNINGS, SUSAN SCOTT t (Philosophy) ... . .................... .Virginia Beach 
JOHNSON, JAMES RICHARD t (History ) .... . ........ Moneta 
JONES, SUSAN LEE (English ) ... . ............. Richmond 
KOLAKOSKI, PAULA JANE t* (English ) ..... .Arlington 
KRAL, KATHLEEN MARIE t (English ) ... . ...................... Springfield 
LARCH, TERRY CECIL t (H is tory ) ... . ..... Richmond 
LEARY, MICHAEL BEIRNE (Engl ish )...... .. L exington 
LEICHTER, ALBERT t (History )... . .................. Ettrick 
LESNIAK, MARGARET MEGEE t** (English ).. . ..... Richmond 
LOHMEYER, ROBERT HENRY, JR. (H is tory) ... . ......................... Richmond 
LUCK, FREDERICK MARSHALL t (History ) ... . .................... Richmond 
LUTZ, NORMA JEAN t (English ) ... . ...... Richmond 
MacDONALD, AGNES KATHERINE (History ) ... ......... . ... T riangle 
MacDONALD, EDWARD LEE, JR. (History ) ... . ........ Triangle 
MAGNONE, JACK HENRY t (History ).... . . .. .Vienna 
McCONNAUGHEY, SALLY PERRITT (English )..... . ......... .Amelia 
McCULLEY, ROBERT NEIL, JR. (History) ........... Richmond 
McDONALD, JACQUELINE LHERMENIER (French ) ... . ....... Richmond 
MOORE, JOHN ROGER TYLER t (English )..... . ................. Richmond 
MOSS, CHARLOTTE ANN (English )... . .......................... Richmond 
M .rl:'ltS, THOMAS AMf)ItEW (llistot y) ... RicbmoPd 
NUNNALLY, HAL WINSTON, II t (History ) ... ... . .. Petersburg 
OBENCHAIN, JANET PEART t* (English ) ... . ........ Richmond 
OGUNDELE, JACOB AD EBA YO (English )... . ... Nigeria 
PAINTER, KRISTINA HADDON t (English )... . ....................... Bon Air 
PEDROSO, GONZALO LAZARO (Philosophy) .... . ...... Richmond 
PENTON, JOEL ST EPHEN t (History )... . ........................................... Richmond 
PITTS, JOHN ELLIOTT t ** (English ) ... . ..... Richmond 
QUINN, THOMAS EDWARD (History) ... . ...... R ichmond 
REDD, CHARLES THOMAS, III (History) .. . ..... Richmond 
ROLAN, KAREN KINCAID (English ) ... . .................................... Richmond 
ROYALL, MARIAN SCOTT DENNISON t (English) ... . ....... Richmond 
SAUNDERS, CYNTHIA BARNES t (English )... . ................ Chester 
SCHILLING, FRANK ROBERT, JR. (History ) ............................. Staunton 
SCHMIED, GEORGEANN t (English ) ...................................... Richmond 
SCOTT, ELIZABETH CLOYD t (History) ... . .............. Richmond 
SEGAL, DAVID JOSEPH t (English ).... . ............................................................. Richmond 
SHAUGHNESSY, MARY PAIGE (English ) ... . ................. Sandston 
SMITH, DAVID MONROE t ** (History ).... . .................... Roanoke 
SMITH, MIRIAM JANE t (History ) ................................................................................... Richmond 
SPELLMAN, SCOTT RORY (History ) .... Winchester 
SPENCE, ALBERTA LOUVENIA (English ) .... . ........... Chesapeake 
SPRUILL, LARRY LESLIE t (English ). . ............ Richmond 
STINE, VICTORIA BARTON t (History ) ...... . ....... .Winchester 
STOKES, BONNIE LEWIS t (English ) ... . ......... Richmond 
STONE, DANA LEE t (English ). . .......................... Roanoke 
STOUT, GAYE MARSHALL * (History) . . ....... Hopewell 
• With High Honon ** With Honors t Completed Degree Requirements prior to May 1973 
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STOVER, REBECCA RUTH t (History) 
TATE, CHARLES LOWNDES t (History) 
TAYLOR, CAROL ANNE t (English) . 
TAYLOR, ERNEST RICHARD, III (History ) 
TERRY, EVONNIE (English) ....... . 
............... .Alexandria 
............. Candler, N. C. 
. ................. Springfield 
................. Richmond 
. ...... Buffalo Junction 
................ Richmond THOMAS, GEORGE WILLIAM, JR. (History ) 
THOMPSON, LINDA SUE SATTERWHITE t* 
TONEY, JOHN SIMMS (History ) ..... 
(Philosophy ) ....................... Ashland 
VAN SANT, JILL VICTORIA t (History) .... 
VERNA, RICHARD L. t (History ) 
... Richmond 
. ... Arlington 
. . .... .. .... Spotsylvania 
......... Phenix VIAR, RONALD WAYNE t (English ) 
VIGEN, JAMES BRUCE (History ) ................................................. .Alexandria 
WALKER, JANE ANASTASIA* (History ) .. . 
WALTERS, MALLORY GRACE (History ) .... . 
WA i L!dU>, MAK f MELOB'f ( His to! y } 
WEBB, GEORGE DAVID (History) ............ . 
WILLIAMS, ROGER HOLMES (English ) ... 
WILSON, CAROL ANNE (History ) .... .. ... . 
WILSON, DONALD WAYNE (History ) 
WITT, JOHN HUNTON (History ) ... 
WORTHINGTON, DANIEL OWEN, JR. t (Philosophy ) 
WRIGHT, WAYNE LINCOLN (History) . 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
..... Falls Church 
. ....... Richmond 
. ....................... ArliHg~eA 
....................................... Fairfax 
. ........ Danville 
. ........ Richmond 
.... .Trevilians 
.......... Richmond 
. .... .Ivy 
. ............ .Lovings ton 
AKINSEYE, ANDREW CLEMENT AIYENIMARA (Psychology ) .............. Nigeria 
ARMBRECHT, EVA LOUISE (Sociology )......... . .............................................. Rustburg 
BAKER, DOUGLAS MARSHALL (Sociology) ............. ... .. ......................... Northboro, Mass. 
BARLEY, LINDA ANN (Mathematics ).......... . ... Colonial Heights 
BAXTER, LAWRENCE CAVANAUGH (Psychology ) .... . ....................... Roanoke 
BEALS, DAVID HASKELL (Science ) ........... Newport News 
BELCASTRO, RUTH GRACE (Psychology) ......................... Hampton 
BENNETT, DONALD R. t (Psychology) ... . ..... Hopewell 
BIANCHINI, ROGER B., JR. t (Sociology )..... . ................ .Alexandria 
BINNS, LEO WATERS, JR. t (Sociology ) .... Richmond 
BOSWELL, DORA LEE (Journalism) ..... Fredericksburg 
BOULDIN, WILLIAM KENNON, III t (Sociology ) ... . ...... McLean 
BOWMAN, GREGORY EARL t (Mathematics) ... . ............ Barboursville 
BRADLEY, EVELYN ESTHER (Biology ) ............................... Richmond 
BRAME, JACQUELINE LOUISE t (Sociolgy )...... .. Skipwith 
BROWN, JOYCE GWENNETH t (Sociology ).. . .......... Fairfax 
BRUNER, REBECCA SUSAN (Journalism )........ . .......... Hagerstown, Md. 
BURKE, JOSEPH MONROE, III t (Mathematics) .. . ............................. Front Royal 
BURLEIGH, LA'li'REUOE FELIX, JR. {Sociology } 
CAHEN, ALBERT J ., JR. t (Physics ). 
CAPASSO, DEBORAH RICHARDSON t** (Psychology ) ... 
CAREY, DEBORAH PADGETT t (Psychology ) 
CASSADA, ROBERT ODELL (Mathematics) ... 
CHAMBERLAIN, DANA HOBBS (Science) 
CLARK, DAVID FRANKLIN (Biology) 
..................... ?fotfolk 
................ Williamsburg 
. .... .. .. Richmond 
. ........... Richmond 
.................. Richmond 
. ........... Richmond 
.................. Richmond 
CLARK, LAWRENCE B. t (Journalism) .......................................................................... Richmond 
• With High Honor> • • With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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CLEMENTE, CAROLYN LORRAINE t (Journalism) ... Arlington 
CLINE, ROBERT ALVIN (Sociology) . . ................ Richmond 
COLLEY, RAY LEE t (Psychology) ........................................................................ Haysi 
COLLIER, WILLIAM RONALD (Sociology ) ................................. Richmond 
COLLINS, PAUL DENNIS ( Psychology ) .................................. Richmond 
CONSOLVO, RICHARD HARRISON t (Biology)... . ........................... Arlington 
COOK, CECILIA ELIZABETH (Journalism ) .................................... Richmond 
COPELAND, WILLIAM RAYNOR t (Sociology ) .................................................. Richmond 
CORBIN, LINDA MARIE t (Sociology ) ......... Richmond 
COVINGTON, HAROLD BENNETTE, JR. t (Psychology ) ......... Franklin 
CROOKER, ALAN HOUGHTON t (Mathematics) ..................... Richmond 
CRUZ, BARBARA ANN (Psychology ) ... . ... Norfolk 
CURD, RICHARD LEWIS t (Biology ) ... . ................. Richmond 
DANCE, SHARON IRENE ** (Psychology). . ............................ Richmond 
DEANER, IRA CLEON t (Psychology )........ . .............. Chester 
DENT, SUSAN SIMPSON t (Psychology )... . ................. Richmond 
DETAMORE, MARIBETH (Psychology ).... . ......................... Dayton 
DeVERA, FRED MARQUES, JR. t (Science) . . ................................... Norfolk 
DURRER, CHRISTOPHER THOMAS t (Biology )... . .......... Richmond 
DZIEDZIC, GERALD CHARLES (Mathematics) ... Richmond 
EBERT, MEGAN CROY (Sociology) ...... . .................................... .Winchester 
EBY, WILLIAM WARREN t (Journalism) ........ Stuarts Draft 
EDWARDS, DEBORAH KAYE t (Sociology ).... . ...................................... Richmond 
ELAM, JAMES HENRY, JR. t (Sociology) . . ........ Richmond 
ESHBACH, WILLIAM MARCUS, JR. (Science) ..... . ................. Richmond 
ETHERIDGE, WILLIAM deTREVILLE t** (Psychology ). . ........ Richmond 
FAGER, WALTER HOWARD, JR. t (Science) . . ........... Chesapeake 
FALLS, JOHN TERENCE (Psychology) ............... Richmond 
FEATHERS, JUDY CAROL (Journalism) .............................................. Fredericksburg 
FERRY, ROY JOHN (Sociology ) ..... Colonial Heights 
FORRESTER, ROBERT STEVENS t (Psychology )..... . ......................................... Lively 
FRALICK, ANDREW VERNE t (Psychology ). .Arlington 
FULCHER, GERALDINE MILLER (Sociology ). . ................................ Richmond 
GERLACH, KENNETH ALLEN ( Psychology ). . ..... Alexandria 
GILES, FAYE LITREL ** (Science) .............. Richmond 
GLAZER, MARC JOSEPH t (Psychology ) ............... Richmond 
GOINS, ERNEST EARL (Psychology ). . ....... Richmond 
GRAVATT, GERALD SAUNDERS ( Psychology ) .................... Richmond 
GREEN, MARY JANE (Psychology ). . ..... Richmond 
GREENE, ALFRED CLINTON, II t ( Psychology) ... . .. Richmond 
GRUNWALD, RICKI ELLEN t (Biology)... . ................................................ Richmond 
HAAS, GERALD THOMAS (Mathematics) ... Glen Allen 
HALE, GARY LYNN (Psychology ). . ................. Richmond 
HANNA, ANNE THERESE (Psychology )....... . .............. Covington 
HARRIS, FRANKLIN DELANO t (Sociology ) ...................................................... Mannboro 
HARRIS, JAMES CLINTON t (Sociology) ... . ..... Richmond 
HARRIS, MARSHA SUSAN (Biology) ..................................................... .......... Beltsville, Md. 
HEDAYATNIA, SANDRA GUNTER (Journalism )... . ............ Richmond 
RINGLEY, AUDREY TYLER t (Journalism) . . ..... Mechanicsville 
HITCHINGS, CAROL ANNE ** (Psychology ).. . ............... Raleigh, N. C. 
HOCHSTUHL, JESSICA ANN ** (Biology ) .... Middletown, N. J . 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to M ay 1973 
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HODGES, GEORGE T., JR. (Sociology) ....... Richmond 
HORSKY, IVAN DAVID t (Chemistry) ........ .. .. .. Richmond 
HOUSEMAN, JULIAN CARY, JUNIOR (Psychology) .......... ... Midlothian 
HOWELL, ARMOREL LAVEDA t (Sociology) ... Richmond 
IRBY, SUE HODGES ** (Psychology) ........ .. ............ .. Richmond 
JACOBS, ANN BERYL (Journalism ).......... .. .......... Petersburg 
JACOBSON, SUSAN RENEE (Psychology) ...... .. ................ Norfolk 
JENNINGS, ALBERT ARTHUR (Psychology) ......... Richmond 
JESNECK, EDWARD JOSEPH t (Biology) .... . ............ .. Richmond 
JETER, FRED WILLIAM t (Journalism ).................. .. .... Waynesboro 
JOHNS, LAWRENCE EDWARD t (Psychology) ... Richmond 
JOHNSON, EDRIENE L. t (Sociology)......................... .. ....... Richmond 
JOYCE, CHERYL DIANE (Journalism)...... .. ... .. .... Farmville 
JOYCE, JAMES MARTIN DE AMPURIAS FRANCES t (Sociology) Richmond 
KECK, JOHN P. (Biology) ........... .................. .. .. ............. . ........ Kents Store 
KEENER, PATRICK ROLAND (Sociology).............. ....... ............ .. ................ Richmond 
KENT, JAMES CALVIN, JR. (Journalism ).. .. ..................... Richmond 
KERCHEVAL, NANCY JO (Journalism) ........ ............................................. Hagerstown, Md. 
KEYSER, WILLIAM FREDERIC t (Science) ................. ...... Richmond 
KINCHELOE, STEVE CREWS t (Psychology) ................ Richmond 
KING, LARRY DAVID (Journalism ).................................... .. ............. Sandston 
KINGSLEY, JUDITH ANN MARIE (Psychology) ...... .. ...... .. Petersburg 
KIRK, JOANNE PIEROTTI (Sociology) ............ .. .................. .. .. .... ...... .. ......................... Richmond 
KITCHEN, CECIL FREDERICK t (Psychology)..... .. ........ .. ......... .. ........ Petersburg 
KITT, JOHNNY RAY t (Sociology) .... .. ............... .. .. .. .................. ... Richmond 
KYLE, DIANE CATHERINE t (Psychology) ....................... .. .. .. .. ..... Alexandria 
LaMAR, SUZANNE SHELBY SCHAMBACH t (Sociology) .......................... Richmond 
LANGE, THOMAS MICHAEL (Biology) ........................................... .. .. .......... .. Richmond 
LANIER, HERBERT ALLEN t (Physics) ........................... .. .............. .. ........ .. .. Colonial Heights 
LAWLESS, NATHALEE MARQUES t** (Psychology) .............................. .. ............. Chester 
LEE, STU ART FRANCIS (Psychology) ............................. ................................................. Richmond 
LEW, JUDY FAY t** (Sociology) ........................................... .. .. ............................... ...... .. Richmond 
LOHMEYER, VIVIEN P. (Psychology) ............................... .. ............... Richmond 
LOUK, DAVID JOSEPH (Science) .. .. .... .. .. ........ .. ...... .. .. .... .. ....... .. ....... ............................... Powhatan 
LOWERY, WALTER PALMER t (Biology) ...................................... .. ... Richmond 
LUDEKE, MARTIN GLEN t (Biology) .............................. .. ... Sandston 
MAHER, DUANE GEORGE t (Sociolgy) .............. .... .... .. .. ...... .. ...................................... Richmond 
MAHONEY, PATRICIA SUSAN t (Psychology) ......... .. .................................... .. ..... Richmond 
MARSHALL, ALBERT RAY, JR. (Psychology) .. .. ....................................... ........ .. .. Richmond 
MASENGILL, ROBERT BRINKLEY, JR. (Psychology) .............................. .. .... Richmond 
MATCH, JOEL WAYNE t (Psychology) ................ .. .. .... .. .... .. .............. .. .. ................... ... Alexandria 
MATERA, MARIANE (Journalism )....... .. ..................................... Richmond 
McALPIN, BONNIE LEUEEN (Psychology) .. ................................. ............... .. .. .......... Richmond 
McCLAUGHRY, SHELVA LYNN (Psychology) ...................... .. .. ......... Bluemont 
MELTON, CHARLES EDWIN t (Sociology) ..... .. .... .. ..... .. ...... .. ........................... Haymarket 
MILLER, GEORGIANNA C. (Psychology) ................................... .. .... .. .......................... Richmond 
MINSON, GEORGE WILLIAM, II t (Science) .......................................... Colonial Heights 
MITCHELL, JAMES WARREN, JR. (Journalism ) ......................... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. Richmond 
MONTAGUE, GEORGE FRANKLIN (Sociology) ................................................... Richmond 
MOONEY, JO J . t (Sociology ) .......................................... ............................................................ Richmond 
MOORE, CHARLES ELLET, III t (Psychology) .................................... .. ...... .. ........ Richmond 
.. With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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MOREN, BRENDA GAYLE (Psychology) ... . ....................... Richmond 
MORRIS, WILLIAM HERBERT (Mathematics) ... . ......... Richmond 
MORTON, SIDNEY GLENN, JR. (Science) ....... Sandston 
MOSBY, KATHLEEN D. (Psychology) ........................ . ......................................... Richmond 
MURDOCK, DULCIE t (Journalism) ........... .Lynchburg 
MURRAY, CHARLES FREDERICK t (Biology) ....... Boones Mill 
NEBLETI, KATHI ANN (Sociology) ... . ..... Richmond 
NEITCH, SHIRLEY MAE * (Science) ...... . .................. Marion 
NEWBY, JOHN WYNNE (Psychology) ... . ......................................... Richmond 
NEWLON, PAULINE GRACE** (Psychology) ...... Fairfax 
PACKETT, RANDALL WEYMOUTH, JR. (Sociology) .. . ........ Richmond 
PARRISH, PAUL CHESTER (Biology) ........................ Richmond 
PETROCHILLI, PATRICIA CLARKE (Journalism) ... . ............. Richmond 
PETIUS, WILLIAM BUR TON ** (Psychology) .................................................. Richmond 
PIKE, GARY RALPH t (Sociology) ......................................................................... Las Vegas, Nev. 
POEHLAND, BENJAMIN LAWSON t (Chemistry) .... ..... Richmond 
POOLE, ERIC DRISCOLL * (Sociology) ..... Hillsville 
RANKIN, PATRICK MICHAEL (Biology) ..... . ...................................... Richmond 
RAY, JAMES FRANCIS, JR. (Journalism) ........... Richmond 
REED, RUTH EVONNE HEDGEPETH* (Psychology) .... Montpelier 
ROBERTSON, BARRETI FRANKLIN t (Sociology) ... . ..... Ruther Glen 
ROPER, CAROLE ROBIN t (Journalism) ... . .............. Newport News 
ROSCIIER, FREDERIOIC ARTHUR, III (JeurRalisH1) Hopewell 
ROSNER, JOHN JOSEPH (Psychology) . ..Richmond 
RUSSELL, WAYNE LUTHER, JR. t (Journalism ) .................................................... Matoaca 
SAGER, PHILLIP MEYER (Journalism) ........... Arlington 
SANDLER, DIANE JACQUELINE (Psychology) ... . ..... Newport News 
SAUERBIER, EVELYN JOANNE (Psychology) ............ Portsmouth 
SAUNDERS, GERALD ALAN (Psychology) ..... . .................. Richmond 
SAXBY, STEPHEN PAUL** (Psychology) ... . .............. Richmond 
SCHERER, JAMES BYRON (Sociology) ................. Hampton 
SCHIFF, JANET NORKIN (Sociology) ..... . ..... Norfolk 
SCHUWEILER, ROBERT CHARLES t (Sociology) ... . ............. Richmond 
SCOTI, JOHN DOUGLAS (Psychology) ..... Highland Springs 
SHAUGHNESSY, KATHERINE TOMLIN t* (Mathematics) ... . ..... Richmond 
SHELL, JAMES WILMER, JR. t (Biology) .. Newport News 
SHERERTZ, PETER CHAMNESS t (Science) .................... Roanoke 
SHIREY, VELMA BALLARD t (Biology) ... . ................. Richmond 
SHOEMAKER, ROSALIND LORRAINE (Journalism) ...................................... Richmond 
SIMULCIK, SUE LOWRY t (Biology) .. . .............. Woodford 
SINGER, MARK IRWIN (Journalism) ....... . ..... Richmond 
SMART, MICHAEL GEORGE (Psychology) ............... Richmond 
SNEAD, GEORGE HATCHER, JR. t (Sociology) ............ Richmond 
SNOW, VICKI DIANE t (Biology) .................... Richmond 
SPENCER, SUSAN BAKER t (Sociology) .... Richmond 
SPERBERG, MICHAEL J . t (Psychology).... . ..... Richmond 
SPICER, ROBERTA MILLS t (Psychology) ........... Richmond 
SPITILE, DAVID WAYNE (Science) ... Alexandria 
STAFFORD, GEORGE CATERINE, JR. (Chemistry) ......... Richmond 
STEINER, JOAN t (Biology) ............................. . ...... Salt Lake City, Utah 
STEWART, WILLIAM RONALD t (Journalism) ...... . .......................... Richmond 
• With High Honon ** With Honors t Completed Degree Requiremenu prior to May 1973 
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STOUT, JOSEPH TOBIAS (Science) ............... Richmond 
STUARD, ROBERT DOUGLAS (Psychology )..... . ............. Newport News 
SWAIN, BOBBY WILSON, JR. (Sociology).... . .. Williamsburg 
TAYLOR, ARTHUR HASTINGS, III t ( Psychology ).... . ..... Suffolk 
TAYLOR, DAVID GORDON (Chemistry) ... . .................. Richmond 
TAYLOR, MARY ELLEN (Psychology) ............... Dendron 
TERRY, CHRISTINE N. (Mathematics) ... . ....... Richmond 
THOMAS, REBECCA HANEY t (Biology) ...... Charlottesville 
THORN, DOUGLAS W. t (Sociology) ... .Tabor, N. J. 
TIMBERLAKE, STEPHEN DAVIS, II t (Psychology ) ........................ Staunton 
TOLNAY, HELEN JOSEPHINE (Sociology)... . ...................................... Richmond 
TRUMP, DONALD ERDELL (Biology) ............... Richmond 
TURNER, SUZANNA t (Psychology) ..................................................................... Charlottesville 
TYLER, WAYNE LEE (Science) .......... ...................... . .................... Richmond 
VALENTINE, CAROLE BOND t (Psychology) ....... . .................................. .Accomac 
VASS, JAMES RANDOLPH, JR. t (Mathematics) ......... Richmond 
VAUGHN, CURTIS ARLANDA, JR. t** (Psychology)... . ..... Danville 
WADKINS, MARSHA ANN t (Sociology) ..... . .. Richmond 
WALKER, EUGENIA EILEEN ** (Psychology) .. Richmond 
WALKER, ROBERT ERNEST (Journalism) ........... ..Richmond 
WARE, ELIZABETH WENDELL t (Psychology) .. . ... Richmond 
WEEKS, GEORGE WAYNE (Psychology) ............ Hampton 
WEST, WALTER GERALD (Sociology). . ................. Collinsville 
WIELAND, WERNER t (Science) ...... . ..... Richmond 
WILLIAMS, CHARLES STEPHAN (Biology) ..... Richmond 
WILLIS, ROBERT CHADWICK (Biology). .............................. . .......... .Vienna 
WILSON, JAMES THOMAS t ( Psychology) .................................................. Newport News 
WILSON, STEVEN RAYMOND (Science ) ..................... ... ................ Roanoke 
WILSON, WILLIAM DARYL (Science ).............. ........................................... . ......... Bristol 
WOLFF, EILEEN LESLIE (Psychology) ...... Hampton 
WONG, ROBERT BUCK (Biology)................... . .......... .Amelia 
WORSHAM, WAYNARD MARR t (Psychology) . . ........... Hurt 
WYATT, CHARLES MARVIN t (Biology) .............. . ............................................. Richmond 
YOUNG, COLEMAN PRICE (Sociology) .................. Richmond 
YOUNG, DAVID LOGAN (Sociology) ......................... . .... Richmond 
YOUNG, RUTH SCAMMELL ( Psychology ) .................. Richmond 
ZACHARIAS, ELAINE SHEPHERD t (Mathematics) ........................ Richmond 
ZUMSTEIN, ROBERT KENT (Biology) ............ Richmond 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ADELMAN, HOWARD (Applied Psychology) ............ Philadelphia, Pa. 
B.S., Athens College 
ANDREWS, DONALD JOHN t (Clinical Psychology ) ....................................... Arlington 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
BAILEY, DAVID S. (Biology) ............. . .................... . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
BEALL, THOMAS MURPHY t (Applied Psychology ). 
B.A. Towson State College 
BELKOV, WILLIAM MARK t (Applied Psychology). 
B.S. , Old Dominion U niversity 
BLOOD, FRED BARRETT (Biolog1 ) ................. . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
BOSS, BETSY LYNN t (Sociology) ............................ . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
•• With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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. ........... Richmond 
. .......... Frederick, Md. 
. .............. Norfolk 
. .. Hopewell 
11ROD&GKI, JOS&PII MIGIIA&I:, (Applied Ps, ekelegy ) Ricbroaoct , 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
BURRELL, BEl'JJAMH'J Al'JDREW ( Seeieleg, ) .. A Jexaodrja > 
B.A. , Univenity of Richmond 
GAFFR&Y, JAMES VERNO!'l, III (Gli,iieal Ps, ehelegt) R icbroaod ~ 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
CHITWOOD, DALE D. (Sociology ) ....... .Lexington, Ky. 
B.A., Nebraska Christian College 
ESObDI, KATIIbEEl'f LORRltll'lE (Applied Ps, eke leg; ) S•irliog, N J 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
GEIGER, JAMES G. (11ieleg,) Sao Jose, Calif 
B.S. , Tulane Univenity 
GLOVER, HILDA WEA VER ( Clinical Psychology ) .... ... . ......... Richmond 
B.A., Miami University 
HARGROVE, CHARLES CAMERON (Applied Psychology ) ................. .Arlington 
B.A. , George Washington Univenity 
lUiTI)ICi, WII.bl,0.{ STA!'IU;v, JR. (11ieleg, ) .. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
HAYES, RONALD LAWRENCE (Applied Psychology) 
B.A. , Univenity of Richmond 




B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
MUISHAW, JAU&S Al:,l:,El'l (Appliea Ps,eheleg)) ............................. ........... R ieAmeA& 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
JOHNSO!'l, ROl'Ul:,D IIUOII (Biolog7) ................... . ............... ~ ieAmeRd 
B.S., College of William and Mary 
KERKHOFF, THOMAS R. t (Clinical Psychology)... . ................... Cincinnati, Ohio 
B.S., Xavier University 
KIRKSEY, CHARLES DOUGLAS (Biology ) 
B.A., Eastern New Mexico University 
KIRKSEY, ELIZABETH ESZENYI (Biology) 
B.A., University of New Hampshire 
MAGE&, MIGHAEI:, GI:,YDE (Appliea Ps,eheleg, ) .. 
B.A., University of Richmond 
MIMS, PATRICIA ROESSER t (Clinical Psychology ) 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
)U)IOR, SCOTT W4Y)l.li'. (CliAi1;al Pi;y1;A1,1l1,1sy) 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
MITCHELL, THOMAS E., JR. (Applied Psychology) ... 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
MORROW, GLORIA ELIZABETH t (Sociology) ....... . 
B.A., University of North Carolina 
NORD, CHARLES t (Clinical Psychology ) ... ................. . 
B.S., University of Georgia 
NORREbb, IVAN GEORGE (Appliea Ps7cholog,l . 
B.S., Virginia State College 
PEEK, LEON ASHLEY (Clinical Psychology) .. 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
POLLOOIE:, DAU IIERRIOIE: (Olinical Psycholog7 ) .......... . 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
PURCELL, MARY FRANCES t (Applied Psychology) 
B.A., Radford College 
REID, BONNIE ESKRIDGE t (Clinical Psychology) .. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
.R:18f>ICK, MARCEILE BALLENTl!'JE ( Bieleg)) ....... 
B.S. , Duke Univenity 







......... Newark, Del. 




... .Virginia Beach 
.......... Richmond 
Richmond 
STEIN, DAVID BERNARD t (Clinical Psychology} ........................ . ...... Richmond 
B.A., Brooklyn College 
SWAl~T, lsOUIS:K J.(AQISO~T WASHRUR~I (Seeie leg,) ....... ...... \t/illiaMshttrg 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
To\Ti., ROlli.RT '\&1,\¥.Wi. (ieGielesy) F11111batan 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
TINSLEY, ANNE GLENN t (Sociology) ... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
VANDENBERG, ROBERT DEWEY (Biology) ............ Richmond 
B.A., Hope College 
VARPlBR, TIIOMJ,S ALLB!ll ( Seeiele~,) .. . ......................... ~ ieb.11111Rd 
B.S. Ohio State University 
ZINGRAFF, MATTHEW THOMAS, JR. (Sociology} .......... . . .Virginia Beach 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
ZONDERMAN, RICHARD BRUCE t (Clinical Psychology) .............. Newton, Mass. 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
ROBH,SO~,, LEAH 'FROY (Psychology) .......................... . ......... Riehm1111e 
Master of Science, Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean J. Curtis Hall 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
BARNES, JACQUELINE ANN (Legal Secretarial) ........ . ..... Falls Church 
BOSWELL, SANDRA WEST ** (Medical Secretarial) ... Clarksville 
BROWN, ELIZABETH G. t (General Secretarial) ................... Richmond 
BROWN, LINDA (Information Systems) ..................................... .Annandale 
BURRIER, DALE FRANCES ** (General Secretarial ) ............ Fairfax 
CORBETT, KATHRYN ANN (Legal Secretarial) ............... . .................... Richmond 
DIAMAND, LOUISE KATHERINE t (General Secretarial) ................ Reading, Pa. 
F2\ISO~f, GAIL EL2\l~lE (J.fcdieal Seereta•ial).............. ... Ri,bwond 
FARRELL, PATRICIA ANN (General Secretarial) .............................. . ..... Richmond 
GATEWOOD, CATHY COVINGTON (General Secretarial ) ..................... Richmond 
GOODWIN, MARGARETTE COLE ** (General Secretarial) .................... Covington 
GOUGH, KENNETH R. t (Information Systems) ....... . .................. Richmond 
GREGORY, RICHARD WAYNE t (Information Systems) ......... . ........... Richmond 
HALISON, JULIA BARNES (Information Systems) ............... . .............. Richmond 
HEWITSON, DONNA RUTH t (General Secretarial) .... Richmond 
JOHNSON, KAREN LEIGH (Legal Secretarial) ........... . .... .Virginia Beach 
JOHNSON, STEPHEN THOMAS CRANMER (Information Systems} Richmond 
LEO, BARBARA LEVY t (Legal Secretarial} ..... . ....................... Richmond 
L VONS, NANCY MEELER ( Medical Secretarial) .... .. ....... Richmond 
SHEARIN, SANDRA SUE (Information Systems) ........ . ............. Richmond 
STEMPLE, DONNA SUE (General Secretarial) .. . .. Alexandria 
TAYLOR, VIRGINIA LOUISE (Medical Secretarial) .. . ..................... Richmond 
BACHELOR m· SCIENCE 
ABBOTT, JOHN EARL (Business Administration) .. . ................ .......... Manassas 
ACREE, STEPHEN GERALD (Accounting) ............ . . ....... Richmond 
** With Honors t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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ADKIUS, STEPIIEU RODf'~EY, SR. (Business Administtation) ........... Gkarles City 
ALBERGOTTI, CATHERINE BURKS (Retailing) ... . .................... Roanoke 
ALLEN, JOYCE ANN (Economics) ............................................................... Richmond 
ALLEN, ROBERT EDWARD, JR. (Management) ... . ..... Mechanicsville 
ALSOP, ROBIN DIANE ** (Office Administration )... . ..... McLean 
ANDERSON, REX ALAN (Economics) ...................... .Alexandria 
ANDERSON, THOMAS CARLTON (Business Administration) ................. Richmond 
ANDREWS, DEBRA DENISE t (Retailing) ... . ........... Chalfont, Pa. 
ANDREWS, FRANCIS WAYNE (Accounting) ... . .................... Petersburg 
ANDRICK, STEPHEN HOPE t (Business Administration ) ... . .............. Alexandria 
ANGE, VICTORIA LOUISE (Management) ... . .... .Annandale 
ASHLEY, WILLIAM L. (Accounting) ......... King George 
BADZINSKI, RICHARD VINCENT t (Business Administration) .. ....... Petersburg 
BAER, PRISCILLA RIDGELY (Advertising) .................................... Kill Devi l Hills, N. C. 
BAGWELL, WILLIAM E. t (Business Administration) ... . ..... Richmond 
BAILEY, WILLIAM LEORY, JR. t (Economics) ..... . ........................... Richmond 
BARNES, BRENDA JOYCE (Advertising) ... . ..... Kinston, N . C. 
BASKETTE, ASHTON LEE t (Business Adimnistration ). .. . ........ Richmond 
BAUGHER, WILLIAM THOMAS t (Accounting ) ................................................ Staunton 
BECHTEL, JANIS (Retailing) ...... Newport News 
BECK, GEORGE RICHARD t (Business Administration) ...... Petersburg 
BECK, R. CHRIS t (Advertising) ................................ ............................. Richmond 
BEDWAY, DANIEL ABRAHAM (Management) ...... Richmond 
BEDWELL, JIMMY CARL (Management) ... . .. Richmond 
BENNETT, CHARLES ELLIOTT, JR. (Advertising )... . .... Roanoke 
BLENDERMANN, ROSEMARY t (Retailing) ... . ......... .Lebanon, N. J. 
BLOT, THOMAS WILLIAM (Retailing) ...... Richmond 
BLOUNT, JAMES NAPOLEON, III (Business Administration ) ................. Richmond 
BOHLING, CAROLYN ANN t (Economics) ... . ...... ..... Arlington 
BOWER, H . RICHARD, JR. t (Business Administration) ... . ...... Richmond 
BOWMAN, DOUGLAS WILLIAM, JR. t (Management ) ... . ..... Midlothian 
BOWMAN, JAMES FLOYD t (Business Administration) ............................... Petersburg 
BOWYER, JOHN KEVIN (Marketing) ..... . ........................ Chester 
BRADLEY, JAMES PATRICK, JR. (Business Administration) ................. Springfield 
BROCKWELL, EUGENE CARLTON (Accounting) ... . ........... Richmond 
BROOKS, ALLAN EUGENE (Management) .................. Petersburg 
BRYDIE, JOYCE MILES (Accounting) . . ................ Powhatan 
BURCH, ROBERT O'BRIAN, SR. t (Management) ......................... Richmond 
BURTON, HARVEY GORDON, JR. (Accounting) ... Richmond 
BUTLER, WAYNE SAMUEL t (Business Administration ) ... . ................. Richmond 
BUTTERWORTH, RUTH WILLIAMS (Office Administration) ....... Hopewell 
CAMP, LYNN WILLARD t (Management) ..................... ......................................... Richmond 
CAMPBELL, EVERETT CONNLLEY, JR. (Accounting) ... . ........... Richmond 
CAMPBELL, MAURICE R. (Business Administration) ....... . ................ Prince George 
CAREY, SAMUEL WILMER (Marketing) ... . ...... Salisbury, Md. 
CARPENTER, LEDFORD L., JR. t (Business Administration) ... . ..... Richmond 
CARRINGTON, STEVEN CLARKE (Business Administration ) ...... Richmond 
CARTER, VIRGINIA CAROLYN t (Office Administration) .... . ..... Richmond 
CREELEY, DENNIS EDWARD t (Business Administration )... . .. Kenbridge 
CHICK, MILTON PETTIS (Accounting) ................ Richmond 
•• With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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COBANKS, JoANN (Office Administration ) ....................... Glen Allen 
COFFEY, GEORGE DEWEY, III t (Management) .................... R ichmond 
COGLE, JOHN EDWIN, JR. (Management) ...... Colonial H eights 
COHN, ALAN W. t (Economics) . .............................. . ............ R ichmond 
COLLIER, JAMES EDWIN, III t (Adver tising) ... . ... Colonial H eights 
COLLINS, KEMPER GUY (Business Administration). . ..... Alexandria 
COLTES, RONALD VAUGHAN t (Business Adimnistration ) ..................... R ichmond 
COMBS, EVELYN PAULETTE (Business Administration ) ................. .Tabb 
COMPTON, JOSEPH CARROLL t (Business Administration ). . .................... .Axton 
CONNELL, LEROY JAMES, JR. (Accounting ) ... .................................................... Richmond 
CONWAY, CHARLES CATLETT, JR. t (Business Administra tion ) ..... R ichmond 
CONWAY, ELAINA KAY (Office Administration ). . ........... Hagerstown, Md. 
COOK, BILLY BRUCE (Accounting) .... . ......... R ichmond 
COOK, SIDNEY RICKS, JR. (Accounting ) ... . ......... Petersburg 
COOKE, JEFFREY ALLEN t (Business Administra tion ) ..................... R ichmond 
COOPER, RONNIE BRUCE (Accounting) ... . ......... .................. .. Fredericksburg 
COSBY, DONALD LaVERN (Business Administra tion ). . ............... R ichmond 
COSTLEY, HUGH LANCE (Accounting) ... . .. Petersburg 
COUNTS, ANN ELIZABETH t (Retail ing ) ... . ....................... R ichmond 
COWLING, JAMES MICHAEL (Accounting)... . ............................... R ichmond 
COX, FRANK BLAKESLEE, JR. (Management )... . .............. Richmond 
CRAIG, JAMES HARDING (Management ) ..... . ................. R ichmond 
CRISSEY, RONALD GILBERT t (Marketing ) .......... Sparta, N. J. 
CROWDER, CHARLES WOODROW, JR. (Management)... . ....................... Danville 
CROWDER, JOSEPH SCOTT, III (Business Administration ) ...... R ichmond 
CUMMING, BARBARA ANN (Reta iling ).... . .............. Chester 
DANIEL, RONALD WAYNE t (Business Administra tion )... . ................... R ichmond 
DAVIS, GEARY HORACE (Advertising) ......... Danville 
DEL CORSO, PAUL ANTHONY (Business Administra tion) .... . ........... R ichmond 
delFORN, ALAN R. t (Business Administration) ... R ichmond 
DICKMAN, GREG FERO t (Advertising ) ..... R ichmond 
DiPAOLA, WILLIAM JOSEPH (Advertising ) ... Hackensack, N. J. 
DRESSLER, SUSAN JEANETTE t (Reta iling ) ......... Roanoke 
DUKE, JOHN MICHAEL (Business Administration )... . .. Richmond 
DUNSMORE, ALAN LEO, JR. (Advertising)....................... . ......................... Fairfax 
D U MCAM, L AWREP,OE EYRE (Business Ailministratien ) .. . ............... R iehA19Rd 
DWYER, DOUGLAS MASON t (Accounting )... . .......... Mechanicsville 
DYER, ROBERT L. t (Accounting ) ..................... Glen Allen 
BAST BR, DBNNIS WlbLIAM (Aeeet111ting ) .......................... . 
EDWARDS, DILLON BRADSHAW ** (Accounting) 
; DWARDS, PRESTLEY M. III t (Management ) ... 
ELLER, MARY JULIANA (Advertising) ...... . 
WiRdu:i ter 
......... R ichmond 
................ Richmond 
. .. Greensboro, N. C . 
....................... R ichmond EMORY, JOHN COY, JR. t (Accounting ) 
ENDER, KENNETH LYLE t (Management ) ... 
ENDER, STEVEN CARL t (Management ) 
. ...................................... R ichmond 
ENG, HELEN JEAN (Advertising) .................. . 
EVANS, EDWIN ARTHUR (Business Administra tion ) 
EVANS, JOSEPH BENJAMIN (Business Administration ) ... 
EVERETT E, BRUCE LEE t (Business Administra tion ) 
FARKAS, ROBERT ALFRED, JR. (Advertising) 
FARRAR, RONALD EDWIN (Business Administra tion ) ... 
n With H onm~ t Compl• t• d Deg«• r.quircm• nts prior to May 1973 
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............. R ichmond 
. ..... Chesapeake 
................. R ichmond 
................ Richmond 
.... Colonial Heights 
...... Warrenton 
...... Richmond 
FELVEY, JOHN V., JR. (Marketing) ...... .. Richmond 
FERNANDEZ-MIRANDA, HELEN MAXIE (Retailing ) ............... Richmond 
FIELDING, CHARLES STRATTON (Business Administration ) ............... Richmond 
FISHER, JAMES DANIEL ** (Management ).. . .............................. Richmond 
FLESTER, DAVID B. (Accounting) .... ..Whitestone 
FLORA, PHILIP EUGENE (Accounting ) .... Rocky Mount 
FRANZELLO, SAMUEL VICTOR, JR. t (Business Administration ) 
Fredericksburg 
FREESE, GEORGE ALFRED, JR.** (Accounting) .......... Hopewell 
FROST, DONALD GRAY (Accounting )... . ......... Charlotte, N. C. 
GAINES, GEORGE RONALD t (Management) .................. ............................ Richmond 
GAMMON, GARLAND WAYNE (Retailing) ....................................... Mechanicsville 
GARDINER, ANTHONY MORRIS t (Business Administration ) ................... .Danville 
GARNETT, EUBANK WILSON, JR. t (Economics) .............................. Richmond 
GARRISON, JOSEPH FRANCIS t (Accounting) ... . ........... Richmond 
GERHART, RONALD SCOTT (Advertising )... . ..... Perkasie, Pa. 
GIBSON, WAYNE ALLEN (Advertising ).... . .......................... Petersburg 
GILLESPIE, THOMAS VERNON (Business Administration ) ........ ... Mechanicsville 
GILMAN, JULIAN DEAN t (Marketing ).... . ................................... ... Richmond 
GINDER, WAYNE CHARLES (Retailing )... . ............................. Richmond 
GOODING, DONALD CRAIG (Management) ... . ................ Highland Springs 
GOODING, OTIS LEE, JR. t (Management).... . .............. Richmond 
GOODMAN, JEFFREY BRYAN (Economics ). . . ............................ Norfolk 
GOODWIN, DAVID ALLEN (Marketing) ... . .................... Covington 
GORDY, WILLIAM JOEL (Accounting) .. .. .. ... ................................. Richmond 
GREY, ROBERT JAMES, JR. (Management ) ......... Richmond 
GRIFFIN, EUGENE F., III (Business Administration ) ... . ....... Richmond 
GROSVENOR, GEOFFREY JAY t (Business Administration ) .............. Falls Church 
GUAGENTI, ANTHONY JOSEPH (Economics) ... . .......... .Valley Stream, N. Y. 
HALL, JOHN ELDON t {Business Administration) .... . .................... Richmond 
HAMILTON, WILLIAM BART** (Business Administration ) .................... Annandale 
HAMM, JOYCELENE t (Business Administration ) ... . ........ Somerset 
HANSEN, KATHLEEN ROSE t (Economics ).... . ..... Newport News 
HARLLEE, JANICE MARIE (Accounting)... . ........... Sandston 
HARRINGTON, LINDSAY MARVIN t (Business Administration ) 
Charlottesville 
HARRIS, ELROGER LEE (Business Administration) ...................................... .Lynchburg 
HARRIS, LEE ALMO, JR. ** (Management ) ...... Glen Allen 
HARRISON, LANDER ODELL (Retailing ). . . ... Petersburg 
HART, WINNIE ELAINE (Office Administration) ... . ........... Ruther Glen 
HARVELL, JIMMY DECATOR (Management) .. . .... .. Hopewell 
HARVILLE, ALLEN THOMAS t (Management) ... . ........................ Richmond 
HAYMES, ALAN DAVID t (Economics )... . ........... NewYork,N. Y. 
HAYNES, WILLIAM CLAIBORNE t (Business Administration ) ......... West Point 
HAZELWOOD, MOYER WAYNE (Accounting) ..... . ............................... R ichmond 
HEARL, WALTER LAVERN (Advertising ) ............... Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
HERMAN, STEPHEN HARRIS t** (Business Administration ) .............. Petersburg 
HERRING, JOEL MORTON (Business Administration ) ..... . ....... Richmond 
HIGGINS, CHARLES DAVID ** (Management) ... . ..... Farmville 
HILLIER, WILLIAM RANDOLPH t (Business Administration ) ............. Richmond 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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HINES, VICTOR LEON, JR. t (Business Administration) .............. ................. Richmond 
HOCK, CHARLES EDWARD, JR. t (Business Administration ) ................. Richmond 
HOLCOMB, WAYNE LeROY, JR. (Business Administration ) ....................... Richmond 
HOLDER, JAMES GREGORY, JR. t (Accounting ) . ............................................. Richmond 
HOLLOWAY, ROBERT EDWARD (Management) ................................ Richmond 
HOLMES, MICHAEL LAVON (Business Administration ). . ... Providence Forge 
HORNE, BARRY WAYNE t (Advertising ) ....................... . .......... Roanoke 
HOWELL, rllOMAS HOUSrOt,, JR. (Business Adrninisliatien ) ........... RiehffleR& 
HUBBARD, KENNETH WAYNE t (Accounting ) .. Richmond 
HUFFMAN, ROGER WELTON (Retailing ) ......... Farmville 
HUGHES, DEBORAH JOANNE (Retailing) . . ................. Petersburg 
HUTCHINSON, CULLEN READ (Business Administration ) ....................... Arlington 
IRVING, WILLIAM KENNETH t (Management) ........ . ................. Powhatan 
JAFFE, ERIC DEVEREAUX t (Business Administration ) ..... ..................... Alexandria 
JAMERSON, GEORGE TOWER t** (Business Administration) ................. Richmond 
JOHNSON, BRIAN EUGENE (Economics) ....... . ........ Richmond 
JOHNSON, GARY RAYMOND (Business Administration ) ............................. Richmond 
JOHNSON, HARRY WALTER, III (Management ) . ............................................. Richmond 
JOHNSON, L. HARVEY t (Retailing ) ........... Portsmouth 
JOHNSON, LESLIE SIMS, JR. t (Marketing ) .......................... Richmond 
JUSTICE, THOMAS ALLAN t (Accounting) ............................... McLean 
KAHN, WILLIAM EARL, SR. (Retailing ) ... ..... ............................................................ Richmond 
KASUBA, MICHAEL JOHN, III (Economics ).. . ..... Richmond 
KELCHNER, EARLE DUANE (Business Administration ) .................... Mechanicsville 
KIRKPATRICK, RUTH ANN (Office Administration) ............. . ................. Richmond 
KLINGER, KENNETH RAYMOND t (Business Administration ) ............ Richmond 
KNOX, RICHARD DOUGLAS, JR. * (Accounting) .. . ........................... Richmond 
KOERIN, SIDNEY M. t (Business Administration )................... . ...... Richmond 
LAKEY, DONALD W. t (Economics ) ............................................ Richmond 
LAMBERT, CAROLYN ANN (Office Administration ) .................. . ... Mt. Crawford 
LANDRUM, MICHAEL HOLT (Accounting) .......................... . ................. Richmond 
LANE, JOSEPH PATRICK, JR. (Management ) ............ Richmond 
LANG, ROBERT STIRLING (Business Administration ) ............................ Falls Church 
LAYNE, LARRY FRANKLIN t (Business Administration) ......... Waynesboro 
LEATHERBERRY, JUANITA BROWN* (Accounting) ............................... Richmond 
LEE, BETTY GORDON (Business Administration) ............................................... Richmond 
LEE, CLIFFORD JEROME t (Accounting) .............................................. ................ Richmond 
LEE, JAMES EDWARD (Business Administration ) .......... Richmond 
LEGARD, MARY ANNANITA t (Retailing) .............................................. . ............ Narrows 
LEHMAN, LEWIS PHILIP t (Business Administration) ................................................ Brazil 
LEWIS, BETTY BRITTON ** (Retailing) ............................................................... Harrisonburg 
LIPSCOMB, RICHARD THOMAS (Management) ............. .. ........................ ......... Richmond 
LIVELY, THOMAS KNOX (Economics) ........................ ............................................... Richmond 
LOPEZ, CLIFTON T., JR. (Accounting ) ......... Richmond 
LOUGH, DAVID ARTHUR t (Marketing) ................................... .................. Fredericksburg 
LOVE, GEORGE EDWARD, III t (Advertising) ....... ........................................... Richmond 
LOVING, GARY H. (Business Administration) .................... Richmond 
MAHONEY, JAMES EZELLE (Business Administration ) ............................ Fairfax 
MARLOWE, WILLIAM EDWARD (Management ) .......................................... Martinsville 
MARSH, DAVIS MARTIN (Management) ... ........................ ...................................... Richmond 
MARTIN, CLAUDE GARLAND, JR. t (Accounting) ............... . ........ Richmond 
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MARTIN, HAROLD EDWARD t (Economics) ... . ... Collinsville 
MARTIN, THOMAS WAYNE t (Business Administra tion ) .. . ........ Richmond 
MATOVICH, STEPHEN LeGRANDE t (Advertising) ............... ....................... Sutherland 
McCAULEY, JOHN JOSEPH, JR. (Accounting) ... . ..... Richmond 
McGHEE, ROSCOE ANTHONY t (Business Administra tion ) ................. Richmond 
McKINNEY, ROGER W. t (Business Administra tion ) ..................... Highland Springs 
McPHERSON, GARRETT LANCE (Business Administra tion ) ............. Sanford, Fla. 
MEADE, ANDREW LIPSCOMB (Economics) ... . ................. Charlottesvi lle 
MEAGHER, LINDA KAY (Retailing ) ... . .................................. .Virginia Beach 
MEDLIN, ANSON D., JR. t (Business Administrat ion ) ... . .......... Arlington 
MILLER, CHARLES FLIPPIN (Accounting) ... . ......... Richmond 
MINETREE, JAMES ALLEN, III t (Advertising) .. .... . ............................. Franklin 
MOONEYHAM, RICHARD GENE t (Accounting) ... . ............... White Stone 
MORRIS, JULIAN CRIST (Business Administra tion ) ........................................ Richmond 
MRSTIK, DOUGLAS MICHAEL t (Business Administration ) ........... Alexandria 
MULVANITY, EDWARD DONALD, JR. t (Business Adminis tration ) .. Richmond 
MYERS, ARTHUR R. , JR. ** (Accounting) ... . ........ Richmond 
MYERS, THOMAS NEAL (Management}... . .......... Richmond 
NAGEL, MARI CHRISTINA (Reta iling ) .... . ................... .Loc ust Grove 
NEAL, DON KARL** (Accounting ) ... . .. Richmond 
NORRIS, RONALD JACK (Accounting) .... . ......................................... R ichmond 
NORTH, IRA LITTLETON, JR. (Marketing) .......... Charlottesville 
NUCKOLS, ELIZABETH WATKINS t (Economics) ........................................ Richmond 
NYGREN, KENNETH ERIC t (Accounting) ... . ....... .Alexandria 
OTEY, GAYLE ELIZABETH (Marketing) ... . .................................... Quinton 
PAULING, CHARLES FREDERICK, III t (Marketing) .... .. Fredericksburg 
PEEK, WILLIAM THOMAS t (Business Administra tion ) .................... ............ Richmond 
PEGA, WILLIAM JOSEPH (Business Administration ) ....................................... .. Richmond 
PETRELLA, EDWARD GUIDO t (Business Administra tion ).. . ....... ... Richmond 
PETROS, DENISE MARIE (Office Administration ) ...................................... .. . Annandale 
PHILLIPS, PETER R. (Management ) ................................ Fairfax 
PORTER, REGINALD SIDNOR (Advertising) . . .. ... Richmond 
POTEET, HENRY S., III (Business Administrat ion )...... . ..... Colonial Heights 
PRINTZ, BARRY EDWARD t (Management ) ........................................................... McLean 
PRYOR, RUSSELL WILLIAM, JR. t (Accounting )...... . ........... Columbia 
PULLEY, BONNIE MARIE t (Business Administration )... . .......... Richmond 
RAMSEY, LAWRENCE C. t (Accounting) ....... .. .............. ..................................... Richmond 
RAPP, KENNETH SPERRY t (Business Adminis tra tion ) ... .. . ............ Arlington 
RAWLINS, BARBARA PARKER (Reta il ing) .. . ............. Richmond 
REESE, BENJAMIN THOMAS (Business Administrat ion ) ............................. Richmond 
REID, LEONARD NOYD (Advertising) ..... .LaCrosse 
RHEIN, CHARLES PAUL, III t (Business Adminis tra tion ) ............ Bowling Green 
RIDDELL, ALVIN DOUGLAS t (Advertising) ....................................... . Richmond 
RING, JAMES McCLUNG (Advertising) .. . .............. Sandston 
ROBERTS, KENNETH SPENCER t (Management ) ................... ... .................. Glen Allen 
ROBERTS, RICHARD FRANKLIN (Business Adminis trat ion ) ... . ..... Richmond 
ROWE, JERRY MICHAEL t (Advertising) .................................. Richmond 
RUSNAK, GEORGE ALVIN, II (Bus iness Administra tion ).. . .... Petersbur!( 
SALERA, CARL FRANCIS t (Economics) .. . ........................................................ Richmond 
SANDIDGE, DAVID BLAIR t (Business Administra tion ) ................ Falls Church 
SATTERWHITE, WILLIAM LEO (Business Administra tion ) ................ Ruther Glen 
** With Honors t Comple ted Degree Requ irements prior to May 1973 
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SAVILLE, WILLIAM GREIG (Accounting) ......... Heathsvi lle 
SCHLOEMER, GREGORY JOHN t (Accounting) ... .. .. Walden, N. Y. 
SCHUTRUMPF, ROBERT JOHN, JR. t (Accounting) ................................. Richmond 
SCOTT, JAMES ROBERT, III (Business Administration ) ............................... Jarratt 
SCOTT, PATRICIA ANN (Retai ling) .......................................... Richmond 
SCULLY, JOHN SULLIVAN, IV (Business A.dministration) .......................... Richmond 
SEAY, BERNARD EDWIN t (Management) ... . ......................................... Richmond 
SECKORA, DAVID DONALD t (Management ) ..................... West Point 
SELLERS, HARRY PETERSON ** (Business Administra tion ) Churchville 
SHORT, STANLEY WAYNE (Advertising ) ............................................. Edinburg 
SIGLER, JOHN RICHARD (Advertising) ...... ....................................... White Plains, N. Y. 
SIMMONS, DANIEL WILSON (Business Administration ) ... .. ........... Richmond 
SISK, T HEODORE MARTIN (Business Administration ) ... .. ................ Manassas 
SITTERSON, ALAN RAY (Management) ...................................................................... Richmond 
SMITH, EDMUND RAY (Management ) ............................................. Richmond 
SMITH, GLENNA JEAN (Retai ling ) ................................. Springfield, Pa. 
SMITH, JOHNNY BRAUNLIN, II t (Business Administra tion ) ... .. .... Richmond 
SNEAD, GAY FRANCES t (Business Administration )... .. ....... Richmond 
SOLYAN, CHARLES DOUGLAS (Economics) ... .. ...... Hopewell 
SORAH, ROBERT EARL (Management ) ... .. .... Richmond 
SPAIN, JAMES ALLARD t (Management ) .......... .. ........... Rich mond 
SPANGLER, MARK ALAN (Economics) .. . ..................... Danvi lle 
SPRIGGS, WILLIAM LYNN (Accounting) ...... Reedvi lle 
STANLEY, GEORGE ALLEN t (Business Administration ) ......................... Hopewell 
STEGALL, BENNY WAYNE t (Management ) ............................................ Fredericksburg 
STEWART, CLYDE ALVIN, III t ** (Management )... . .......................... Richmond 
STEWART, NEIL EDWARD ** (Accounting) .. .. ... Richmond 
STRASBOURGER, JAMES ALAN t (Retailing ) ............................................... Edison, N. J . 
SUCHY, BARBARA 'ANN ** (Advert is ing) ..... . .. .... Ambridge, Pa. 
SUNSHINE, PHILIP ALEXANDER (Accounting) .......................................... Elberon 
TAYLOR, RALPH A. (Accounting) ............. .. .. Chester 
THOMAS, ELIZABETH ANN (Retai ling ) ................ Richmond 
THOMPSON, MICHAEL GARVEY t (Advertising ) ... . .... Richmond 
THOMPSON, ROBERT WICKENS, II (Advertising) ...... Richmond 
THOMPSON, WILLIAM L. (Business Administra tion ) ................................. Richmond 
TORRENCE, SHIRLEY ANN t (Office Administration ) ... .. .................... Chester 
TRACY, DOROTHY JEAN t (Office Administration ) ..... Chapel H ill , N. C. 
TRIBBLE, RAYMOND ZACK, JR. t (Management) ............................................ Richmond 
TRICKETT, DALE SUSAN (Advertising) ... . .. .Williamsburg 
TROLAN, DOUGLAS M ., JR. (Marketing) ... . ............................ R ichmond 
TURNER, DAVID LEE (Business Administration ) .................................................. Richmond 
TURNER, DOUGLAS FRANCE t (Business Administration ) ......... Patrick Springs 
TYLER, JAMES MEREDITH, III t (Accounting ) ................................................ R ichmond 
UMBI, DANTE M. t (Accounting) ... . ........ Richmond 
VELEBIR, JOHN, III (Retailing) ......................................... Richmond 
VERNAY, TUCKETT (Adverti sing) ..... .Virginia Beach 
VODA, WALTER DARYL (Management ) ............ Hopewell 
WALKER, ALAN LACY (Business Administration ) ......................................... .Arlington 
WARD, RICHARD THOMAS t ** (Advertising) ....... .. ... Richmond 
WEAVER, JAMES ALBERT, III t (Business Administration ) ..................... Culpeper 
WEBB, PHILIP MICHAEL (Management ) ... .. ....... Chester 
** With Honors t Completed Degree Requiremen ts prior to May 19n 
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WEBER, ANTHONY JOHN (Accounting) . . .................... Colonial Beach 
WEEKS, HARRY KARTERMAN t (Marketing) ............................. Elizabeth City, N. C. 
WELSBY, JACK KEITH t** (Accounting).. .. .... Richmond 
WENGER, DON ALO WAYNE t (Economics ) ............. Fredericksburg 
WHALEN, MICHAEL J . t* (Accounting).. .. ............ .Annandale 
WHEELER, JACK ARTHUR (Accounting ).. .. .... Chester 
WHITE, RICHARD THOMAS ** (Business Administration ) .. . ............... Richmond 
WHITENER, RICHARD ALAN t {Business Administration ) ... .. .... Richmond 
WHITMAN, ROBERT LEE t (Management) ..................................................... Prince George 
WIEBER, LAWRENCE THOMAS t (Business Administration ) .............. Richmond 
WILLIAMS, STURLING ANN (Retailing) ................ Roanoke 
WILSON, DOUGLAS LEE (Retailing) ... .. .................................... Sandston 
WOO, SHEY CHOW (Accounting)................ .. .......... Richmond 
WOO, SHOOK HING (Business Administration) .. .. ....... Richmond 
WOOD, ROBERT LEE (Management ).. .. ... Mechanicsville 
YANCEY, RAYMOND AUSTIN t (Business Administration ).. ...Richmond 
ZILETTI, WILLIAM G., JR. t (Management). ... . . ....................... Richmond 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ANSIEAU, HUBERT MARIE RAPHAEL t .................. France 
B.S., University of Paris 
BANKS, JOHN ASA, JR. t . .Ashland 
B.A., Randolph Macon College 
BASS, JOHN R............ . .... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
BEASLEY, CULA YE HOLMES t ................ Benson, N. C. 
B.S. , East Carolina University 
BESENFELDER, KATHLEEN BURKE t ... .. ........................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
BROWN, LARRY ALAN t ............. .. ........ . ........................ . 
B.S., Harding College 
BURKE, PATRICIA BYBEE 
B.S., Madison College 
CARSON, BAYLIS RECTOR, III t 
B.A., University of Virginia 
COATES, ANN ROBERTSON ............... .. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
COLEMAN, RONALD EUGENE t ......... 
B.A., University of Virginia 
DUDLEY, LEO RANDAL ................. . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DUPUY, GEORGE RUFFIN t .. ........ .. 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
ELLIOTT, FRANKLIN BRIGGS t ...... 
B.S., University of Richmond 
EUNICE, MICHAEL JOSEPH .......... .. . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
FOSTER, C. FRANKLIN, JR .. .................. .. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
FOSTER, WALTER WILLIS t ...................................... . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 






.. .. Petersburg 
... Richmond 
.Richmond 
.. ................. Farmville 
............. Richmond 
FUSSELL, BRUCE WARRINER t ......................................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
• With High Honors ** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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GROVE, ROBERT N. t .......................................................................... . 
B.B.A., Wisconsin State Univenity 
GUELCHER, ARTHUR MORRIS t ............... . 
B.A., Penn State Univenity 
HARVEY, ROBERT OWEN t .............................. . 
B.S., San Diego State College 
HENRY, ROBERl' UAl'IIAPHBL.. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
HERCEG, GEORGE ROBERT t ........................ . ....................... . 
B.S., Lehigh Univenity 
HOENER, IRWIN RAYMOND, II t 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
ITZKOWITZ, MARVIN t ................................ . 
B.A., Virginia Military Institute 
...... Richmond 
.. Prince George 
... Richmond 




JOHNSTON, NANCY SCHRUM t .............. . .. ........................................................ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
LAMPMAN, PAUL H . .............................................................................. . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
LANDHAM, JACKSON WILEY, III 
B.A., Virginia Military Institute 
LEAHEY, ROBERT ANDREW t ...................... . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
LOGUE, JON COURTNEY t ............. ......................................... . 
B.S .. North Carolina State College 
LUTES, THOMAS EDWARD t .............................. . 
B.A., George Mason College 
MAXEY, EDWARD EARL ..................................................................... . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
McGUFFIN, DONALD ERWIN ..................................................... . 








MOLDENHAUER, ARTHUR SAM t .............. . . .................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
MORRIS, R. DENNIS ........................................................... . . ........... Richmond 
B.S., University or Richmond 
MRAK, ROBERT JOHN ........................................................ . ............. Richmond 
B.S., Univenity or Richmond 
NEWMAN, J. KEITH t ............ ..................................................... . ............ Richmond 
B.B.A., Texas Technological College 
NIMERFROH, JOSEPH ERNEST, JR. t .. ................................. . . ............... Philadelphia, Pa. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
PADBURY, MICHAEL ROBERT. ........... . ...................................... Richmond 
B.S., University or Denver 
PHILLIPS, THOMAS E., JR ..................................... . . ........ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
QUISENBERRY, GEORGE ROBERT t ................................ . . ..................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
RAGER, BURTON LEE t ....................................................................... . . ............................ Chester 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
RANSOM, CURTIS EVERDY............... .......... . ............................. . . ........... Richmond 
B.S., Hampton Institute 
ROBINSON, LARRY ELLSWORTH. .......................................... . . .... Heathsville 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
ROSE, THOMAS M. t ........................................................... . . ......... Richmond 
B.S., Univenity or Dayton 
SANDS, JOHN KEVIN .................................................................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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SHANNON, JAMES KEY, JR. t 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
SNELLINGS, STANLEY BUFORD, JR. t 
B.S., V irginia Commonwealth U niversity 
THROCKMORTON, ERNEST WOODY, IIL 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
WANG, LAWRENCE KUAN-MEEN t . 
B.A., Christ's College 
WAY, JOSEPH H . t .. . 
B.S., Virginia Military Insti tute 
WIEDEMER, ROBERT PAUL 
B.S., V irginia Commonwealth U niversity 
WINGO, C. WILLIAM ... 
B .S., Christopher Newport College 
.......... R ichmond 
............................. Richmond 
...... Newport News 
.. ... Nashville, T enn. 
................... Richmond 
... ............................ Richmond 
........................ ... .Ashland 
THE SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Harland W. Westermann 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
CARLISLE, RANDOLPH RUCKER t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ............ Richmond 
FOX, JAMES D . t (Administration of J ustice & Public Safety ) ..... ___ ...... Richmond 
LEWIS, BETTY SMITHSON (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Goochland 
PLEASANTS, FREDERIC, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
SCOTT, ALBERT JAMES, JR. t (Administra tion of J ustice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
STANLEY, HENRY WINFRED, JR. t (Administra tion of J us tice & Public 
Glen Allen 
WILKINSON, WILLIAM HENRY (Administra tion of J ustice & Public Safety ) 
Safety) ............ Glen Allen 
WILLIAMSON, ROBERT THEODORE (Administra tion of J ustice & Public 
Safety ) ............... Winchester 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ALLEN, KRISTINA JANIE t (Social Welfare) ... . ...... Manassas 
ANDREOLI, MICHAEL ANDREW t (Administra tion of Justice & Public 
Safety) ...... Harrisburg, Pa. 
ANDYSHAK, LEN ALLEN (Social Welfare )... . .................................. .Alexandria 
ATKINSON, WILLIAM ROBERT, III t (Recreational Leadership ) . ...... Franklin 
BARRY, TERESA MARIE ** (Social Welfare) ... . .. ............... .Vienna 
BATTAILE, JEANNIE BURKE (Social Welfare) . . ....... .Winchester 
BATTELLE, BEVERLY KAY (Socia l Welfare) .. . ............... Richmond 
BEAUDOIN, SANDRA LEE (Recreational Leadership ) ... . .................... Richmond 
BENNICK, PATRICIA ANN (Social Welfare) .. . ......................... Springfield 
BERHAUPT, AUGUST LEONARD (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Albany, N. Y. 
BIRINDELLI, CHARLOTTE MONT GOMERY (Recreational Leadership ) 
Richmond 
0 With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to M ay 1973 
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BOATWRIGHT, RONALD ALLEN t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ...... Highland Springs 
BOLLANDER, WILLIAM GEORGE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Westbury, N. Y. 
BOWMAN, LARRY CHARLES (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
BOYCE, WILLIAM CARLYLE, JR. t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ... ....................... . ...... R ichmond 
BRADLEY, DEBORAH WILCOX (Social Welfare) ..................................... Richmond 
BRITTON, WILLIAM R., JR. t (Recreational Leadership).... . ..... Charlottesville 
BROCE, REID PATTERSON (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
BRYANT, KEN S. t (Social Welfare) ... . ............................................. Richmond 
BUNCH, MARGARET M. t (Recreational Leadership ) ............ Suffolk 
BURLINGAME, ANNE CHRISTINE (Social Welfare) ................................ Sheffield, Pa. 
CADWALLADER, MICHAEL BERNARD (Recreational Leadership ) ... Arlington 
CAMPBELL, DONALD ALLEN GARRY, JR. (Recreational Leadership ) 
Richmond 
CAMPBELL, MARY ROSE t (Social Welfare ) ... . .................................... Charlottesville 
CARTER, HORACE ALFONSO, III t (Recreational Leadership ) ......... Richmond 
CHEWNING, JEAN CLATTERBUCK (Recreational Leadership ) ... ...... Richmond 
CHINN, JAMES RAWLEIGH t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Sands ton 
CHRISTIAN, ELANE ELIZABETH (Social Welfare ). . ..... Richmond 
CLUKEY, TERRY JOSEPH t (Recreational Leadership ) ... . ........ Falls Church 
COBLE, DONNA FULLER (Social Welfare )...... . .................... Richmond 
COHEN, ELAINE HARRIET (Social Welfare ) ...... Norfolk 
COUGILL, NANCY JEAN (Social Welfare )...... . ... Penn Laird 
COVINGTON, LARRY STUART t** (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ...... ........................... . ................... R ichmond 
Cl'-ANf<fA6E, WEH'D'f JAHE (Social Wclfa1c ) .TreRteR, ~T J 
CROTTY, VICTORIA WALTERS t (Recreational Leadership ) ................ Richmond 
DAVENPORT, LINDA LEE (Recreational Leadership) ....................... Richmond 
DAY, NANCY SUZANNE (Social Welfare ) ... . ... Alexandria 
DeJESUS, PATRICIA YANCEY t (Social Welfare) ... . .......... Richmond 
DEMORY, CARL EDWIN t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
DEMORY, MARYELLEN S. (Social Welfare ) .. 
DIEHL, PETER ROLF t (Social Welfare) 
DIMON, DAVID ALAN t (Administration of Justice & 
Richmond 
.......................... Richmond 
. ........ Richmond 
Public Safety ) 
Southampton, N. Y. 
DODSON, GENE GORDON t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Falls Church 
DONOVAN, RAPHAEL PAUL (Social Welfare) ... . ......... Richmond 
DOWD, MARGARET KEPHART t** (Recreational Leadership ) .......... R ichmond 
EBERHART, LEE ELLEN (Social Welfare) .................................................. Williamsport, Pa. 
EDENS, JIM JACKSON t (Recreational Leadership) ....................................... Richmond 
EDWARDS, DANIEL PEYTON, JR. t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ..... .................. . .............. Mechanicsville 
EDWARDS, ROBERT HALE t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Colonial Heights 
** With Honors t Completed Degree Requirements prior to May 1973 
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ERB, BONITA HALE (Social Welfare ) ... . ................................. Richmond 
ESTEP, DIANE SCHUH t (Recreational Leadership ) ... 
ESTEP, JAMES ALBERT, JR. t (Recreational Leadership) 
............ Richmond 
. ..... Richmond 
EUBANK, JOHN WILLIAM, III (Recreational Leadership) ............. .Virginia Beach 
FAULKNER, J. RICHARD, JR. (Social Welfare) .............. Richmond 
FERRELL, MARJORIE PATTERSON t (Social Welfare) ... . .............. Richmona 
........... Richmond FLOURNOY, NANCY JEAN (Social Welfare ) ..... 
FLYNN, CATHERINE ELEANOR t (Social Welfare) ... . ........ Manomet, Mass. 
FREMED, LYNN CLAIRE t (Social Welfare ). 
FRYE, KATHY LYNN** (Social Welfare) 
GAHAN, JOSEPH FRANCIS (Recreational Leadership ). 
GARRAGHTY, DAVID ASHLEY (Administration of Justice & 
. ..................... Roanoke 
........ Richmond 
... .. .... Richmond 
Public Safety) 
Richmond 
GARRISON, ELIZABETH HALLOCK t (Social Welfare) ... . ........... Berryville 
GARRISON, MARTHA LEIGH (Recreational Leadership ) ......... . .............. Richmond 
GLASSER, SANDRA FRANCES (Social Welfare ) ............. . ......... Norfolk 
GOOCH, ELLEN LOUISE t (Social Welfare) .... Stafford 
GUYTON, JAMES EUGENE (Recreational Leadership) ... . .. Richmond 
HAAKE, LAWRENCE CHARLES, III t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ................................................................................... . .. ... ... Richmond 
HALL, MARIA HAUBRICK t (Social Welfare) ................ .Landis, N. C . 
HARRIS, JACK LARRY (Social Welfare ) ................................. . ...... Richmond 
HARRIS, PATRICK DOMINICK (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
HENSLEY, WILLIE FRANK, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Culpeper 
HEROLD, HAL DOUGLAS, JR. t (Social Welfare) ................................................. Roanoke 
HIGGINS, DONALD RAY t (Social Welfare) . . ........................ Hurlock, Md. 
HILL, ROSIE ELLA t (Social Welfare) ... .Washington, D. C. 
HILLS, DEBORAH ANN (Social Welfare ) ............................... . ........ Annandale 
HIRSHMAN, MICHAEL NEIL t (Recreational Leadership) ............... Newport News 
HITCHCOCK, MAX E. t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) Richmond 
HOGAN, MARY ELIZABETH (Recreational Leadership) ................................. Richmond 
HOLLAR, STEVEN WAYNE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Charlottesville 
HOLMES, ROBERT JOHN (Social Welfare) .................. . .......... Sandston 
HOOVER, DIANA HOPE (Recreational Leadership) ................... Richmond 
HUNT, J. DAWN (Social Welfare) .. . ...................................... .. .... Manassas 
JACKSON, McKENZIE LEE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
JOHNSON, SHARON JANE (Social Welfare )............ . ................... Orange Park, Fla. 
JOYNER, JOY t** (Recreational Leadership )....... . .................................. Richmond 
KEYS, KATHY SUE (Social Welfare) ...... . ................. Roanoke 
LENHARD, CYNTHIA STONE t (Social Welfare ) ................................................ Richmond 
LENHART, ROBERT C. t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Zionsville, Pa. 
LeWINTER, ROBERTA LEWIS (Social Welfare ).......... . ........ Richmond 
LEWIS, MICHAEL WAYNE t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Port Jefferson, N. Y. 
LINDSEY, JANET SUE t (Social Welfare ).......... . ....................................... Norfolk 
** With Honors t Completed Degree Requirements prior to May 1973 
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LOCKE, JOHN CHARLES t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Charlottesville 
LOGAN, LEUVENIA HINES t (Recreational Leadership ) ................. Richmond 
LOHR, SHARON PAIGE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) ... Glen Allen 
LONG, GARY EVANS (Recreational Leadership ) ...................................................... Staunton 
LONG, MARK WETZEL (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Harrisburg, Pa. 
LONG, MARY ANN (Social Welfare ). . ........ Bealeton 
LONG, PATRICIA ANN** (Social Welfare ). . .................... Newport News 
MADIGAN, DENNIS WAYNN (Recreational Leadership )... . .... .Vienna 
MALBROUGH, CONSTANCE MARIE t (Social Welfare ) ............ Portsmouth 
MANUEL, RONALD LOVELL t (Social Welfare ) .......... Gainesboro 
MARKS, RICHARD EDWIN (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Palmyra 
MARTIN, ANDREW LEROY, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Quinton 
MARTIN, CONSTANCE MAE t (Recreational Leadership ) ....... . ........ Richmond 
MATTHEWS, MARTHA LOUISE t (Social Welfare ) ... Rochester, N. Y. 
McINTYRE, KARON t (Recreational Leadership ) ... . ...... .Lumberton, N. C. 
MILLER, GEORGE EDWARD (Recreational Leadership ).. . ... Richmond 
MINTER, JUDITH HOGE t (Social Welfare) .............. Richmond 
MITCHELL, DIANE MARIE (Social Welfare )..... . .............................................. Richmond 
MOLES, NORMAN REYNOLDS t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
MONTAGUE, LOUGENIA BAXTER t (Recreational Leadership ) ........... Roanoke 
MOORE, LYNDA DENISE (Social Welfare ) ....... . ... Richmond 
MOORE, ROBERT BERKLEY, JR. (Social Welfare ) ........ Rustburg 
MOOREFIELD, WYATT ANTHONY (Social Welfare ) ............. Richmond 
NICHOLAS, MICHAEL FOSTER (Social Welfare ) .......................................... Glen Allen 
NICKERSON, CHARLES A., III (Recreational Leadership ) ... . ............. Richmond 
NULTY, JEANIE ELIZABETH (Social Welfare ) ..... .Vienna 
OLIVE, LOUIS THOMAS, JR. (Social Welfare ).. . .............. Richmond 
PARKER, JAMES WALLACE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Newport News 
PELTZ, SHARON RAE (Social Welfare ) ..... .. ....................... . ..... Newport News 
PERREAULT, HELEN LORRAINE t (Social Welfare ) .... . .............. Richmond 
PFLIEGER, STEPHEN ANDREW (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Arlington 
PHILLIPS, CHARLIE EDROY, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
PICKETT, ROBERT E. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) ... Ruther Glen 
PINETTE, JAMES ROLAND, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety ) 
Richmond 
POMEROY, PATRICIA ANNE t (Social Welfare ) .................. Arlington 
POULIN, ANDREA JEANINE t (Recreational Leadership ) ..... Winchendon, Mass. 
PRICE, HOWARD MARK (Social Welfare ) ................ Norfolk 
PRITCHETT, JANICE FAYE (Social Welfare ) ... . ................ .Alexandria 
QUINN, SANDRA CROUSE (Social Welfare ) ... ... Richmond 
RHODENIZER, ALBERT EUGENE, JR. t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ........................................................................ . ....... .Lexington 
ROBINSON, ELLEN CATHERINE t (Social Welfare) ......................... ........... Richmond 
** With Honors t Completed Degree Requirements prior to May 1973 
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ROBINSON, HAROLYNN COUNCIL t (Social Welfare) .... .. ....... Richmond 
ROCKHOLD, THOMAS HALL t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
ROE, ROSCOE CHARLES, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Homer,N. Y. 
SAFLEY, JAMES EDWARD "* (Social Welfare) ......... Richmond 
SANDYS, BETTY MANN (Social Welfare ) ........ Richmond 
SATISKY, FRANCES ELLEN t (Recreational Leadership ) .............. .Newport News 
SCHIPPERS, HESTER JACOBA (Recreational Leadership) ............ Riverhead, N. Y. 
SCHMITT, JOSEPH EDWARD t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Harrisburg, Pa. 
SCOTT, ALBERT JAMES, JR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
SCOTT, BARBARA JEAN t (Social Welfare ).... .. ........ Richmond 
SCOTT, MYRA SUE (Social Welfare ) ........................ Brookneal 
SHACKELFORD, ROSEMARY t (Social Welfare ). .. ............ Severn 
SIMMONS, MARIANNE ElLEEN (Social Welfare).......... ..Virginia Beach 
SMITH, BARBARA JEANNE t (Social Welfare) .................... .. ... Bloomfield, N. J. 
SMITH, CALVIN WALLACE, JR. t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ................................................................. .. ........................ .. ....... Richmond 
SMITH, SHIRLEY LaVERNE (Social Welfare) ...................... Midlothian 
SOUTHWORTH, JUDY LEE t (Social Welfare) .. .. .......... Richmond 
STAFFORD, WALTER WAYNE t (Social Welfare) ...... .. .................. Richmond 
STEELE, GEORGE LUTHER (Social Welfare) .......... Winchester 
STOKES, CHARLES DAVID, SR. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
STORIE, JAMES COPE (Recreational Leadership) .................................... ....... .Arlington 
STRAUB, CURTIS HILLMAN, II t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Lexington 
TALBERT, WILLIAM A. (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Mechanicsville 
TEMPLE, GORDON KEITH t (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Petersburg 
THOMAS, NANCY LEOLA t (Social Welfare) .......... .. ...... Montpelier 
THORNTON, ANNIE HARRISON (Recreational Leadership ). .. ........... Richmond 
TODD, WENDY C. t (Recreational Leadership) ........................... .. ........ Richmond 
VICKERS, WILLIAM RICHARD, JR. t (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ............. ......................... .. ... Chesterfield 
WALKER, PATRICIA ANN t (Social Welfare) .... .. .................. .Arlington 
WATSON, CURTIS KELLOGG, JR. t"* (Administration of Justice & Public 
Safety) ....................... .. ........................................................ ................... Newport News 
WHITLOCK, CHARLES WAYNE (Administration of Justice & Public Safety) 
Richmond 
WILKINS, KATHY ANN t (Social Welfare ).. ...................................... ..Richmond 
WILKINSON, SUSAN DUDLEY t"* (Social Welfare) ............................................ .Vinton 
WILLIAMS, DAVID THOMAS (Social Welfare) ......... Richmond 
WILLSON, CAROLYN ELAINE (Social Welfare) ....... .. .... Richmond 
WITT, GERALD LESTER (Recreational Leadership) . ..Richmond 
YETZER, DIANE MARIE (Social Welfare ) .................. Farmville 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ADAMS, FRANCES FAYE ................................................................... . ............. Williamsburg 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
BOWLES, THOMAS RUSSELL ............................................... . ........... Roanoke 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
BRANNOCK, CHARLES ROBERT........... . ........................ . .. Cambridge, Md. 
A.B., Eastern Kentucky University 
OHAMBERLAI!',, ROBYN" Ji.A.JIL ........... . Alexandria 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
CHICK, DONALD RAY t ..................................................................... . . ........ Chesapeake 
B.A. , Bob Jones Univenity 
COLLINS, THOMAS FRANKLIN, JR ..... ....................................... . ..... Cambridge, Md. 
B.S., Florida Southern College 
COX, DONALD LEE ..................................................... . . ........... Roanoke 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
CRUMP, WILLIAM WOOD, JR ............................................................................................. Richmond 
B.A., Univenity of Virginia 
CRUNK, WILLIAM ATKINS, JR ............... . . .............. Chester 
B.A., Mansfield State College 
DEL PRIORE, PETER AMEDEO ......................... . . .............. Charlottesville 
B.A. , East Carolina Univenity 
DREWES, CANDACE CATRON t .......... . . .......................... ................. .Lakeland, Fla. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
ETTERMAN, HOWARD .................................................................................................................. Bowie, Md. 
B.A., Univenity of Maryland 
FULLER, JESSE LEE, JR .................................................................................. .............................. Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
GILMORE, RICHARD PAUL ...................................................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
GRIFFIN, EUNICE NEVERSON ............................................................................................ Petersburg 
B.A., North Carolina Central Univenity 
HACKNEY, RAYMOND DOUGLAS .......................... . . ................... .Lyndhurst 
B.A. , University of Richmond 
HALBERT, SEDONIE HODGE ...................................................................... . . ....... .Virgin Islands 
B.A., St. Francis College 
HEWITT, ROGER DA VIS .......................................................... . . .............. Columbus, Ohio 
A.B., Ohio Univenity 
HUDSON, DAVID WILLIAM ......................................... . . ..................... Richmond 
B.A., Emory University 
HUFFMAN, PAULA McCOY. ...................... . . ............................................... Williamsburg 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
JOYNER, MEL VIN LINWOOD ........................ . . ......... Norfolk 
B.S., Virginia State College 
KELLEY, JOHN DOUGLAS .......................... . . ............................. Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
KEMPER, GATES GARTH, JR. t ...................... ............................................................ .Vilas, N. C. 
B.A., Old Dominion University 
KIBLER, JOHN LEE, JR ................... ........ .......... ............ . . ............................ Colonial Heights 
B.A., Randolph-Macon College 
KIDD, ERVE WESLEY, III t ..................................... . . ...................................................... Roanoke 
B.A., Bridgewater College 
MACKINTOSH, SHAUNA LEE ....................................... . . ............................................ Arlington 
B.S., Appalachian State University 
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MALLORY, LYNNE CRAWFORD 
B.A., Westhampton College 
MERTZ, EDWARD PHILIP, JR ..... 
A.B ., Lenoir Rhyne College 
PAYNE, EARL FRANKLIN CLARK, JR. 
............ Richmond 
...... Richmond 
..... Bon Air 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
PETERSON, ANN CULCLASURE . . .............................. Richmond 
B.A. , High Point College 
POLANCE, CHARLES WILLIAM t . 
B.A., State University College at Geneseo 
RICHARDSON, DONALD LEA 
...... Hyde Park, N. Y. 
...... Ridgeway 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
RITTER, ARTHUR WILLIAM t .............................. Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
ROBINSON, ROSE MILES t 
B.A., Virginia Union University 
SELBY, MONICA HARTY ..... 
B.A. , University of South Florida 
SINSABAUGH, LARRY LEE ... 
B.A., Capital University 
SMITH, JOHN DAVID 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
................. Alexandria 
........ .Largo, Fla. 
...... Blacklick, Ohio 
..... Roanoke 
SMITH, OTHO HOWARD .............................. ............ Fishersvi lle 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Insti tute 
STRONG, SYLVIA COLLINS...... . ............ ............ Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
TAYLOR, EARNEST CLYDE ................. Richmond 
B.A., H ampton Institute 
WALKER, MELFORD WHITFIELD... . ................ Richmond 
B.A. , Virginia Union University 
WALL, BARRY WAYNE ...... Colonial Heights 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
WHITE, JOSEPH ELTON, JR. t .. .. ........ Portsmouth 
B.A., Old Dominion University 
WILSON, WALTER CLAY, III t .. .. .. .... Waynesboro 
B.A., Alderson-Broaddus College 
WINGOLD, CHARLES FRANKLIN, JR. .. ........................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
WOODARD, BERNARD GENE .................. ....................................... Norfolk 
B.A., Old Dominion University 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Warren Strandberg 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ABELL, CAMERON DOSS (Health & Physical Education ) ........... ............... Richmond 
ADKINS, LYDIA GRAY (History & Social Science Education ).. .. ............ Stuart 
AGEE, BONNIE ADAMS t (Elementary Education ).. . ................................ Richmond 
AKERS, SARAH ANDERSON * (Elementary Education ).. .. ...... Manakin-Sabot 
ALFORD, DANA ELAINE (Elementary Education ) .......................................... Glasgow 
ANDERSON, MELINDA ZELLE t (Elementary Education ) .......................... Richmond 
APESSOS, VINCETTA ANGELA t (English Education) .......... ..... Colonial Heigh ts 
ARRINGTON, CHERYL ANNE (Elementary Education ) ................................ Richmond 
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ASHE, JACQUELINE E. (Health & Physical Education) ... .. ...... Richmond 
ATTAWAY, JAMES CARLISLE, II t (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
AUSTIN, RACHEL DANELE (History & Social Science Education) 
Mechanicsville 
AVERY, ELEANOR BRILLHART* (Elementary Education ) ..... Colonial Heights 
BAGGETTE, BALLARD HANES t (Mathematics Education) ....................... Richmond 
BAILEY, SHARON SPONSLER ** (Elementary Education ) ............ Chester 
BAIRD, DALE WILSON (History & Social Science Education) ......................... Ebony 
BAKER, LAURIE BETH (Special Education) ....................... Springfield 
BALL, JOHN WILLIAM t (Distributive Education) ................ . ..... Highland Springs 
BALTIMORE, SHARON WOOD (Elementary Education) ......................... Richmond 
BANKS, JOYCE ANN t (Elementary Education ) .Richmond 
BARTLETT, BRENDA SHARLEEN (Special Education) ................................... Richmond 
BASS, ELIZABETH ANDERSON t (Mathematics Education) ....................... Richmond 
BATEMAN, DALE GATEWOOD t (Special Education) ... .. ................ Richmond 
BATTLE, BARBARA ROSLYN t (Special Education) ... . ........ Richmond 
BEANS, MARY JANE (History & Social Science Education ) ............... Falls Church 
BERGER, MARILYN JUNE t (Elementary Education) ....................... Ft. Bragg, N. C. 
BLACK, DEBORAH COLI t (Special Education )... .. ............... Richmond 
BLACKWOOD, RONALD LANGSTON (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
BLALOCK, LUTHER LEON** (English Education) ......... Petersburg 
BOYKIN, JAMES KELLEY (Business Education ) ............... .Wakefield 
BRADLEY, DAVID ROBINS (Mathematics Education) .... .. .......... Powhatan 
BRANDT, JANICE DEAVER * (Elementary Education) ... .. ......... Richmond 
BRASWELL, PHILLIP WALTON (Health & Physical Education) ........... Carrollton 
BREEDEN, ANN HUNDLEY (Elementary Education ) .... Richmond 
BRENNAN, VICTORIA JEANNE (Health & Physical Education) ........ Alexandria 
BRESCHEL, ELIZABETH SWIFT t (Elementary Education ) ............. ......... Richmond 
BRIGGS, DAHLIA YATES (Distributive Education) ...... Richmond 
BRITTON, PATRICIA ANNE t (Health & Physical Education) ............ Richmond 
BROOKS, JACQUELINE HARTLEY t (Elementary Education) .............. Richmond 
BROWE, NANCY SHARON (Elementary Education) ......................................... Richmond 
BUCK, THOMAS CHARLES t (Physics Education) ........................... Portsmouth 
BULLUCK, J. WILLIAM t (Business Education ) ................. Richmond 
BURKET, BRENDA LOUISE (English Education) ... .. .... Sandston 
CAMPBELL, DOUGLAS EVANS (Special Education) ................. Richmond 
CAPASSO, CAROL (Elementary Education) ... .. .................................... Richmond 
CARPENTER, DIANNA LYNN t (Elementary Education ) .... Goochland 
CARRITHERS, VIRGINIA CULVER (Special Education ) ... .. ................. Ashland 
CARROLL, SHARON ANGELA (Elementary Education) ................... Richmond 
CHAPMAN, WAYNE C. (History & Social Science Education) ................. Richmond 
CHASON, GERALDINE ANN t (Elementary Education) .... Fredericksburg 
CHENAULT, SUSAN CANNADY (Special Education) ........................ Mechanicsvi lle 
CHILDERS, DOUGLAS LEE t** (Elementary Education ) ............................. Richmond 
CHIN, SHIRLEY MAE (Elementary Education) . .. ................................ Richmond 
CHRISTIAN, RUTH WASHINGTON t (Elementary Education) 
Providence Forge 
CLARKE, LINDA HARTZ t (Elementary Education) .......... .. .... R ichmond 
CLARKE, RONALD BRUCE t (Health & Physical Education ) ........ .Woodbridge 
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CLAY, JUDITH LAWRENCE t (Elementary Education ) ... . ........... Richmond 
CLEVELAND, ROBERT HAROLD III t (History & Social Science 
Education ) .... . . ....... Hopewell 
COBBE, ANN SHAPIRO (Special Education ) ..................................... St. Petersburg, Fla. 
COCKBURN, CAROL JONES (Elementary Education ) ......... Richmond 
COCKRELL, CAROLYN ALLENSWORTH t (Elementary Education ) 
Richmond 
COFFMAN, SUSAN KAY (Special Education ) ......... Dayton 
COMPTON, ERNESTINE PEARL (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
CONNELLY, MARCIA SEGAR t (Elementary Education ) ... . ...... Prince George 
CONNER, LINDA BATMAN t (Special Education )... . .. Richmond 
CONYERS, AUDREY HELEN (Elementary Education ) .Midlothian 
COSTIN, FRANCES KATHERINE t (Special Education ) .......... ............. Richmond 
COVERT, CATHERINE EMMS t (Health & Physical Education ) ........ Richmond 
COVINGTON, JANET CLARA (Elementary Education ) ........................ Richmond 
CRAIN, MARY CATHERINE (Elementary Education ) ................... Highland Springs 
CRAVEN, JACQUELINE CLARK ** (English Education ) ............... .Arlington 
CRAWFORD, PATRICIA ANN (Elementary Education) .......... Richmond 
CRAWFORD, RUTH WILSON t (Elementary Education ) ............... ... Mechanicsville 
ORENSHAW, WALTER OIIAPMA!ll, IV (~RglisR idu~atioA) Higblwd Spciogs 
CROWDER, VICTORIA RYLAND t (Elementary Education ) .Richmond 
CUDDIHY, SANDRA KAY * (Business Education) ................................................. Hopewell 
CUNNINGHAM, MARY NAPIER** (Special Education) ......... Richmond 
DALLMEYER, IRENE LATIMER * (Elementary Education ). . ... Richmond 
DANCE, MARGARET ANN (Elementary Education ) ...................... ... Colonial Heights 
DARDEN, MARGARET JANE (Health & Physical Education ) .... Branchville 
DAVENPORT, CAROL ANN (Elementary Education ) ........................ Richmond 
DA VIS, BERTHA CLARKE ( Special Education) ......... . ....... Richmond 
DAVIS, MICHAEL LEE (History & Social Science Education ) ... Colonial Heights 
DAVIS, VIRGINIA BRITTINGHAM (Elementary Education) .................. Richmond 
DENNING, BETTYANN FRANCES t (Distributive Education) ................. Richmond 
DEWELL, LAURA CHEELEY t (History & Social Science Education ) 
Petersburg 
DIXON, DALE TATE (Elementary Education ) ................ . .. Highland Springs 
DIXON, SUSAN TAVENNER t (Special Education ) ......... Richmond 
DODSON, JANET CAROL (Business Education) ..... .. ......... Hopewell 
DONOHUE, CECILIA McVEIGH MARGARET (History & Social Science 
Education) .......... .............................................. . ........... Richmond 
DOOLEY, TUNIE t (Health & Physical Education ) ........................ Richmond 
DRAINE, JOHN CARLTON (Health & Physical Education ) ......... Richmond 
DREWER, IRENE ELIZABETH t (Business Education )... . .... Onancock 
DRUDGE, SUE DUKE (Elementary Education ) .......... Richmond 
DUTTON, PAULA TUCKER t** (Elementary Education) .......................... Richmond 
DUVALL, LETTY JENKINS t (Mathematics Education ) ... . ........ Richmond 
DYER, DIANA LYNNE (Special Education) ................................................. ......... Richmond 
EATON, JANE MARYE t (Elementary Education ). . ....................... Richmond 
EDGERTON, MARILYN DOWDY t (Elementary Education ) ............ Lawrenceville 
EDMONSON, GEORGE HA YES t** (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
EGGLESTON, JEAN WOOD t (Elementary Education) ... . ............... Richmond 
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ELLIS, JACQUELIN JOSEPHINE t (Elementary Education) .................... Richmond 
ELLIS, JULIA CATRON MARSHALL (Mathematics Education) ........... Richmond 
EMORY, CHERYL JEAN (Elementary Education) ................... . ............ Richmond 
FARLEY, MAMIE McPHERSON * (Business Education).... . .............. Richmond 
FARRISH, LINDA GAIL (Elementary Education)...................... . . ...... Staunton 
FEATHERS, JOAN CONDA (Elementary Education) ..... ....................... Fredericksburg 
FEWELL, REBECCA BOITNOTT t (Elementary Education ) ........... Richmond 
FIGART, WILLIAM GARFIELD (Health & Physical Education ) ... Richmond 
FINCH, WILLIAM THOMAS (Special Education ) .............. Petersburg 
FLAMMIA, LOIS BARRIE t* (Elementary Education) ......... Richmond 
FLANAGAN, THOMAS JAMES (Elementary Education) ..... . ...... Richmond 
FLEET, PHYLLIS BROADDUS * (Elementary Education) ...... . .... Richmond 
FLING, JOYCE BROWER (Elementary Education) . . .................... Richmond 
FORNASH, CHERYL MARIE t (Business Education)....... . ........ Mechanicsville 
FORZANO, CHRISTINE J. (Health & Physical Education) . ..Dix Hills, N. Y. 
FRANK, LUCY JANE t (Elementary Education).................. . .. Richmond 
FUHRMAN, PAMELA HASTINGS (Special Education ) ................................... Richmond 
FUNK, SARAH MORRIS (Special Education ).............................. . ......... Richmond 
FURR, DEBRA JEANNE (Elementary Education ) ...... .. ...... ............................... Falls Church 
GARRETT, RAYMOND EUGENE (Health & Physical Education ) ...... Richmond 
GARVER, BONNIE GAY (Special Education and Elementary Education ) ... Boyce 
GEER, KAREN CLARK * (Elementary Education) ................................................... Sandston 
GENDRON, CONNIE CARMACK t (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
GEORGE, JANET HEINZE t (Elementary Education) ..... . ...................... Richmond 
GIBSON, PEGGY HALSEY (Elementary Education) . . ... Charlottesvi lle 
GILL, DOROTHY KAREN * (Special Education ) ......... Richmond 
GILLIAM, SUSAN FRANCES (Special Education) ...... . .... Smithfield 
GOLDBERG, JANE ISABEL (Elementary Education) . . ........ Hopewell 
GOODMAN, ABBY HOUDERSHELDT (Elementary Education) ........... Richmond 
GOODMAN, JANICE KAY (Elementary . Education ) ................................... .... Annandale 
GORBY, MARY BRIGID (Elementary Education ) ............................................... Richmond 
GORDON, CHARLES BARTON (Health & Physical Education) ........ Mt. Jackson 
GORDON, DARCY BETH* (Special Education) ................................ . ....... Richmond 
GRAFF, VERNA LOYD (Distributive Education ) ........................ . .... .. ... Glen Allen 
GRAHAM, DAVID RICE (Health & Physical Education ) ...... . ......... Goshen 
GREEN, ETNA ARMISTEAD (Elementary Education)... . .... ........ Glen Allen 
GREEN, JANE GARGASZ * (Elementary Education) ........... . Richmond 
GRIFFIN, ROBERT REAVES, III (Biology Education ) .............. ... Richmond 
GRIZZARD, JAMES DREWRY t (History & Social Science Education ) .. .Amelia 
GULICK, LINDA SUE (Elementary Education ) ...... Highland Springs 
GULKIS, SUSAN KRUMEL t (English Education) ........................................... Hopewell 
GUSLER, KENNETH STANLEY, JR. t (Elementary Education) .................. .Vinton 
HACKLEY, JANET L. t (Elementary Education ) ................... .Amissville 
HALL, MELISSA LEE ** (Special Education )....... .. ...... ............ .. ..................... . ... Arlington 
HARLOW, RICHARD WILLIAM (Health & Physical Education ) .......... Richmond 
HARPER, ALAN RAYE t (Health & Physical Education) ..................... Newport News 
HARRELL, GLENDA RUTH (Distributive Education) ....................................... Richmond 
HARRIS, SHIRLEY SCHUMANN t (Elementary Education) ..................... Richmond 
HARVEY, DIANNE KEITH (Special Education) .................................................. Richmond 
HAZLEWOOD, SANDRA ANN t (Health & Physical Education) .... .............. Fieldale 
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HEARTH, SUSAN HALL (History & Social Science Education ) .......... Alexandria 
HEATH, ROBERT LEONARD (History & Social Science Education ) 
Mechanicsville 
HOLZGREFE, LAURA ELIZABETH (Elementary Education ) ... . ... .. Richmond 
HOLZGREFE, SARAH MESSICK t (Special Education ) ............................... Richmond 
HOOVER, LINDA WEAVER (Elementary Education ) ......... R ichmond 
HOPKINS, DIANE VIRGINIA (Elementary Education) .. . ..... Richmond 
HOPPES, NANCY SMITH ** (Mathematics Education ).. . ................. Richmond 
HUDNALL, BARBARA ELNORA t (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
HUGHES, RICHARD BENJAMIN ** (History & Social Science Education ) 
Annandale 
HUNTER, ELNORA ROBINSON t (Elementary Education ) ... . ........ Richmond 
HUTCHESON, KRISTI LEE * (Elementary Education) ......... ...................... Hampton 
IRELAND, KAREN LEE (Special Education ) ........................... Winchester 
JACKSON, DONZELLA HOOD (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
JAMES, FRANCES MARTIN (Elementary Education) ... . ............. R ichmond 
JAMES, SUSAN VIRGINIA (Elementary Education) .................. Colonial Heights 
JANSCH, DAVID RICHARD (History & Social Science Education ) ......... Dundas 
JEFFERSON, DAVID LEE (Health & Physical Educa tion )... . ................... Penhook 
JOHNSON, EMELDA X . (Special Education )... . ..... Richmond 
JOHNSTON, LOIS MITCHELL t (Elementary Education )... . .... Alexandria 
JOHNSTON, WILLIAM RUSSELL, JR. t (History & Social Science Education ) 
Pearisburg 
JUDD, STEPHEN THOMPSON (Elementary Education) ... . ........ R ichmond 
KAFFENBERGER, WILLIAM MICHAEL, JR. t (English Education ) ... Arlington 
KARDIAN, PATRICIA GAIL (Elementary Education ) ..................................... R ichmond 
KA TUNAS, ANN STEVE (Elementary Education ) ... . ............. Winchester 
KEEL, BONITA LOUISE t (Elementary Education) ... . ......... Colonial Heights 
KEITH, MARTHA CUNNINGHAM ** (Special Education ) ...................... Hampton 
KERR, CAROLE ALEXANDER t (Elementary Education ) ......... Jacksonville, Fla. 
KIDD, LINDA ANN (Elementary Education )... . ..... Roanoke 
KIMBLE, DEBORAH KAY t (Elementary Education ) ......................................... R ichmond 
KING, ROSE LOCHER t (Elementary Education ) .... . ....................... Richmond 
KIRKLAND, REBECCA ROBISON (English Education) ... . ........ R ichmond 
KLIMA, CHRISTINE ANNE t (History & Social Science Education ) Alexandria 
KRODLUND, SUSAN LIISA t (Health & Physical Education ) 
Huntington, N. Y. 
KUSHNER, PIA PATRICIA ANN t (Elementary Education ) ... . ........... .Danville 
LAM, CAROLYN SUE (Elementary Education ) .............................................. ........... Edinburg 
LAMPERT, EVELYN KAPLAN** (Elementary Education ) ........... Richmond 
LANDO, TRUDI ELIZABETH (Special Education and Elementary Education) 
Richmond 
LANKEY, DIANE KING (Elementary Education ). . ......................................... R ichmond 
LaPIERRE, MABEL BOWEN (History & Social Science Education ) ..... Richmond 
LAYTON, GLENDA JEAN (Special Education ). . .............. Richmond 
LEE, MICHAEL DAVID t (Health & Physical Education ) ......................... .. R ichmond 
LEMIEUX, JOAN LOUISE (English Education )... . ........ Richmond 
LEVIN, PEGGY SUE t (Elementary Education ) .... .. Lynchburg 
LEWIS, ETTA TERESA t (Elementary Education ) ... . ............... Richmond 
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LEWIS, PEGGY WOOD (Special Education ) .... Mechanicsville 
LICHTENSTEIN, RHONDA LEE (Elementary Education) ... . ..... Newport News 
LIGHT, DAVID RAYMOND (History & Social Science Education ) ...... Stuart 
LINCICOME, KRISTI LUSK t** (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
LOTH, LINDA CAROLYN (Elementary Education ) ... . ........... Richmond 
MACON, GWENDOLYN JULIA (Special .Education ) ... Providence Forge 
MANCHEY, CAROLE ANN (Elementary Education) ... Richmond 
MARKS, JACQUELINE RIPPY (Elementary Education) ...... Richmond 
MARKS, REBECCA CURRY (Elementary Education) ... Richmond 
MARTIN, JANIS PAGE (Elementary Education) .... Richmond 
MAUGHAN, MATTHEW WEBSTER, III (Elementary Education ) .............. Chester 
McCLARY, MARY FAITH t (Special Education) ........... . ....................... Falls Church 
McDOWELL, HUBERT JESSE * (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
McNAMARA, CHARLES FRANCIS t (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond 
McNAMARA, VERNA MARIE (History & Social Science Education ) ... Richmond 
McPHILLIPS, FRANCES FINN t (Special Education) ... . .... Norfolk 
McQUAIN, GARY DALE (Distributive Education) .................................................. Staunton 
MEDELL, RICHARD J. ** (Business Education) ...... . ...................................... Chester 
MEITZ, PAUL EDGAR (Special Education and Elementary Education ) 
Richmond 
MIDDLETON, WILLIAM SCOTT, JR. t (Elementary Education) 
Fredericksburg 
MILLER, DONALD ALLAN t (Distributive Education ) .. Madison Heights 
MILLER, LAURA PURSE (Elementary Education) ............................. .Tappahannock 
MITCHELL, JOSEPH DRURY t (Distributive Education) ........................... Monroe 
MITCHELL, KAROL SUE (Special Education) .Colonial Heights 
MITCHELL, KENNETH LOWELL (Elementary Education) ... . .............. Farmville 
MITCHUM, NANCY TAYLOR (Elementary Education) ... . ......................... Roanoke 
MONTAGUE, MARTHA t (Elementary Education) ....... . ............ .Alexandria 
MOODY, SAMUEL HARDIN (Elementary Education) ... . ..... Beaverdam 
MOORE, GRETCHEN (Health & Physical Education) . ....... ............... Waterville, Me. 
MORRIS, DONNA TEETER t (Elementary Education) ........... ... Richmond 
MORTON, CYNTHIA SKEEN * (Health & Physical Education ) ........... Richmond 
~fURR2*r1/, SUS2ArPJ ftfacIPlTYRE. (:Slc1aerttar, :SBtteatieR) 0F&Age 
NEAS, MICHt.LE ELAINE (Elementary Education) ...................... Arlington 
NEBLETT, MARY NELSON t* (Elementary Education) . . ............... Hopewell 
NECCI, JAMES A. (Elementary Education) ... . ......................................... Richmond 
NELSON, SANDRA THORPE t (Elementary Education) ... . ........... Waverly 
NUNNALLY, SANDRA KAY (Elementary Education) ......... Richmond 
OAKES, ESTHER LYNETTE t (Elementary Education) ...... Salem 
OLEY, JOSEPH JOHN, JR. (Mathematics Education) ....... . .............. Richmond 
OLIVER, CARLTON TUCKER (Health & Physical Education ) ............ .. Richmond 
OLIVER, ROSEMARY ANNE t (Special Education) .................. Satellite Beach, Fla. 
OLIVERIO, JOHN GABRIEL, JR. (Health & Physical Education) ....... .Annandale 
O 'NEAL, DOROTHY ANN (Elementary Education) ................................ Richmond 
PARRISH, AMY MILLER ** (Elementary Education) ............................. Port Republic 
PARTIN, SHEILA MULLENAX t (Biology Education) . . ............... Richmond 
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PAULETT E, SANDRA LAMB * (Biology Education ) . . ............................. Richmond 
PAYNE, WILLIAM HOWARD t (Elementary Education ) .... . ..... Richmond 
PERRY, PATRICIA (Elementary Education ) ..................... Richmond 
PILLOW, BERRYMAN DEANER, JR. (Elementary Education ) ... . ..... Richmond 
PLOWMAN, LINDA GABRIELLE (Elementary Education ) ...... Woodbridgf' 
POLLARD, JOSEPH WAVERLY, JR. t (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
POLLOCK, TRACY JO (Business Education ) ............. .Annandale 
PORTER, BARBARA EVANS (Elementary Education ) .................................... Richmond 
PROFFITT, BARBARA ALEXANDER** (Elementary Education ) . ...... Richmond 
RACKER, SHAYNE D . t (History & Social Science Education ) ................. Richmond 
RAGLAND, FRANCES LOUISE (Health & Physical Education ) ... . ..... Richmond 
RAMSBURG, MARTHA STECK t (Special Education ) ..................... Fredericksburg 
RAMSEY, DONNA LEE (Business Education ) ...... Rocky Mount 
RANSONE, DEBORAH LOUISE (Health & Physical Education ) ............ Richmond 
RATLIFF, PATSY ANNETTE t** (Special Education and Elementary 
Education ) ................ . . ............................... Richmond 
READE, JOYCE JEAN (History & Social Science Education ) ............ Cranford, N. J . 
REID, JO ELLEN t (English Education ) .................. Covington 
REIT ER, CAROL ANN van der KLOOSTER ** (Elementary Educa tion ) 
Cocoa, Fla. 
RENNOLDS, ELIZABETH BURNLEY t (History & Social Science Education ) 
Tappahannock 
REYNOLDS, ROYAL WILBOURNE t ** (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
RHODES, RUSSELL EMRY, JR. (Health & Physical Education ) .............. Windsor 
RICHARDS, SHIRLEY LYNN ( Special Education )........... . ........ .Lynchburg 
RICHTER, SHARON FLEMING t (English Education ) .......... Richmond 
RIDINGS, RAY (Distributive Education ) ... . ......... Pennington Gap 
RITCHIE, BETTY BENNINGTON (Health & Physical Education ) ..... Richmond 
ROBINSON, ANN CAMPBELL t** (Elementary Education ) .............. Richmond 
ROBINSON, CATHERINE KEY (Mathematics Education ) ... . ........... Richmond 
ROUNTREE, ANNA MARIE (Elementary Education ) ..................... Suffolk 
SADDLER, BETTY JO t (Elementary Education ) ................ .Lebanon 
SALMON, JACQUELINE WILLIAMS t (Elementary Education ) ............... Crozier 
SAMUELS, ELLEN RENfE (Elementary Education ) ................... Norfolk 
SANDERS, JAMIE LOU (Elementary Education )... . ...... West Orange, N. J. 
SAVAGE, JOAN TALIAFERRO t (Special Education ) ............ Richmond 
SCHEELE, RICHARD ALLAN t (Biology Education ) .................... Arlington 
SCHILLER, DEBORAH JANE (Special Education ).. . .. Richmond 
SEXTON, JENNIFER LOU (Elementary Education ) ................................ Hopewell 
SHEARIN, JOHN THOMAS, II (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond 
SHELTON, PHYLLIS TAYLOR t** (English Education ). . ........ Richmond 
SHIFLETT, BONNY KAY t (Distributive Education )... . .. ... Ruckersville 
SLATER, MARY ANN (Elementary Education ). .. . .......................... Richmond 
SLONAKER, DAVID LOWELL (History & Social Science Education ) ... Richmond 
SMITH, DIANNE HECKINGER t (Elementary Education ) .......................... Richmond 
S)oflTJI, J~FFR&Y iYRO~T (llioter; St i11i1tl iai@R@@ A&kte&ti eR) ....... )(i&lothian 
SMITH, KAY DAVIS t (Distributive Education ) ... Richmond 
SMITH, M.ARGARET STARKE (Elementary Education ) ................... Mechanicsville 
• With High H onors ** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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SNUKALS, ARLYNN (Special Education) ....... . ........ Norfolk 
SOLOMON, GREGORY ALLEN (Distributive Education) .... Richmond 
SOVERINO, KAREN MARCIA McWREATH t ** (Elementary Education) 
Richmond 
SPELL, KAREN McFARLAND t (Elementary Education ) ............................. Springfield 
SPROUSE, CATHERINE SATTERWHITE t (Special Education) ........... Richmond 
STACKS, DOROTHY KAREN (Elementary Education) ........................... Charlottesville 
STATON, CATHERINE AVERY* (Elementary Education) ....... . ........ Richmond 
STEN, GARY (Distributive Education) .................. Alexandria 
STEPHENS, ELIZABETH ANN t (Elementary Education ) ................. .Ashland 
S'f'EVE, BAllBAllA AMM (Special Education} . . ........ Clelenial Heights 
STONEBURNER, PAULINE ELIZABETH** (Elementary Education ). McLean 
TAYLOR, MARY GILL t (Special Education ) .................... Richmond 
TEIG, JULIUS BERNER, JR. (History & Social Science Education ) ........... Chester 
THACKER, DIANA HUTCHINS t** (Elementary Education )... . ..... Richmond 
THIEM, SUZANNE MARIE t (Elementary Education ) ........... .New Canton 
THOMAS, ANITA MARIE (History & Social Science Education ) ............ Richmond 
THOMAS, MARCELLA ANTIONETTE (Elementary Education ) Fredericksburg 
THOMPSON, MARTHA PHYLLIS (Elementary Education ) ...... Richmond 
TOMES, DELBERT FRANKLIN, JR. t (Health & Physical Education) 
Richmond 
TRADER, NANCY MILLER (Elementary Education )..... . ....... Richmond 
TUCKER, NANCY STOUT (Special Education )..... .... . ....... Hampton 
TUCKER, WILLIAM PEARSON t (Health & Physical Education ) ....... Richmond 
TURNER, ANDREA LEE (Special Education ) ........... .Lexington 
TURNER, LINDA LOUISE t (Elementary Education ) ....... Roanoke 
VACCA, VIRGINIA GAYLE ** (Elementary Education) ........ Emporia 
VANCE, MARY MARSHALL* (Elementary Education) . . ........ Richmond 
VANNOY, JANE ELIZABETH (Distributive Education) ...... Roanoke 
VASSAR, JANET RAE (Elementary Education ) ...................... . ........ Richmond 
VAUGHAN, EVELYN COATES t (Elementary Education) ....... . .... .. ........... Ashland 
VAWTER, VIRGINIA ANN (Special Education ) ... Warrenton 
VOLZ, SUSAN KULICK (Distributive Education ) ... Richmond 
WAHL, SHARON M . (Health & Physical Education ) ................................ Freehold, N. J. 
WALKER, JACQUELINE ELIZABETH t (Elementary Education) ......... Richmond 
WALLER, BETTY LYNN t** (History & Social Science Education ) .......... Ettrick 
WALLS, MARILYN MARTIN* (Elementary Education )..... . ................. Glen Allen 
WARD, DEBORAH DELBRIDGE* (Elementary Education) . . .. Richmond 
WARD, ROBERT RAY (Health & Physical Education ) ................................... .Arlington 
WATKINS, AGNES UNDERWOOD (Elementary Education ) ...................... Hopewell 
WATSON, BARBARA JEAN (Elementary Education) ....................... Hampton 
WEIL, MARISSA ABRAMSON (Elementary Education) .... Richmond 
WEST, FREDERIC KEMP (Distributive Education) ............ Richmond 
WEST, NICHOLEE ELDER t (Elementary Education ) ........................ .Virginia Beach 
WHALEY, SYLVIA ESTELLE (Biology Education) ............... Heathsville 
WHITEHEAD, JUDITH SCHULTZ t (Elementary Education) ....... : .... Bedford 
WILHELM, CHARLOTTE ANN (Elementary Education) ............................... Arlington 
WILLIAMS, JOAN MARIE t (Elementary Education) ............................... Gordonsville 
WILLIAMS, RUBY HAMMOND t (Special Education) ......... Bon Air 
WITHEROW, EGBERT CECIL t (Health & Physical Education ). . ..... Madison 
• With High Honors ** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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WOOD, WENDELL MASSIE (Distributive Education ) .. . ................. .Lynchburg 
WOODY, FLORENCE ANN (Business Education) .. . .................. Scottsville 
WOOLSEY, TERENCE MICHAEL t (Elementary Education ) ........ ... Falls Church 
WORSLEY, AMY CATHERINE** (Elementary Education )... . ..... Winchester 
WRIGHT, CAROL ELIZABETH (Elementary Education) .. . ...... Richmond 
WRIGHT, MAYME JACKSON (Elementary Education ) ................................... Richmond 
WYSOCKI, SUSAN HELEN (Elementary Education ) ... ................. .Deer Park, N. Y. 
YEAGLE, ALICE BREWER t (Elementary Education ) .. . ........ Richmond 
YOUNG, BETTY GILLESPIE ** (Elementary Education) .............. .. ............. Richmond 
YOUNG, JOY WARNE t (Biology Education ). . .......................... Richmond 
ZIVICK, LIBBY (Special Education ) ..... . ............ West Orange, N. J. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
ALLEN, DEENA BAY t (Distributive Education ) ........ Petersburg 
B.S. 1 Virginia Commonwealth University 
ALLEY, RACHEL POWELL t (Administration & Supervision ) ................. Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
ANDERSON, MARY ADAMS (Elementary Education ) .. . ....... Dahlgren 
B.S., Madison College 
ANDREWS, ERNEST COURTNEY (Special Education ).. . .... .... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
ARRINGTON, ALPHEUS, JR. t (Counselor Education ) ................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Union University 
ARTHUR, MARLENE HEDRICK t (Distributive Education ) .................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
BANKS, DELORES JACQUELIN t (Elementary Education ) ....................... Richmond 
B.A. , Virginia Union University 
BAR:P~BS, IIAH.OLD LEE, JR. (Ae1uiaisttatio11 & Super,isieH ) .. llQA Air 
B.A. , University of South Carolina 
BAYNE, MARYLUD BALDWIN (Special Education ) ............................................ Richmond 
A.B., Wilson College 
BECK, JAMES M., JR. t (Distributive Education) ........................ Richmond 
B.S. 1 Virginia Commonwealth University 
BENNETT, CLAUDIA ADAMS (Counselor Education) ...................................... Richmond 
B.S., Longwood College 
BENNETT, JOHN PRICE t (Administration & Supervision ).. . .. ... Richmond 
A.B., College of William and Mary 
BLAKELY, LEWIS H. t (Counselor Education) ...................... .. Glen Allen 
B.S. , West Virginia Institute of Technology 
BLANDFORD, ELIZABETH JANE (Elementary Education ) ....................... Richmond 
B.S., Nazareth College of K entucky 
BLOCKER, BENNIE MAYS (Elementary Education )... . .................... Richmond 
B.S., South Carolina State College 
BOWSER, GEORGE WILLIAM t (Administra tion & Supervision ) ........ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Union University 
BRAZIL, KACEM LIGAR, JR. t (Counselor Education) ................................. Richmond 
B.S., Hampton Institute 
BREEDEN, MARIAN t (Administration & Supervision ) .......................... ........ Richmond 
B.S., Longwood College 
BUERLEIN, JUDITH SYLVIA (Elementary Education ) ... . .. Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
BURCKELL, THOMAS JOSEPH (Administration & Supervision ) .. ... K ing George 
B.A. , Virginia Military Institute 
BUSH, MIL TON RAY t (Administration & Supervision ) 
B.S., Virginia State College 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requiremen ts prior to May 1973 
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......... Richmond 
CAHILL, PATRICIA J. t (Elementary Education) ........ . .... Bronx, N. Y. 
B.A., Marymount College 
CALLAWAY, JUDITH FLO (Counselor Education) ................... Richmond 
A.B., High Point College 
CAMPBELL, ROBERTA LOUISE (Special Education) .................. Chester 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
CARRINGTON, IVA SHORT (Special Education) Richmond 
B.S., Virginia State College 
OIIIT'Pt, MARY DE7.YS (Ooanscl01 Ee11catio11 ) .. ~ iekRteRil. 
B.A., Judson College 
COX, JACK KEITH t (Administration & Supervision ) ... . ............. ...... Petersburg 
B.S., Lynchburg College 
CRAMER, MORRIS ASHTON (Elementary Education ) .. . ... .. Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
CREWS, JANE COMPTON (Elementary Education) .. . ............. Richmond 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
CRUTCHFIELD, GABIE FRAY (Administration & Supervision) 
Mechanicsville 
B.S., Madison College 
DAGGETT, LINDA DIEHL t (Elementary Education) .. . ......... Bridgewater 
B.A., Bridgewater College 
DAVIS, JEAN PARROTT t (Elementary Education) ...... Midlothian 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DeJAN, DAVID THEODORE (Special Education) ..................... Richmond 
B.A., University or Richmond 
DIGGS, JAMES CALVIN t (Administration & Supervision ) ............ Gloucester 
B.A. , Old Dominion University 
DOBBS, LESLIE CLYDE (Counselor Education )............. . ..................... Richmond 
B.A. , College or William and Mary 
DONNELL, ANDREA MARIE (Counselor Education) .................. Petersburg 
B.S. , The Defiance College 
DOSS, NORMA STREEVER (Elementary Education) ........ Colonial Heights 
B.S., Westhampton College 
DRUMHELLER, LEONARD IRA, JR. t (Administration & Supervision ) 
Charlottesville 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
DUKE, JULIANNA t (Counselor Education ). . ....................... ....................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DUNNAVANT, PATRICIA MORRISON t (Counselor Education ) ........ Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
EASTMAN, NINA LOUISE t (Elementary Education) ...................................... Richmond 
B.S. , Radford College 
EDMONSON, JAMES STOKES (Administration & Supervision ) .............. Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
EILER, ROSARIO ESQUIVEL t (Special Education ) 
B.S., Hardin-Simmons University 
...... Richmond 
EVANS, SANDRA RACHMEL (Counselor Education) ............................ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
FERGUSON, JOYCE O'NEILL (Elementary Education) .. . ....................... Ettrick 
B.A., Michigan State University 
FIFER, JEAN LEA t (Elementary Education ).. . ........ Covington 
B.S., Bridgewater College 
FINN, EVELYN PHAIR (Elementary Education) ....................... ... Staten Island, N. Y. 
B.A., Trinity College 
FISHER, JO MEEKS (Counselor Education) ............. Richmond 
B.A., University or North Carolina 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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FLETCHER, JUDIT H T. (Special Education ).. . .............. Chapel Hill , N . C. 
A.B., University of North Carolina 
FRASER, ROBERT LACY, III (Administration & Supervision ) ............... West Point 
A.B. , Shepherd College 
FUNK, JOHN ROGER (Special Education ) ........... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univer..ity 
GENDRON, PATRICK LEO t (Special Education ) ...... Richmond 
8 .5. , Wisconsin State Univenity 
GOLDSTEIN, REUBEN (Counselor Education ) ............... Richmond 
B.A. , University of Richmond 
GOODMAN, BARBARA WICKHAM (Elementary Education ).. . ..... Montpelier 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
GORMAN, FRANCES THORPE (Elementary Education ) ............ Princeton, N . ]. 
B.A., Hollins College 
GRIZZARD, CHRISTINE DAVIS (Counselor Education )..... . .... ......... Richmond 
B.S. , Longwood College 
GRIZZARD, HAROLD BYRD (Distributive Education ) ................. Rich Square, N. C. 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
HALL, CHARLES EDWARD (Special Education ) 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
HARGROVE, BEVERLY JANE (Elementary Education ) .. 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
HARPER, BARBARA DALE t (Elementary Education) .. 
B.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
............... Richmond 
. .. Manquin 
...... Richmond 
HARRISON, MARY MIDGETT t (Special Education ) ...................................... Richmond 
B.A., College of Notre Dame of Maryland 
HEDLEY, VIRGINIA NELSON t (Special Education ) ...................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
HENDERSON, PHYLLIS CAMPBELL t (Counselor Education ) .............. Richmond 
B.S., Virginia State College 
HOFFMAN, JUDITH MARILYN t (Special Education ) .. .......... Richmond 
B.A., American University 
HOLLAND, ALWIN GEORGE (Elementary Education ) ................................... Richmond 
B.A., Oklahoma University 
HOPKINS, HOWARD DOUGLAS (Administration & Supervision ) ........ Richmond 
B.S., Fayetteville Stale University 
HUBBARD, EDGAR OVERTON, III (Administration & Supervision ) ... Richmond 
B.A., Wake Forest College 
HUGHES, CAROLYN SCOTT (Special Education) ................................... Fredericksburg 
B.A., University of North Carolina 
HUNT, JANET RUTH t (Elementary Education ).. . ............. Richmond 
B.S. , Madison College 
JACOBS, MARY MILLER (Special Education ).. . ........ Richmond 
B.A., Hood College 
JAMES, JEANNETTE F. t (Counselor Education ) .................. Richmond 
B.S., Frostburg State College 
JAMISON, MAYVERDIS RAY t (Special Education) ..................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
JENNINGS, SIBYL SHEPHERD (Counselor Education) ................................... Richmond 
B.S., Radford College 
JOHNSON, JOYCE DELINDA (Elementary Education) ............. St. Petersburg, Fla. 
B.A., Florida Atlantic University 
JOHNSON, SAUNDRA COOPER (Elementary Education ) ................................... Ettrick 
B.A., Virginia Union University 
JOHNSON, SHIRLEY McKAY (Elementary Education) ................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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jOHES, RUB¥EDEL B. (G111msele1 Eil11eatie11) .. ..... Celel'lial Beaeh 
R.&. , ,,. g' · Qe K e eahJai TT i euitJ ' 
KARNES, BEYERL Y RIMERT t (Elementary Education ) ...................... Chester 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
KEETON, EUGENE PRESTON, JR. t (Administration & Supervision) 
B.A., Randolph-Macon College 
KELLEY, SANDRA RUSSELL (Special Education ) 
B.A. , Univenity of Richmond 
KELLNER, JANE CONE t (Elementary Education) 




KELLY, HILDA CORKER (Administration & Supervision ) ...................... Ashland 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
KENNERLY, JUANITA THAYER (Counselor Education ) ............................. Richmond 
B.S., University of North Carolina 
KNIPE, ILSE SCHAFFER (Elementary Education ) . . ... Richmond 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
KRAMER, KATHERINE ANN (Elementary Education ) .................... Columbus, Ohio 
B.A. , Ohio State Universi ty 
LACY, DONNA LEE t (Administration & Supervision ) ................................... Richmond 
A.B., Greensboro College 
LACY, JANICE STALLINGS t (Elementary Education ) .... Richmond 
B.A. , Virginia Union University 
LENTON, STEPHEN MICHEAL (Counselor Education ) ...... ....... Richmond 
B.A., University of California 
LEWIS, THOMAS MARTIN t (Administration & Supervision ) ..... Bowling Green 
B.A., Hampden-Sydney College 
LINDSEY, CAROLYN NEALE t (Special Education ) ........... Richmond 
B.A. , Westhampton College 
' Ll'f"f'LI!'.:, hlLLIAM llEH't: (Special Education }................... . ........ RiehffleRe 
B.S .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
LOUISELL, MARIE WARDROP (Elementary Education ) ... Chester 
B.A .. St, Cloud State College 
LOUISELL, ROBERT DANIEL (Elementary Education ) ............................. Chester 
B.A., St. John's Univenity 
LYNCH, PAUL CORNELIUS, JR. t (Distributive Education ) ....... .Virginia Beach 
B.S. , Old Dominion University 
MALLARD, WAYNE KERR t (Counselor Education ) 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
.......... Woodbridge 
MARABLE, MARY WALLINGFORD t (Counselor Education ) ............. Richmond 
B.A., University of Mississippi 
MARCHANT, JO ANN MARTIN t (Special Education ) .............................. Richmond 
B.A. , Westhampton College 
MARSH, BETTY MONTGOMERY (Counselor Education ) ................. Richmond 
B.A., Westhampton College 
MASON, ANDREA POLLARD (Elementary Education ) .... Highland Springs 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
MASON, LARRY LEE t (Administration & Supervision ) ... Highland Springs 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
McCALL, EUNICE GUNN t (Counselor Education )...... . .................. Hopewell 
B.S., Madison College 
McLEOD, CHARLES LIONEL (Counselor Education )...... . ....... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity 
McVEY, GEORGE JENNINGS t (Administration & Supervision ) .......... Richmond 
B.A. and B.S. , Hampden-Sydney College 
MILLS, PENELOPE LAWSON t (Special Education ) .... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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MOSER, MARION HALL (Counselor Education) .. . ..... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
NELSON, VERA PEARL (Elementary Education) .. . ............. Petersburg 
B.A., Virginia State College 
NEYLAN, FRANCIS GREGORY (Elementary Education) .. . ..... Richmond 
B.A. , St. Francis College 
NORRIS, ANN KING t (Special Education ).. . ..... Richmond 
B.A. , Radford College 
OERTEL, JULIA VOGEL t (Administration & Supervision ) .. . ..... Quinton 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
OSBORNE, RUBY ORDERS (Administration & Supervision ) .. . ..... Richmond 
B.A., Wake Forest College 
O'TOOLE, ANNE SIMS t (Elementary Education) .. . ..................... Richmond 
B.A., College ol William and Mary 
PARKER, GRACE MEADE t (Elementary Education) .. . ............. ............. Emporia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
PATTERSON, ALEASE JONES t (Special Education) . 
B.S. , Virginia Union University 
PIERCE, RUTH JONES t (Special Education) .. 
B.A., Mary Washington College 
....................... Richmond 
... Richmond 
PORTER, JOHN WILLIAM, JR. (Distributive Education) .......................... Hopewell 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
POWELL, BARBARA ANN (Counselor Education) .. . ..... Richmond 
B.A., University o( Richmond 
RAWLINGS, LINDA HANSON t (Counselor Education) .. . ...... ...... Emporia 
B.S. , East Carolina University 
REED, BENNY GRAY (Administration & Supervision ) .. . ... ......... Richmond 
B.S., Arkansas State University 
RHONE, HENRY GENE t (Counselor Education ).... . . ....... ..... ...... Glen Allen 
B.A. , Amherst College 
RICHARDS, DAVID LAWRENCE (Counselor Education ) ............................. R ichmond 
B.A., Western Maryland College 
RICHARDSON, MARY H. t (Elementary Education) .. . ......... Richmond 
B.A., Marshall University 
ROBERSON, REGINA RENE~ (Elementary Education) .. . ........ . .. .Atlanta, Ga. 
B.A. , Spelman College 
ROBERTSON, SHIRLEY DALE t (Special Education) .. . .. Richmond 
B.A., University ol Richmond 
ROESNER, JERARD WILLIAM t (Distributive Education ) .. ......... .Springfield 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
ROGERS, JEAN DOCTOR t (Counselor Education) ... ......................................... Richmond 
B.A., South Carolina State College 
ROMANO, LEWIS DOMINICK (Special Education) .... ........... Richmond 
B.S., Atlantic Christian College 
ROSE, ETTA PASLEY t (Counselor Education) .. . ....... .Wilmington, Del. 
B.S., St. Paul's College 
ROWE, HOWARD JAMES, III (Administration & Supervision ) .............. Midlothian 
B .S., Concord College 
RUIZ, MARJORIE JOHNSON t (Elementary Education ) . . ................. Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
RUSS, LOUISE GRAHAM (Elementary Education) ............................................ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
SCHLEBUSCH, PAMELA-JEAN LOVE (Counselor Education ) ..... Mechanicsville 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
SEARS, GAIL NORWOOD (Counselor Education) 
B.S., Madison College 
SEAY, SHIRLEY HAIRSTON t (Elementary Education) 
B.S. , Virginia State College 
.......... Williamsburg 
......... Richmond 
SENSABAUGH, MARY MASSIE t (Elementary Education) .. .................. ...... Glasgow 
B.S., Radlord College 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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SHARPE, FOREST GLENN t (Distributive Education ) ......... Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
SKIDMORE, NANCY PARSONS t (Elementary Education) ....................... Blackstone 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
SMITH, CARL RAY t (Special Education) ......................... . . ........ Richmond 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
SMITH, EVERETT WALKER t (Administration & Supervision ) ................ Warsaw 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
SMITH, LUCY RYDER t (Elementary Education) 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
.............. Richmond 
STANLEY, KENNETH WAYNE t (Special Education ) ...................................... Richmond 
B.S., Madison College 
STEPHENSON, ELIZABETH GRUBBS (Counselor Education) ................. Richmond 
B.A., Mary Washington College 
STEVENS, CARLTON CLEO (Counselor Education ) .. . ... ................... Glen Allen 
B.S., Virginia Union University 
STEWART, JOHN CALVIN (Special Education ) .. . ............ Mechanicsville 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
TALLEY, A. EUGENE t (Elementary Education ) ........... Richmond 
B.S .. St. Paul's College 
TAYLOR, HERMAN B. (Elementary Education ) .. . ............................. Richmond 
B.A., Maryland State College 
THELEN, DAVID CHARLES t (Special Education )... . ........ Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
THOMASSON, ROSEMARY SHAVER t (Counselor Education ) .............. Richmond 
B.A. , George Peabody College 
THORNTON, JUDY SLAUSON t (Special Education ) .... Richmond 
B.A., St. Andrews Presbyterian College 
THORNTON, YVONNE JEFFRIES t (Elementary Education ) ... Richmond 
B.S., St. Paul's College 
TRAVIS, EDWADINE ANITA (Elementary Education ) ......... Hampton 
B.A., Virginia State College 
TYLER, MARY DAVIS (Special Education ) ............................. Petersburg 
B.S., Madison College 
WALDROP, DALE BORDEN t (Elementary Education ) ................................ Montpelier 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
WALTERS, GRACE HUNTIS t (Elementary Educa tion ) ......... Richmond 
A.B., Virginia Union University 
WATKINS, GENEVA CAROLYN t (Counselor Education ) .. . ........ Richmond 
B.A. , Virginia Union University 
WHALEN, ALICE FOEHL t (Special Education ) ............................................. King George 
B.A., Albertus Magnus College 
WHEATFALL, BARBARA LYDAY t (Elementary Education ) .................... Richmond 
B.S. , Lincoln University 
WILLIAMS, BETTY DAVIS t (Counselor Education ) .. . .......... Richmond 
A.B., Virginia Union Univenity 
WILSON, LINDA ANN t (Elementary Education ).. . ............. Richmond 
D.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
WORTHAM, FRANCES WILLIAMS (Elementary Education ). . .... Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
WYNN, CHARLES JEROME (Elementary Education ) ............... Richmond 
B.S., Elizabeth City State University 
YEAMAN, JAMES HENRY, JR. t (Counselor Education ).. . ... West Germany 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
FREEMAN, CHARLES THOMAS t ...... . ................. Bon Air 
B.S., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by John V. Ankeney 
ASSOC IA TE IN SCIENCE 
ADKINS, RAYMOND EUGENE, JR. (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) 
Richmond 
AIGNER, LYNE BURKE** (Civil & Highway Technology ) ....................... Richmond 
BARRETT, JOSEPH EDWARDS (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) .. Richmond 
BOWLES, JAMES WAYNE (Drafting & Design Technology ).... . ........... Richmond 
BRADLEY, HERMAN LESLIE (Civil & Highway Technology ) ..... Mechanicsville 
BROOKS, DAVID WAYNE (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ... . .. ... Richmond 
BROWN, DAVID RAYMOND (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) 
Charlottesville 
BROWN, LARRY PHELAN** (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration T echnology) 
Chesterfield 
BROWN, MICHAEL R. (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology ) 
Richmond 
CAMPBELL, DOUGLAS RAYMOND (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration 
Technology) ... ................................. . ....... ..... Richmond 
CANDITO, JOHN PETER t (Drafting & Design Technology ) .................... Richmond 
CARNEY, SHIRLEY E. (Civil & Highway Technology) ... . ........... Richmond 
CARROLL, FRANKLIN CLARK, JR. (Drafting & Design Technology ) 
Richmond 
CHRISTIAN, JOSEPH EDWARD, III (Drafting & Design Technology ) 
Richmond 
DALE, ANDREW LEE, JR. (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ........... ....... R ichmond 
DANDRIDGE, JUNIUS FRIZZELL, JR. (Electrical-Electronics T echnology) 
Richmond 
DARR, ROBERT F. (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ................. Richmond 
DILLARD, JAMES GARFIELD (Drafting & Design Technology ) ......... .. Mannboro 
DOODY, JOSEPH PATRICK (Drafting & Design Technology ) ... . ... .Arlington 
FERGUSON, BERNARD WARREN, III (Drafting & Design Technology ) 
Richmond 
FOSTER, RANDALL KEITH t (Drafting & Design Technology ) ........... S•aunton 
6A'f'FlWOOD, HAROLD JAMES, JR. (Elcet1ieal l;leetreaiss T&"bnolog11) 
Glen Allen 
GAY, DONALD MacMILLAN (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
Richmond 
GERSHOWITZ, EDWARD MICHAEL (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration 
Technology) ............. ............................ . ............ Aylett 
GRAY, PHILLIP DENNIS (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology ) 
Richmond 
GREENBLATT, GEORGE JOSEPH (Civil & Highway Technology ) ..... Richmond 
GRIFFITH, EPPA HUNTON, III (Drafting & Design Technology ) ...... Richmond 
HAFLING, ROBERT WAYNE (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration T echnology ) 
Richmond 
HAGERMAN, JOHN FRANK (Drafting & Design Technology) ......... .Timberville 
HAMBLIN, LINDA SUZANNE (Drafting & Design Technology ) ..... Falls Church 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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HAMLETT, WILLIAM ROSELLE (Drafting & Design Technology ) ..... Keysville 
HAWKS, STEPHEN W. (Drafting & Design Technology ) ........... Callao 
HEADLEY, STERLIN LEE ** (Civil & Highway Technology) .... Richmond 
HEFLIN, LLOYD JOHNSON, JR. (Civil & Highway Technology ) ........ Richmond 
HERTLESS, DOUGLAS ALAN (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ...... Richmond 
HILDEBRAND, JAMES EDWARD (Drafting & Design Technology) ... Richmond 
HOUSER, DONALD RALSTON (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
Staunton 
HUMPHRIES, TIMOTHY CARL (Drafting & Design Technology ) ........ Culpeper 
IRWIN, DONALD EDWARD (Drafting & Design Technology) ............ Richmond 
JACKSON, JAMES DOUGLAS (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
Midlothian 
JOHNSON, JOHN ERICK (Civil & Highway Technology ) ..... Highland Springs 
JONES, MILTON CRAIG (Drafting & Design Technology) ........................ Richmond 
JOYCE, LEONARD EARL, JR. (Civil & Highway Technology ) .............. Richmond 
KOLARIK, DANIEL PAUL (Drafting & Design Technology ) ................... Richmond 
LAYNE, WILLIAM RANDALL (Civil & Highway Technology) ..... Mechanicsville 
LEIDIG, REGINA MARIE ** (Drafting & Design Technology ) ..... Cresskill, N. J. 
LINVILLE, RICHARD TROY (Civil & Highway Technology) ... Manquin 
LIPPIATT, DAVID KEVIN (Drafting & Design Technology) ... . ..... Chester 
LUCAS, STEPHEN TIMOTHY (Drafting & Design Technology ) ........... Richmond 
MASON, FRANCIS DAVID (Drafting & Design Technology) ... ................ Richmond 
MASON, ROBERT L. (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ................................. Richmond 
McDONOUGH, JAMES ALPHONSUS, JR.** (Drafting & Design Technology) 
Richmond 
McINTYRE, THOMAS GAYLE (Electrical-Electronics Technology) 
Mechanicsville 
MINISH, HURLEY FOSTER (Civil & Highway Technology) ............. ......... Sandston 
MOORE, RONALD DENT (Civil & Highway Technology ) ... Scottsville 
MORGAN, JONATHAN WAYNE (Drafting & Design Technology) ....... Hampton 
MOTLEY, DENNIS WAYNE (Drafting & Design Technology) .... Partlow 
NIXON, JAMES DOUGLAS, JR. (Civil & Highway Technology) ............ Richmond 
NOBLE, BRUCE KELLEE, III (Electrical-Electronics Drafting Technology) 
Richmond 
ORTON, JOHN HOWARD (Drafting & Design Technology) ... . .. Richmond 
PAINTER, ALVIN ALDON (Drafting & Design Technology) .................. Richmond 
PHILLIPS, KENNETH FRED** (Civil & Highway Technology) ........... Richmond 
POLLARD, ROBERT BEVERLY (Drafting & Design Technology ) ....... Richmond 
ROBERTS, ROBERT MARTIN (Civil & Highway Technology) ............ Orange 
ROBISON, WILLIAM HOLDSWORTH (Drafting & Design T echnology ) 
Richmond 
SAUNDERS, PAMELA (Civil & Highway Technology ). . .......... .. Richmond 
SCOTT, CARLTON THOMAS, JR. (Drafting & Design Technology ) ...... Cheriton 
SLAUGHTER, ROY EDWARD, III (Drafting & Design Technology ) ..... Sandston 
SUHRE, TONY CHARLES (Drafting & Design Technology ) ........... Newport News 
SWEENEY, JAMES ANDREW, III (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration 
Technology ) . . .................................................................. Richmond 
TACKETT, WILLIAM EARL (Civil & Highway T echnology ) ........ Richmond 
TAYLOR, RONNIE ELLIOTT (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
Richmond 
TOMPKINS, JEFFREY ARLIN (Drafting & Design Technology) ....... Ashland 
TOTH, FRANK ALLEN (Civil & Highway Technology ). . .............. Sandston 
.. With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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WEBB, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, III (Electrical-Electronics Technology ) 
Leesburg 
VICKERY, JAMES JOSEPH t (Drafting & Design T echnology ) 
H ighland Springs 
WEINSTEIN, LARRY CHARLES ( Electrical-Electronics Technology ) ... R ichmond 
WESSELL, HENRY WALTER (Electrical-Electronics T echnology ) ......... Richmond 
WINGFIELD, G. CRAIG (Civil & H ighway T echnology) ... . ......... Richmond 
WINTER, ALVIN LEO, JR. (Electrical-Electronics T echnology) .... ............ Sandston 
WRIGHT, WILLIAM ROY (Drafting & Design T echnology )... . .......... H ampton 
THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Elaine Rothenberg 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
ABELL, DOUGLAS FRANKLIN ... 
B.A., Georgia State College 
ANDERSON, ALLEN GRAHAM, IL 
B.A., Emory & Henry College 
ANDERSON, JOHN ERIC 
B.A. , Emory & H enry College 
ANDERSON, JUDITH BROWN ............... . 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
ARKOW, ROBERT B. 
B.A., C. W. Post College 
BARBEE, DELORES CHRISTINA 
B.A., Virginia U nion University 
BAUGHAN, DeNYCE YOLANDE ... 
B.A. , Fisk Univenity 
BAXTER, HARVEY PAUL .... 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
BOGGS, DALE ADAIR. ..... . 
B.A., Radford College 
BROWN, LORRAINE ROBINS 
B.A., Longwood College 
BURDEN, MARY HERBERT JONES. 
A.B. , University of Georgia 
CANALES, ANIBAL REGINALDO, JR. 
B.A., Texas A&I University 
CARSON, WANDA DELORES ...... . 
B.A., Howard University 
CARTER, GLORIA ANN. 
B.S., Madison College 
CARTER, MARY LOUISE ..... . 
B.A. , University of North Iowa 
CHEUNG, ADA GUEN-SHAU 
B.A., Hong Kong Baptist College 
COPLEY, GA YE MASON. 
B.A., Guilford College 
CORNELL, JOAN BAKER ...... . 
B.S., Geneseo State College 
CUDDY, JAMES TRYON. 
B.A. , Providence College 
CUNNINGHAM, ROLAND DA VIS, JR .... 
B.A., Virginia U nion University 






......... ... Richmond 
.............. Richmond 
. ........ .. College Park, Md. 
. ........ .................. McLean 
.. .Achilles 
. .. ............... Norfolk 
. ..................... .Laredo, T exas 
. ..... Suffolk 
. ....................... Portsmouth 
. ........................... Alta, Iowa 
............ Hong Kong 
. ............... ... Dahlgren 
......... ... Richmond 
. . ..... Providence, R . I. 
. ....... Richmond 
. ..... Farmingdale, N. Y. 
B.S. , State University of New York at New Paltz 
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DA VIS, NET A WOODY. .. 
B.A., Roanoke College . 
DAVIS, WILHELMINA. ......... . 
B.A., Hampton Institute 
DEAL, BUCK RANDOLPH. ..... . 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DENLINGER, J. LAMAR .. 
B.S., Western Michigan University 
DEXTER, DOUGLAS M .......... . 
A.B. , Atlantic Christian College 
DONOVAN, ROBERT BERNARD ............. . 
B.A., Duquesne University 
DORGAN, ANNE GORDON C ......... . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DRAKE, W. D ........................................... ........ . 
B.A., Norfolk State College 
EDWARDS, CAROLE LAURENTINE 
............. Abingdon 
. .......................... New York, N. Y. 
.. Richmond 
.Richmond 





B.A., State University of New York a t Buffalo 
ELLIOTT, ROSA THURSTON ..... ........ Richmond 
B.A., Bennett College 
ELLIS, CAROLYN COX. ............................. . ...................... Richmond 
B.A .. Mary Washington College 
EMERSON, SYBIL FAYE ................... . . .. Baltimore, Md. 
B.A., Morgan State College 
FARR, JOAN MARIE ......................................... . ....................................... Dorchester, Mass. 
B.A. 1 .Pennsylvania State University 
FELTES, BARBARA ANN ........ ..................... . 
B.A., St. Tooeph's College 
FERGUSON, WILDA MARIE. 
B.A., Meredith College 
FLEMING, SUZANNE ......................................... . 
B.S. , East Tennessee State University 
FLINN, JEANNE MOYERS ....................................................... . 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
FRIEDMAN, LOUISE BOYD 
B.A., University of Tennessee 
GRAY, LYNDA D ......................................... . 
B.A. , Virginia State College 
GRIFFIN, L. VICKERY BARTHOLOMEW 
B.S. , University of Alabama 
GRILLO, NICHOLAS ...................... . 
B.S. , City College of New York 
GWATHMEY, HARRIET WHITE 
B.A. , Emory & Henry College 
HARDY, JOHN M . .......................................... . 
B.A., Rutgers University 
. ........ Richmond 
. .................... Richmond 
. ... Richmond 
. ........ Prince George 
. .Virginia Beach 
. .......... Baltimore, Md. 
............................................ Richmond 
. ..... Richmond 
.. .Abingdon 
. ................... Richmond 
HARMON, ROOSEVELT, JR ..... . .................... ................. ... ......... Portsmouth 
B.A., Virginia Union University 
HOLLINS, CURTIS EDWARD ........................ . . .............. Dublin 
B.A., Emory & Henry College 
HUPPERT, MICHAEL RICHARD .............. . . ............. Springfield 
B.A .. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
JOHNSON, JEROME JULIAN ............... Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Union University 
JOHNSON, WANDA BELINDA.. . .... . Richmond 
B.A., Hampton Institute 
JONES, PEARLIE CLARK. ... Natchitoches, La. 
B.A., Northwestern State University 
t Completed degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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JONES, SHARON ELIZABET H . 
B.A., University of Vermont 
JUST, JOSEPH LAWRENCE, JR. 
B.A ., Brown University 
KAILEY, DEBORAH ANN t 
B.A., University of Nebraska 
KENLY, KAREN WARREN ... 
B.A., Florida State University 
KIENAST, BETTIE STEWART .. 
B.A. , Mary Washington College 
LAMB, MELINDA ANN ... 
B.A. , University of Florida 
LIBERA TORE, RICHARD VINCENT .. 
B.A., Pontifical College Josephinum 
LONDON, CAROL RAE ... 
B.S., Ohio State University 
LONGENECKER, EDWARD M._ 
B.A., Eastern Mennonite College 
McCARTHY, JANET RIFE. 
A.B .. Marshall University 
McCRAREY, ROBERT FRANCIS ... 
B.A., Gannon College 
.............................. Whitesboro, N. Y. 
.............. Virginia Beach 
.... .. McCook, Neb. 
.......................... Tampa, Fla. 
..... Troy 
......... Gulfport, Fla. 
........ Richmond 
...... Newport News 
................ ... ................ Richmond 
...... Richmond 
........................... Richmond 
McPHERSON, BRENDA F .................................................................................... Elizabeth City, N. C. 
B.A., U tica College of Syracuse University 
MILLER, HARRIS HILTON... . ........................................................... .. Richmond 
B.A., Hampton Institute 
MORGAN, ROY .. . ..... Falls Church 
B.S., Syracuse University 
MOYERS, CORA B. .......................................... Richmond 
B.A., Shepherd College 
MUERTH, CHERIE ANNE ...................................................................... Signal Mountain, T enn. 
B.S. , The University of Tennessee 
MURPHY, JOSEPHINE 
B.A., Saint Joseph 's College 
NAZARIO, CARMEN R. LUCCA .. 
B.A., University of Puerto Rico 
NELSON, ANNE BRINSON .... 
B.A., Sweet Briar College 
...................... Richmond 
. .. ............ Hampton 
. ..... Norfolk 
NEWMAN, SUSAN KAMEN .................................................................................. ............... Richmond 
B.A., University of Texas 
OWEN, JIMMIE HAROLD... . ..... Richmond 
B.A. , Rhode Island College 
PALKON, DENNIS STANLEY, L ......................................................................... Reading, Pa. 
B.S., Villanova University 
PENICK, CLAUDINE GLADDEN .. 
B.A., Virginia Union U niversity 
PETERSON, WILLIAM HOWARD. .. 
B.A., Lynchburg College 
PHIFE, CAROL PEPLIES ... 
B.A., Elmhurst College 
POPE, RONALD McHENRY. .. 
B.A., West Virginia State College 
RAMSEY, RUSSELL ROAKWOOD, JR. 
B.A., Tennessee Temple College 
. ................. Richmond 
. ...... Centreville 
. ..... Norfolk 
.. ... Charleston, W. Va. 
.. ............... Goochland 
RILEY, DEBORAH KAY ..................................................................................................... Hampton 
B.A., H ampton Institute 
RISCH, WARREN A., JR .. 
B.A. , U n.iversity of Minnesota 
ROBERTSON, MALCOLM BRUCE 
B.A., Hampden-Sydney College 
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.. ......................... Richmond 
........ Richmond 
ROTHENBERG, JOEL BARRY... . .. Richmond 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
SCHRIEBERG, JANE WEAVER..... . .... Harrisonburg 
B.A., University of Florida 
SCHWEMER, DAVID JAMES..................... . .............. .Ashland 
B.A. , Randolph-Macon College 
SHELTON, BRUCE BYRON....... .. ... .. . ..... Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
SHOOK, ESTHER VIEVA....... . . .Wheeling, W. Va. 
B.A. , West Liberty State College 
SLAY, KAREN ANDERSON.. . ................ Richmond 
B.A., Mary Washington College 
SMITH, ARLEEN EVELYN............ . ..... Richmond 
B.A. , Virginia State College 
SNYDER, SUSAN SHACKELFORD..... . ................ Richmond 
B.A., Westhampton College 
SPRAGGINS, NANCY COYELLE....... .. . .......................... . ........... Lawrenceville 
B.A. , St . Paul's College 
STUCKLE, MARJORIE ANNE...... . ........... .Jackson Heights, N. Y. 
B.A., Marymount College 
SWEET, SANDRA LYNNE....... ....... . .. Pennington Gap 
B.A., Berea College 
TALBERT, JOYCE SUTTON......... ... . ........... Glen Allen 
B.S. , Howard University 
VAN DAM, VALERIE ELAINE.... ... . .. Hasbrouck Heights, N. J . 
B.S., University of Bridgeport 
VIGNOLA, SUSAN TOBIAS............ . ........... Richmond 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo 
VILLARREAL, CARMEN INEZ . .San Antonio, Texas 
B.A., St. Mary's University 
VOGEL, MICHAEL LOUIS....... . ................................. Richmond 
B.A., Chico State University 
WALSH, MARCIA LONG .................................. Portsmouth 
B.A. , Gettysburg College 
WARRINGTON, CALEB VAN, III ...... ......... Richmond 
B.A., University of North Carolina 
WEBB, KATHARINE McCARDELL... ..Charlottesville 
B.A., Sweet Briar College 
WEXLER, PAUL J. ....... .... ...................... . ..... Rahway, N. J . 
B.A., Windham College 
WHORLEY, LARRY WAYNE ............ Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
WOODRING, ALICE HOCKENBERRY. .. 
B.S., Juniata College 
WYNNE, ROBERT LEE ... 
B.A., Wake Forest College 
. ....................................... Charlottesville 
. ............. Richmond 
XIDES, VIKE CORNELIA.... .. .................... . ........................................................... Richmond 
B.A., University of South Florida 
ZELOV, ROBERT ............. . ... Sandston 
B.S., Brooklyn College 
ZINK, RICHARD JOHN ................... Richmond 
B.A., Rutgers University 
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HONORS AND AWARDS 
ALUMNI AWARD TO 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR 
Richard F. Roberts 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Claudia D . Anders 
Jeannie B. Battaile 
Janice D. Brandt 
Carolyn G. Brown 
Paula T. Dutton 
Robert L. Ellis 
Margery H . Freas 
Pamela H . Fuhrman 
Joseph A. Goode 
David C. Griffin 
Stephen H . Herman 
Paula J . Kolakoski 
Juanita B. Leatherberry 
Kristi L. Lincicome 
James E. Safley 
Ira-Joel Sartorius 
Katherine T . Shaughnessy 
Jane A. Walker 
Richard T. White 
LEADERSHIP & SERVICE 
James P. Bradley 
Marceline E. Cacicedo 
Susan B. Chain 
Sharon I. Dance 
Mark A. Dulaney 
Lee E. Eberhart 
Ralph D. Fouse 
Verna L. Graff 
Albert D. Harrison 
Richard D. Knox, Jr. 
Patricia A. Long 
Sally P. McConnaughey 
Michele E. Neas 
Jeanie E. Nulty 
Gayle E. Otey 
Emily F. Piven 
Sandra J. Quinn 
Richard F. Roberts 
James E. Safley 
Pamela S. Stackhouse 
Pauline E. Stoneburner 
David G. Taylor 
George W. Thomas, Jr. 
James B. Vigen 
Jane A. Walker 
Alice A. Workman 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE ARTS 
Michael D. Abbott 
O'Dean M. Ampolo 
Carol Spaulding Coleman 
Sandra Jean Cooney 
Albert Dale Harrison 
D. Brian Jensen 
David D. Larrabee 
Ira-Joel Sartorius 
Brett S. Wilson 
SENIOR THALHIMER FASHION 
AWARD 
Carolyn G. Brown 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
DESIGNERS CONTRACT DESIGN 
AWARD 
Carol Spaulding Coleman 
HONORABLE MEN TION 
Nancy Edwards 
Theresa O 'Nele 
DECO RITE DESIGN A WARD 
Nancy Kay Jennings 
Roberta Finder Schiff 
THALHIMER DESIGNER'S CUP 
Carolyn G. Brown 
Cheryl L. Martin 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN ARTS 
& SCIENCES 
David F. Clark 
J essica A. Hochstuhl 
Nancy J . Kercheval 
George C. Stafford 
David G. Taylor 
OUTSTANDING MARKETING 
SCHOLAR A WARD 
David A. Goodwin 
Gayle E. Otey 
EMORY BUSINESS GAMES AWARD 





VIRGINIA SOCIETY OF 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING 
ACHIEVEMENT A WARD 
Juanita B. Leatherberry 
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NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION AWARD 
Florence Ann Woody 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
William A. Crunk, Jr. 
James E. Guyton 
Kathy S. Keys 
CROSS-CULTURAL A WARD 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
CROSS-CULTURE 
William J. Byrd 
JANE JONES THORNTON AWARDS 
Peter G. Burke 
Alice Kathleen Sharman 
LAURELS, V.C.U . WOMEN'S 
HONOR SOCIETY 
{Graduating Members) 
Teresa M. Barry 
Kathryn S. Brooks 
Carolyn G. Brown 
Susan B. Chain 
Jerrie L. Cutler 
Sharon I. Dance 
Sarah E. Driscoll 
Marjorie A. Elliott 
Harriet J. Ganderson 
Laurence K . Groner 
Verna L. Graff 
Marilyn A. Hill 
Evelyn K. Lampert 
Juanita B. Leatherberry 
Linda C. Loth 
Gayle E. Otey 
Candra L. Peterson 
Emily F. Piven 
Pamela S. Stackhouse 
Pauline E. Stoneburner 
Linda S. Thompson 
Jane A. Walker 
Martha A. Webb 
Kathryn A. White 
Ruby H . Williams 
Jane Bell Gladding, Honorary 
Member 
Gold cords are worn by members of Laurels. 
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MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA 
THE HEALTH SCIENCES DIVISION 

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Warren H. Pearse 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
ADLER, SAMUEL ELLIOTT .................. . ..................... Chevy Chase, Md. 
B.S., Univenity of Maryland, 1971 
Hospital Appointment , University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland 
AL TSHELER, PA UL REID ..................... ... ..... . .... Hopkinsville, Ky. 
B.A., University of Kentucky, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia Hospitals , Richmond, Virgi11ia 
ANDERSON, WALTER CLAUDE, III. .... Halifax 
B.A., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Army Medical Service Hospitals, Trip/er General Hospital, H onolulu , 
Hawaii 
ARMSTRONG, CHARLES DANIEL......................... . .. .Arlington 
B.S., University of Texas 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Medical College of Virginia H ospitals , Richmo nd, Virginia 
BACHWITT, PAUL.. ................... .. .......... ......... .. ................................................. South Charleston, W. Va. 
A.B., Washington University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, University of Louisville Affiliated Hospitals, L ouisville , K entucky 
BAIRD, DONALD IRVING......... . ......... South Portland, Me. 
A.B., Dartmouth Colleg_e, 1969 
Hospital Appointment: University of Minnesota , Minneapolis, Minn esota 
BARTON, JAMES EDWIN ...... .. .. ... ................. .. ...................................................... .Landover Hills, Md. 
B.S., College of William and Mary 1969 
H ospital Appointment , M edical Co/iege of Virginia Hospitals , Richmond, Virginia 
BASKERVILLE, ARCHER LEWIS......................................................... ... . ... South Hill 
B.S. , Medical College of Virginia, School of Pharmacy1 1969 
H ospital Appointment: Mayo GraduaJe School of Medicin e, R ochester , Minn esota 
BAYNE, CARY GRESHAM............. ..................... . ............. Williamsburg 
B.S., Davidson College, 1968 
M.A. 1 College of William and Mary, 1970 
Hospital Appointment , Naval H ospital, San Diego, California 
BETTINGER, ROBERT....... ........ .. .............. . ....... ... Arlington 
B.A., University of Virg_inia, 1970 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, Charlottuville, Virginia 
BLANKENSHIP, THOMAS JEFFREY................... . ... Weirton, W. Va. 
A.B., West Virginia University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Universily of Minnesota, Minneapolis , Minnesota 
BLONDO, DENNIS LEONARD ........... .. .............. . ..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
B.S. , Columbia University1 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Maim onides Hospital , Brooklyn , N ew York 
BRADSHAW, JAMES ALEXANDER. ....................................................................... .Virginia Beach 
B.S., Old Dominion College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, R iverside Hospital , Newport News, Virginia 
BREHMER, CHARLES EDWARD................................ ........... . .... Arlington 
B.A. , Univenity of Virg_inia, 1970 
Hospital Appointment, Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
BUNDY, WALTER EDWARD....... . .......... Shadwell 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
CATTERTON, JANE SPENCE ....................................................................... . ............... Richmond 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Charily H ospital , New Orleans, L ouisiana 
CONCODORA, JOSEPH ANTHONY...... . .............. ................... Clifton, N. J . 
B.A., Seton Hall University 1969 
H ospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia Hospitals, R ichmond, Virginia 
CROWDER, RICHARD FREDERICK. ............................................... ... Mechanicsville 
A.B., Duke University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Barnes Hospital, St . Louis, Missouri 
DOOLITTLE, SAMUEL WAYNE ............ .. .... . ............................... .Van Nuys, Calif. 
B.A. , San Fernando Valley State College 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Naval Hospital , Bethesda, Maryland 
** With Honors t Completed Degree Requirements prior to May 1973 
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DUNNINGTON, ARTHUR RUSSELL, JR. .............. Waverly 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
ELLEN, JOSEPH HARRY......... . ...................................... Portsmouth 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1964 
Hospital Appointment , Naval Hospital , San Diego, California 
ENDE, JACK... . ............. Bronx, N. Y. 
B.S., City College of New York, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, U niversity of Chicago H ospitals and Clinics , Chicago, Illinois 
EVERETT, JOHN CLAYTON ............... .Virginia Beach, Va. 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , Riverside H ospital , Newport News, Virginia 
FOX, DONALD LEE ............... St. Albans, W. Va. 
A.B., West Virginia University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical University of South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina 
FRANCIS, CLEVELAND, JR.. . ............................... J ennings, La. 
B.S., Southern University, 1967 
M .A., College of William and Mary, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, George Washington University, Washington , D .C. 
GARVIN, DENNIS DEANE .. . .... .Taylors, S. C. 
A.B., The Citadel, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Wilford Hall H ospital, Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas 
GEORGES, THEODORE NICKOLAS. . .............. Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , Naval Hospital , Portsm outh , Virginia 
GIFFLER, RONALD FREDERIC .... New York, N. Y. 
B.A., New York University 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, R ichmond , Virginia 
GILMER, ROBERT DICKENSON .................. Lebanon 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1968 
Hospital Appointment: R oanoke M emorial H ospital , R oanoke , Viriinia 
GORMAN, SAUL DAVID ............................ . ................ Brooklyn, N. Y. 
B.A. , Brooklyn College , 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Universit y of Colorado Affiliated H ospitals, Denver, Colorado 
GRABOYES, ARNOLD BRUCE... . .... Petersburg 
If.A., University of Virginia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Baylor College Affiliated H ospitals, Waco, T exas 
GREENHOUSE, SANFORD ALAN.. . ..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
B.A., Brooklyn College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, George Washington University, Washington, D .C. 
GREGORY, DOUGLAS BLAIR. .... Richmond 
B.A., University of Richmond 
Hospital Appointment , Naval H ospital , Portsmouth, Virginia 
GROSSMAN, STEVEN HOWARD ........................ . ...... Richmond 
A.B., University of North Carolina, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , North Carolina Baptist H ospital, Winston-Salem , North Carolina 
GUESS, GEORGE ALBERT, JR. . ..... Norfolk 
B.S., Old Dominion Colle!le, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, St. Johns Hospital, Springfield, Illinois 
HALDERMAN, JOHN RAY. ............... Wooster, Ohio 
A.B., Duke University, 1968 
H ospital Appointment: Euanston H ospital, Evanston , Ill inois 
HALVORSON, LLOYD ERIC... . ..................... McLean 
B.S., Waite Forest University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, George Washingt on U niversity, Washington , D .C. 
HAMRICK, JOHN DOUGLAS ........... Norfolk 
B.S. , Old Dominion College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , Na val Hospital, PorlJmouth , Virginia 
HANNA, BARBARA JAMES. . ............................................................... St. Petersburg, Fla. 
A.B., Vassar College , 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Charity H ospital , New Orleans, Louisiana 
HANNA, MICHAEL IGNATIUS ... 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Charity H ospital , New Orleans, L ouisiana 
HEISLER, LOUIS RALPH... . ........................... . 
B.S., Columbia University College of Pharmacy, 1969 
Haspital Appointment , Long Island Jewish-Hillside , New York , New rork 
** With Honors t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
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. ........ Covington 
. .... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
HEITNER, ALAN DAVID ...... . ... ............ Bronx, New York 
B.A., Harpur College, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Cincinnati General Hospital , Cincinnati, Ohio 
HELFENSTEIN, JEFFREY SPELLMAN... . .................. East Orange, N. J. 
B.A., Syracuse University, 1969 
New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry at Newark 
Hospital Appointment, Montefiore Hospital , New York , New York 
HULCHER, WILLIAM GREGORY. ....... Richmond 
B.S., University of Richmond, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Bridgeport Hospital , Bridgeport , Connecticut 
JACOBS, JOHN FRANCIS...... . .... .West Harwich, Mass. 
B.A., Johns Hopkins University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, University of Michigan Affiliated Hospitals, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
JARRELL, SHELBY EDWARD, JR. ............................... . ....... Woodsfield, Ohio 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1970 
Hospital Appointment, Medical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richm ond, Virgi11ia 
JETER, WILLIAM RICHARD....... . .... .Amherst 
B.S. , Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Greenville General H ospital, Greenville, South Carolina 
JONES, JOHN KIPLING.................. ...................... . .......... Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Military Institute, 1967 
Hospital Appointment, Army Medical Service H ospital , Trip/er General H ospital , H onolulu, 
Hawaii 
KERINS, CRAIG TODD.. . ................. Richmond 
A.B., Dartmouth College, 1967 
M.A., University of Richmond, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Presbyterian University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
KOPF, STEPHEN WARREN............ . .... .Yonkers, N. Y. 
B.A., Temple University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment: University of Illin ois, Chicago, ll/i1wiJ 
KRAGNESS, WILLIAM JENS... ... . ........ White Bear Lake, Minn. 
B.A. , University of Minnesota, 1969 
Hospital Appointment: Hennepin C ounty General, Minneapolis, Minn esota 
LAKE, MICHAEL HENRY. ....... .......................................................... .Landover, Md. 
B.S., University of Richmond, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Na val Hospital , Beth esda, Maryland 
LAND, PAUL COURTNEY. ........................................ Richmond 
B.S., Randolph-Macon College, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, N orthwestern Medical Center , Chicago, Illinois 
LAPCHAK, JOHN THEODORE... . ............ Newark, N. J. 
B.A. , Seton Hall University, 1969 
Hospital Appointm ent , University H ospitals, Cleveland , Ohio 
LARSON, STEPHEN A. . .................... ...... ....................................... Stamford, Conn. 
B.S., Washington and Lee University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment: Army M edical Service H ospitals, Fitzsimm ons Hospital , Den ver, 
Colorado 
LENNINGTON, BERT RICHARD ....................... McLean, Va. 
B.S., University of Georgia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, North Carolina Baptist , Winsto11-Salem , North Carolina 
LINKOUS, CHERYL LYNN... . ........ .Welch, W. Va. 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1970 
Hospital Appointment , Roanoke Memorial Hospital, Roanoke , Virginia 
LITT, ROBERT MARK. ...................... ... . ................ Hempstead, N. Y. 
B.A. , Hofstra University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Lenox Hill H ospital , N ew York , New York 
LITTON, DARLENE BROWN ...... Bristol 
B.S. , Duke University, 1969 
LONG, GEORGE EVERETT....... ..Falls Church, Va. 
Hospital Appointment , University of Georgia Hospital, Augusta, Geo rgia 
MARSHALL, DOUGLAS LYLE........ . ....................... McLean 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Washington Sanitarium and Hospital, Takoma Park , Mar yland 
MAY, JAMES TERRELL, III ........ ............. .. . ... .. ... .Virginia Beach 
B.S. , College of William and Mary, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
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MAY, LINDA TOWNSEND ........ . .............. Arlington 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Medical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
McCANN, BARTON CARPENTER. .. ......... Potomac, Md. 
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment: Presbyterian University , Pittsburgh , Pe1ln .fyl vania 
McCARTHY, HARRY SMITH... . ........................... Huntington, W. Va. 
B .S. , Marshall University, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Geurgia Baptist H ospital , At/a,.ta, Geo rgia 
McDOWELL, JAMES EVERETT. .. . ......... Hempstead, N. Y. 
B.S., Davidson College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , M edical College of Virginia H ospitals , Richmo,.d, Virginia 
MEADE, THOMAS STANLEY, JR... . ........ Richmond 
B.A., University of Virgi_nia, 1969 
H ospital Appointment : Na val H ospital , Portsmouth, Virgi,iia 
MEINCKE, DA YID LEE ... ................... Roanoke 
B.A. , Roanoke College, 1969 
H uspital Appointment , M edical College of Virginia H ospital.,, Richm ond, Virginia 
MENDLE, ROBERT TERRY... . ..... San Francisco, Calif. 
B.A., University of California, 1969 
H ospital Appoiutme1il : Cedars Sinai M edical Ce,iter , Los A,rgeles, Califnn1ia 
MINTER, OBIE JAMES. . ......... Sandy Level 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
H o.rpital Appointment: University of Virgi11ia , Charloltesuille, Virgin ia 
MORGAN, STEVEN WESLEY.... . ............ .. ...... Abingdon 
B.S., Florida Presbyterian College1 1969 
H ospital Appointment , St. Josephs, Upstate M edical Center, Syracuu, N ew York 
MULLINS, BENNY CARROLL ........................... ... ....... Clintwood 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
H ospital Appointment : R oanoke M emorial H ospital, R oanoke, Virginia 
MYERS, BOYD CORSON, III .. . .............. Alexandria 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Grady M emorial Hospital , Atlanta , Georgia 
NORFLEET, STEPHEN MANGUM ..... Suffolk 
B.A., University of Richmond . 1969 
H ospital Appointment , M edical College of Virgi,.ia H ospitals, Richm ond, Virginia 
O'BANNON, JOHN MAURICE... . .................................... .Woodville 
B.S., University of Richmond, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
PECK, BRIAN. . ............................. Fairfield, Conn. 
B.A., University of Connecticut, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Waterbury H ospital , Waterbury , Connecticut 
PICK, TERRY EUGENE......... . .......................................... Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute , 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Army Medical Services H ospitals, Trip/er H ospital , H onolulu, Hawaii 
POWELL, BERKLEY RANDOLPH. . ................................................................... Hampton 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1970 
Hospital Appointment , Uni versity of Oregon M edical H ospitals , Portland, Oregon 
PRESCOTT, GEORGIA ANN....... . ......................................................... .Williamsburg 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
RAMSEY, EDWARD JARRATT. .................................. Ashland 
B.S., Hampden-Sydnev College, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , Parkland M emorial H ospital , Dallas, Texas 
RILEY, DAVID LINDLEY. . . . . ................ . ............... ..... Richmond 
B.S. , University of Richmond, 1968 
Hospital Appointment, Army Medical Service H ospitals, Walt er R eed H ospital , 
Washington , D .C. 
ROBERTS, BRUCE TAYLOR ............ Richmond 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richm ond, Virginia 
ROWE, JAMES THOMAS. . ....................... Richmond 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1970 
Hospital Appointment , Medical College of Virginia H ospitals, Richmond , Virginia 
ROYSTON, NORRIS AARON LORENZA, JR. . ....................................... Middleburg 
B.A., University of Virginia 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Mel.cal College of Virginia H ospitals, Richm ond, Virginia 
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RULA, CHARLES ARTHUR. ....... . .. ... ............... Richmond 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1969 
H ospital A ppointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, R ichmond, Virginia 
RUMBURG, KENNETH NEIL ... .......... Stuarts Draft, 
B.S. , College of William and Mary, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Cincinnati General H ospital, Cincinnati, Ohio 
RUTHERFORD, WILLIAM BUREN, JR. ............. Roanoke 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College, 1969 
H ospital A ppointm ent , M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, R ichmond , Virginia 
SAUNDERS, MYLES LEE......................................................... ............................ . .... Norfolk 
B.A. , University or Pittsburgh, 1969 . 
H ospital Appointment, Los Angeles County-U.S .C. M edical Center, Lns Angeles , California 
SCHWARZ, MAURICE CHASKIEL.... . ...... Richmond 
B.A. , University or North Carolina , 1969 
H ospital Appointment , University of Georgia M edical College, Augusta , Georgia 
SELLMAN, JAMES E......................... . ..... Arlington 
B.A. , University or Virginia, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , Syracuse M edical Center, Syracuse , N ew rork 
SHROPSHIRE, LOWRY CHESLEY... ..... ....................... . ..... Ridgeway 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1970 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals , R ichmond, Virginia 
SLAY, ROBERT DUNCAN, JR..................... .. Petersburg 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, Army M edical Service H ospitals, Letterman H ospital, San Fran cisco , 
California 
SNELL, THOMAS EDWARD...... ..Waynesboro 
B.S.E. , Duke University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment, University of Oregon Medical H ospitals, Portland , Oregon 
SNODDY, JOHN WILLIAM............ .. ........ .. . ..... Highland Springs 
B.A. , University or Virginia, 1969 
H ospital Appointment , M edical College of Virgi11ia Hospital.r, Richmond, Virginia 
SOUTH, JAMES GREGORY. ..... ................ Clintwood 
B.S .. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
SOUTHERLAND, HUGH BARRY. ..... . ...... Arlington 
B.S. , College or William and Mary, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , M edical College of Virgi11ia Hospitals, R ichmond , Virginia 
SPERRY, THOMAS HOWARD .............. ............................... . . ..... Middletown 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1968 
H ospital Appointment, Medical College of Virgi11ia H ospital., , R iclim o11d , Virginia 
STITT, ROBERT NELSON.......................................... ...................... ........................ ..Arlington 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Medical College of Virgi11 ia Hospital.<, Richmo11d , Virginia 
STONEBURNER, SEABURY DENISON. . ... .Jacksonville, Fla. 
B.A., Universi ty or the South, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Medical College of Vir1i11ia H ospitals, Richmond, Virginia 
SUSLICK, RANDALL HUGH......................... . ....... Norfolk 
B.A., University or Virg_i!'ia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Na val Hospital , Beth esda , Ma ryland 
SWEET, RAYMOND CHARLES. . ................................ . . ........ .Virginia Beach 
B.A., University or Virginia, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia Hospitals, R ichm ond, Vi.-gi11ia 
TALBOT, WILLIAM HANNA, JR... . .............................................................. Richmond 
B.A., University or Virgi_nia , 1970 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H ospitals, R ichmo11d, Virginia 
TATUM, JAMES LUTHER. ........................................................... .......................................... . . Suffolk 
B.S., College or William and Mary, 1969 
Hospital Appointnunt, Medical College of Virginia H ospitals, Riclwwnd , Virginia 
THRIFT, MARY CRIMORA...... ............................ . .... Richmond 
B.A., Bryn Mawr, 1968 
Hospital Appointment, Ma.rsachusetts General H ospital , Boston , Ma.ssachusetts 
TOMELTY, JOSEPH PATRICK....... ............................ .. ........... . .... ...... Salem 
B.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1967 
H ospital Appointment: Roanoke M emorial H ospital, , Roanoke, Virginia 
TURNER, JACK COCKE ............. ...................... .. ..................................... .. ............................. .. .... Richmond 
B.S., U.S . Military Academy, 1965 
H ospital Appointment , North Carolina Baptist Hospital, Winston-Salem , North Carolina 
VAN METER, QUENTIN LEE ... .Washington, D . C. 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Naval Hospital, Oakland, California 
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VAUGHAN, DAVID ALLEN ..... ......... Roanoke 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1970 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H o,pital,, Richmond, Virginia 
VERNON, SAMUEL DAVID... . ..... Marion 
B.A., Emory and Henry 1969 
Hospital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia Ho,J,ita/J, R ichm ond, Virginia 
WALLACE, WILLIAM MILES... . ..... Gate City 
B.A. , Vanderbilt Univenity 1969 
Hospital Appointment: M e'Ji&al College of Virgi11fo Hospitals, Richm o11d , Virginia 
WARD, PHILLIP DALE ............................. .Alexandria 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute , 1969 
Ho,pital Appointment , River,ide Ho,pital, Newport News, Virginia 
WARREN, SANFORD ELLISON ... ........ .. Portsmouth 
B.S., Univenity o[ Virginia, 1970 
H o,pital Appointment, Hahnemann M edical College Affiliated H ospita/J , Ph iladelphia , 
Pennsylvania 
WATSON, BRUCE ALLEN... . ..... Radford 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1969 
H ospital Appointment: Riverside H ospital, Newport News, Virginia 
WEEKS, LANDON EARL ...................... Galax 
B.S., Wake Forest University, 1969 
Ho,pital Appointment , North Carolina Baptist Ho,pital , Win,ton-Salem , North Carolina 
WEIDIG, GEORGE LOUIS, JR. ... . .. .. .Winchester 
B.A., Universi ty of Richmond, 1969 
Ho,pital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia Ho,pital.r , Richmond , Virginia 
WELCH, JOSEPH JACKSON....... . .. Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute , 1969 
Hospital Appointment : Riverside H ospital , Newport News, Virginia 
WHITAKER, JOAN CAROL... . ............................. Hampton 
B.S., Mary Washington College, 1969 
Hospital Appointment , Children's Medical Center, Dalla, , T exas 
WHITEHEAD, DAVID CALLOWAY, JR.. . .......................... Norfolk 
B.A., University o[ Richmond , 1969 
Hospital Appointment: M edical College of Virgi11ia Hosf>ita/J, Richm rwd, Virginia 
WIGAND, JAMES PETER. ............. Pleasant Valley, N. Y. 
B.S., Seton Hall University 1968 
Hospital Appointment, St . Louis Univers ity Hospitals, St . L ouis , Miuouri 
WILLIAMS, ALICE MARSHALL... . ......................................... Manassas 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Insti tute, 1970 
Ho,pital Appointment , M edical College of Virginia H o.<pitals, Richmond, Virginia 
WILLIAMS, LUTHER RAWLS, JR. .... . ............. Park Ridge, Ill. 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute 1969 
Hospital Appointment: Army M edical Seruire Hospital.r , Brooke Hospital, Sari A1Jtor1io, Texas 
WILLIAMS, MASON MILLER ................. ... Richmond 
B.A., University o[ Virginia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia , Charlottest1ille, Virginia 
WILSON, CHARLES HARRISON ... .................... Richmond 
B.A. , University o[ Virg_inia . 1969 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of J'irgi11ia Ho.rpita/J , Riclw11111tf . Virginia 
WITHERS, SYDNOR TERRY, JR... . ............................................... . Kinston, N. C. 
B.S., University o[ Richmond, 1969 
H o,pital Appointment, Univer,ity of Maryland, Baltimo re , Mary/ar,d 
WOLFE, PIERRE PATRICK .. ...... Provo, Utah 
B.S., Brigham Young University 1970 
H o,pital Appointment , M edical College of Vir11inia H o,pital.,. Richmo11d . Virginia 
WOOD, JOSEPH LYMAN ...... .Wheeling, W. Va. 
A.B. , West Virginia University, 1969 
Ho,pital Appointment, M edical College of Virginia H o.rpital, , Richm ond , Virgi11ia 
WOODROOF, KERRY COLSTON... . ..................................... Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Military Insctitute, 1969 
H ospital Appointment, Univer,ity of Penn,ylvania H o.<pital,, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 
ZACHARIAS, CHARLES MERRIWETHER, JR. .. . ......... Richmond 
B.A., Univrrsity o[ Virginia, 1969 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Virginia HM/)ita/J, Richm on d , Virginia 
ZWERLING, JEFFREY FREDRIC ............................................................... Hewlett, N. Y. 
B.S., Long Island University, 1969 
Ho,pital Appointment, Long Island Jewish -Hill,ide, New York , Nrw York 
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THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean John A. DiBiaggio 
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY 
ADAMS, THOMAS NELSON ... 
B.A., University of Richmond, 1970 
ALEXANDER, ROBERT MOORE. 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
ALEXANDER, WAYNE PETER 
B.S. , University of Richmond, 1969 
ALLEN, CHARLES DOUGLAS 
B.S. , High Point College, 1969 
ALPERIN, JAY. .. 
B.S., State University of New York, 1969 
............ Richmond 
. ............ Hampton 
................ Williamsburg 
... Shelby, N. C. 
....................... Miami, Fla. 
BAKER, JAMES WILLIAM ..... ................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
BARNES, ROBERT FIELDER, JR .. 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1967 
BASS, JOHN MARSHALL .......................................... . 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College, 1969 
BECKER, SIDNEY ................................... . 
B.A., University of Richmond, 1969 
BLACKWELDER, DAN STEVEN 
BOSWELL, CRAMER LEE ...................... . 
A.B. , University of 'North Carolina, 1969 
BOYER, THOMAS JOSEPH .............. . 
B.S., Old Dominion University, 1969 
BREAM, ALAN JOSEPH .. . 
BRILL, BYRON AL VIN ...... . 
B.A., Bridgewater College, 1969 
BURNS, GROVER PRESTON, JR . ...................... . 
B.A., Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
BUTTON, GILBERT LEE ... 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
CAHOON, ROGER HOWELL 
B.S., William and Mary, 1969 
CAPONIGRO, THOMAS J. ......................... . 
B.S., American University, 1969 
........... Sutherlin 
.................. Gladys 
. ......... Newport News 
..................... Apopka, Fla. 
. .. .... Burkeville 
...... Norfolk 
.................. Chapel Hill, N. C. 
. ...... Strasburg 
. ..... Fredericksburg 
... Springfield 
.............. Chesapeake 
. ........... Roseto, Penn. 
CARTER, AUBREY RICHARDSON, JR ............................... . . ........... Everett, Wash. 
B.S. , Washington State Universitv. 1969 
COLEMAN, WAYNE THOMAS .............. . 
B.S., University of Richmond, 1967 
COOK, MICHAEL HENRY. .................. . 
B.S. , Jacksonville Florida, 1969 
COOTS, FREDERICK ALBERT, JR. 
B.S., Roanoke College, 1967 
COX, BOBBY NEAL ....... . 
B.A., Murray State Univenity, 1969 
COX, WILLIAM WALTER.. 
B.S., University of Richmond, 1969 
CROOKS, EDWIN LEE WARFIELD .. 
B.S .. Randolph-Macon College, 1967 
DAIL, RAY ANDREW ...................... . 
B.S., Old Dominion University, 1969 
DEVIESE, DAVID MYERS ....... . 
B.S., University of Florida, 1968 
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. .............................. Richmond 
. ........ Callahan, Fla. 
. .......... Galax 
. . .Independence 
. ... Abingdon 
........... ......... Richmond 
. ...... Norfolk 
. ........ .Titusville, Fla. 
DIVALENTIN, ROBERT ELIO .... 
B.S., Belmont Abbey College, 1969 
FINE, JOEL TEDDY. ........................... . 
B.A. , Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
FOX, GEORGE SCHOLL, JR. 
B.S., Univenity of Florida, 1969 
GLADSTONE, MYRON DAVID 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
.................... Falls Church 
......... Richmond 
..................... Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
..................... Norfolk 
GREEN, CHARLES RANDALL ................................................ . . .. Farmville 
B.A. , Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
GREEN, JOSEPH MYRON .... 
B.S., Saint Bonaventure Univenity, 1969 
GREEN, MICHAEL JOSEPH ....... . 
B.S. , George Mason College, 1969 
GREGORY, EUGENE WILLIAM ... 
B.A., Villanova Univenity, 1969 
HARRELL, JAMES ANDREW, JR. 
B.A., Univenity of North Carolina, 1969 
HENDRICKSEN, ALF RONALD 
B.S., Randolph Macon College, 1969 
HERBERT, F. DOUGLAS ..... 
B.S., Lynchburg College, 1965 
HIRSCH, RICHARD BUSHELL ....... . 
B.A. , Univenity of South Florida, 1969 
HOPKINS, JAMES FRANCIS, III .... 
B.S., George Mason College, 1969 
HURT, GARRETT EARNEST. ... 
B.S., Roanoke College, 1969 
INMAN, STEPHEN GRAHAM .... 
A.B., Univenity of North Carolina, 1969 
IVEY, ROGER THOMAS .. 
B.S., Presbyterian College, 1969 
KAKA VAS, CHRISTOPHER GEORGE ... 
A.B., East Carolina Univtnity. 1969 
KILBOURNE, JAMES EDWARD, JR .. .. .. . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
KIRSCH, FREDERIC GARY. ............... . 
B.A., Univenity of South Florida, 1969 
KLUFT, GERALD McELROY. ........................ . 
B.S. , Univenity of Florida, 1968 
KONIKOFF, ALBERT BENJAMIN ..... . 
B.A., Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
KOTLER, LA WREN CE MARK. ............. . 
B.S., Univenity of Miami, 1969 
LEE, WILLIAM GREEN ........... . 
B.S., Florida State Univenity, 1969 
LEVICKI, GEORGE ALEXANDER. ....... . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
LEVIN, STANLEY MARC. .................. . 
MARTIN, DONALD LEE ....................... . 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
MASTERS, LAWRENCE EDWARD ........... . 
MAYO, STEPHEN J ............. . 
B.S. , Old Dominion Univenity, 1969 
McDONALD, PETER JAMES ..... 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969 
McFARLAND, ROBERT JOHN 





..... Elkin, N. C. 
.Richmond 
. ............. McLean 
.Miami, Fla. 
....... Richmond 
. .. Goodview 
.... Rockingham, N. C. 
.... Winter Park, Fla. 
. ... Richmond 
. .... Petersburg 
. ..................... Miami, Fla. 
. .............................. Orlando, Fla. 
. ..................... Richmond 
. ... ......... Miami, Fla. 
. ............... West Palm Beach, Fla. 
. ....... Richmond 
. ......... Portsmouth 
. ..... Richmond 
. ... Miami, Fla. 
. ... Richmond 
.... .. Annandale 
................................ Richmond 
MONACELL, JOHN FULTON .................................................................................................. .Arlington 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic frutitute, 1969 
PARKER, DAVID MICHAEL ............................................................................................................ Bedford 
B.S., William and Mary College, 1969 
PATTERSON, JOHN ALLAN ................................................................................................ Falls Church 
B.A., Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
PLAPP, ROBERT LEE .......................................................................................................... Enterprise, Fla. 
B.S., Univenity of Florida, 1968 
RADDIN, HARRY ALBERT, JR .................... . ....................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College, 1969 
REDWINE, WILLIAM JAMES............................ . ............................................... .......... McLean 
REEVES, EDWARD ARTHUR, 111 ................... ................................................................... Richmond 
B.A., University of Richmond, 1967 
SAGMAN, MICHAEL ELLIS ......................................................................................... Newport News 
SA WYER, DANNY RAY.............. ............................................. . .......................................... Richmond 
B.S., Aldenon-Broaddu, College, 1968 
SCHWEITZER, CURTIS EDWARD ............................... . ................................. Shalimar, Fla. 
B.A., Huntingdon College, 1969 
SEGAL, BARRY SCOTT .................................... . ......... Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion Univenity, 1969 
SHERMAN, RICHARD LOUIS .................. . . .......................................... Miami, Fla. 
B.S., University of Miami, 1969 
STEADMAN, ROBERT BROOKS................... . ............................................. Norfolk 
STEVENS, KENT McNEIL....................................................................... . ..................................... Narrows 
STRAWN, JAMES LOWELL............................................................. . ................................ Richmond 
B.A., Columbia Union College, 1968 
SVIRSKY, JOHN ARTHUR ................................................................ . ...................................... Norfolk 
B.A., Univenity of Richmond, 1969 
SVITZER, JACK RICHARD .......................................................................................... ............. Alexandria 
SWALLOW, STEPHEN THAXTER. ....................................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Univenity of Richmond, 1969 
TABOR, MICHAEL WADE.............................................................................. . ........... Richmond 
B.S., Univenity of South Carolina, 1969 
TAYLOR, EMERY FOLGER, JR ............................................................................................. Staunton 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic lrutitute, 1969 
THORNTON, WILLIAM NORMAN, 111 ......................................................................... Richmond 
B.A., Saint Andrews Presbyterian College, 1969 
TOMPKINS, STANLEY POWELL ..................... ................................................................... Richmond 
M.S., Univenity of Richmond, 1969 
WAGLE, F. WILLIAM, 11 .................................................................................................................. Richmond 
B.S., George Washington Univenity. 1968 
WALDROP, THOMAS C ................................................................................................................... Richmond 
B .S., U nivenity of Georgia, 1969 
WALLACE, DONALD McGUIRE ......................................................................................... .Lynchburg 
B.S., Lynchburg College, 1969 
WALTHER, WILLIAM CROXTON ....................................................................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1969 
WALTON, GUY WILSON, JR .................................................................................................... Clarksville 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
WEBBER, TERENCE .............................................................................................................................. Richmond 
WEISBERG, EDWARD JOSEPH. ..................................................................................................... Norfolk 
B.S., College of William and Mary, 1969 
WEISS, BAR.RY .......................................................................................................................................... Miami, Fla. 
WILLIAMS, JEFFREY SAGE ................................................................................................... Sanford, Fla. 
B.S. , University of Florida, 1969 
WILLIAMS, STERLING GARY, JR ................ .............................................................................. Norfolk 
A.B., Duke Univenity, 1969 
YOUNG, GLENN ARTHUR. ..................................................................................................... Tampa, Fla. 
B.S., Florida State Univenity, 1969 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
ALBERGO, GEORGE MICHAEL .............. .. ................... ...... . ..... Edgewater, Md. 
BENENSON, JANICE MERYL. . ....... Richmond 
BROOKS, KATHRYN SUE.... . ...... ... South Hill 
DOWDY, ELIZABETH KRAY 
GARCIA, MARY ANN ......... . 
GILLESPIE, ANN CAROL... . .. 
HIRSCHFELD, JOANN .. 
A.A., Mount Vernon College, 1971 
PETERSON, CANDRA LAYNE .. 
SMITH, BEVERLY HATFIELD .... 
STAVROPOULOS, MARY FRANCES ..... 
STEELE, ELLEN MARIE ... 
SWALLOW, NANCY CAROLYN 
TOLLEY, MARY JANE 
WHITE, KATHRYN PERKINS ... 
WITT, LAURA LOUISE ... 
A.S. , Sullins College, 1971 
............................ Richmond 
.. Vienna 
. ......... Roanoke 
. ........ .Norfolk 
.. .... Gibsonia, Pa . 
... Ruther Glen 
.. .... Bloomington, Ind. 
.. ................ .. .. Richlands 
.. .................. .Lakewood, Colo. 
................ Richmond 
...... Petersburg 
.. ....... Norton 
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Warren E. Weaver 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY 
ADAMS, WILLIAM WOODROW .. 
AHLADAS, JAMES ARTHUR .. 
ALEXANDER, GREGG ALLEN 
ALLEN, BENJAMIN INGE .. 
A.S., Bluefield College, 1966 
AMOS, DONALD MORRIS 
BANDY, LARRY MEAD ...... .. 
BARBOUR, KENNETH LEE 
BARTLEY, JOHNNY WAYNE 
BECKNER, R. RANDOLPH. 
BOLTE, STEPHEN EDGAR .. 
B.S., University ol Richmond, 1969 
BOUCHER, ELIZABETH SHULER 
BRITTON, GEORGE LaRENCE, IIL 
BROWNING, MARTHA LEE 
CLARK, JAMES MICHAEL.... 
CLAYTON, DAVID CRAIG .............. . 
CONNER, KENNETH EUGENE, JR. 
COOPER, MASON YOUNG ............ . 
CREEK, DAVID BENJAMIN .. 
B.S., Frostburg College, 1970 
CRUMP, JAMES PRESTON, JR .. 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1970 
DAVIS, RONALD GLEN .... 
DUVALL, JERRY WAYNE 
DUVALL, ROY ALAN ... 
FIELDS, RONDALL LEE ...... . 
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... Richmond 
.. .... Richmond 
...Roanoke 
....... Richmond 
... ................... Richmond 
.......................... Bedford 
. ............ Patrick Springs 
........... Ben Hur 
........... Sarasota, Fla. 
.. .............. Powhatan 
..... Front Royal 
........................ Williamsburg 
......... Broad Run 
........................ Norfolk 
.. .. ....................... Arlington 
.. .......................... Brookneal 
.. ............. Winchester 
................ .. Hancock 
...... Roanoke 
............... Richmond 
.. ................. Richmond 
....................... Fairfax 
. ................ .Jonesville 
FITZGERALD, MICHAEL KENT 
FOSTER, ROBERT LEE ............... . 
B.A., Lynchburg College, 1969 
FUTRELL, DOUGLASS KIRKLAND ... 
GANZER, CATHLEEN MARJE 
GAULDING, CARY STUART. .. . 
HABEL, CASSIE ANN ........................ . 
HEDBERG, STEPHEN WILLIAM ... 
JOHN, PAUL JOSEPH. ... 
JOHNSON, JAMES SAMUEL, JR. 
JONES, WELDON EDWARD, JR .... 
KOSMAHLY, HELGA MARTHA .. 
LANIER, LeROY JACKSON, JR ... . 
LUECKERT, ADOLPH CARL, 111. .. .. 
McCOWN, VIRGINIA ANN ... 
B.A., Bridgewater College, 1970 
MARKHAM, MARTHA CLARK. 
B.A., Radford College, 1966 
MARSH, WILLIAM STEVENS, JR. 
B.S., The Citadel, 1960 
MAY, ZEBULON WARD ............ . 
B.S., Guilford College, 1968 
MINARIK, REBECCA GLOVER 
MULLINS, LARRY NEIL 
MURRAY, JOHN EDWARDS. 
B.S., Old Dominion College, 1970 
NASH, BRENDA GUNNOE 
NECSARY, BOBBY WRIGHT 
NICHOLSON, WILLIAM THOMAS 
NORTHINGTON, CLARENCE MONTGOMERY. 
NUCKOLLS, WILLIAM EUGENE .... 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College, 1967 
NUCKOLS, JUDITH JOHNSON .... 
O 'BRIAN, WILLIAM MITCHELL 
O'MALLEY, TIMOTHY JOHN. 
OSBORNE, JON SHINN 
OSE, JILL JAYE ................... . 
PACE, MALCOLM AMOS ... 
PADGETT, GRAHAM DUNCAN, JR ... 
B.A., St. Andrews College, 1967 
PARKER, KELVIN BLAINE, JR...... . ............. . 
PLOTKIN, STUART MICHAEL ....... . 
B.S., University of Georgia, 1969 
POWELL, BENJAMIN THOMAS 
RAY, GAYLORD WHITE 
B.S., Randolph-Macon College, 1968 
RAY, MARY ELIZABETH 
ROBERTSON, FLOYD ARCHER, III 
RUE, SHIRLEY ALDEN .... 
RUNNINGER, ROBERT LOUIS ... 
SHUGART, SUE ANN ELY. .. 
SKIBINSKI, JAN JOSEPH. .. . . .. .. . 
SPELLMAN, RONALD LEE 
STARR, MARY ANN HEWITT 
SWITZER, STEVEN GRANT 
TABB, SHARON GRIFFIN. 
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............... Staunton 
. .. Richmond 
..... Courtland 
......... Erie, Pa. 
. ............. Vic toria 
. ................... ... Burkeville 
. ....... Staunton 
. ....................... Norfolk 
. .. Courtland· 
. ........... ... LaCrosse 
. ................. Mineral 
. ........ Richmond 
. ............................ Norfolk 
. .......... Roanoke 
. ..... ................................. Sandston 
. ..... Richmond 
. .................... Danville 
...... Clover 
........................ Clintwood 
. ....................... Norfolk 
..... .Abingdon 
........ .Tazewell 
............. Glen Allen 
.................................... ....... Richmond 
.................. Richmond 
. .............. Covington 
.................. ...... Norfolk 
.Portsmouth 
........ Bristol 
. ........ Essex, Iowa 
. ..... Richmond 
. .......... Covington 
. ............. .Virginia Beach 
. .... Richmond 
..................... Salem 
.... .. Richmond 
.. .......... Morganton, N. C. 
.......................... .Lynchburg 
. ......... Cape Charles 
. ..... Harrisonburg 
. .. Pennington Gap 
. .................... Roanoke 
..................... Covington 
......... Sands ton 
.............................. Hopewell 
. ..... Smithfield 
TAYLOR, LeROY JACOB ................. Richmond 
WIATT, ALEXANDER LLOYD.... . ....................... Newport News 
WILKES, WILLIAM WAYNE .......................................... Bedford 
WIMBISH, WILLIAM RANDOLPH, JR... . ................. Clarksville 
WYCKOFF, NANCY BOLLING ............. ....................................................................................... Amherst 
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Doris B. Yingling 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
ADKINS, SHIRLEY MAE, R.N .... 
A.A.N ., Shenandoah College, Winchester, Virginia 
ALTIZER, STEPHANIE GREEN 
ANKENEY, MARY ANNE 
ASKINS, ROSEANNA LEE ....... . 
.... .. Richmond 
..................... McLean 
............... Richmond 
....... Keedysville, Md. 
. ............................................ Richmond BACON, JEAN BONNIE, R.N .... 
BARNETTE, PATRICIA LOVE .... 
BARNEY, LINDA DA VIS ... 
BARTLEY, MARY SUSAN 
BAUGHAN, CYNTHIA ANN ... 
. ................... ...... ............. Kenbridge 
BEALE, KA YE CARRITHERS ......... . 
. .................... ... Portsmouth 
............ ..... Hopewell 
. ..... Charlotte, N. C . 
. ............... Newport News 
BIBB, PEGGY ANNE ... . .. .............................................................. Madison Heights 
A.S., Central Virginia Com. College, Lynchburg, Va., 1971 
BOWMAN, BARBARA LEE 
A.A., Averett College, Danville, Va. , 1971 
BRANCH, PATRICIA WEST. .. 
BROWN, KATHERINE ELIZABETH, R .N .... 
BUONAGURO, PATRICIA ANN ... 
A.A., Nassau Com. College, Garden City, N. Y. , 1971 
BUSH, DARLENE VIRGINIA. .. 
BYRD, ADRIANNE ...................... . 
CAMPBELL, BEVERLY SUE 
CAMPBELL, DELORES KEESEE, R.N. 
CAPUTO, PATRICIA ANNE 
CARELOCK,ELLENGLOVER 
CHURN, DOROTHY MARIE 
CLARK, WARREN GANNAWAY 
CLARY, CAROLYN CONEIDA 
A.S., Ferrum Jr. College, Ferrum, Va., 1971 
COMSTOCK, MARGARET ANN ..... 
B.A., Westhampton College, Richmond, Va., 1971 
COTE, DOREEN JUNE ........ . . 
CROSSLAND, SHARON ANN 
Chowan College, Murfreesboro, N . C., 1969 
CUL VER, REBECCA MORSE 
B.A., William & Mary College, Williamsburg, Va., 1971 
CURTIS, VICKI ANNE .... 
DA VIS, BARBARA LEE 
DENNEY, DEBORAH JEANNE .. . 
DEVENNY, MARY KATHLEEN .. . 
ENOS, DIANE MARIE ....................... ·-··· 
A.A., Marymount College, Arlington, Va., 1968 
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.... ..... .Danville 
. ..... Newport News 
. ......... Roanoke 
.Massapequa Park, N. Y. 
. ....................... Lynchburg 
. .......................... Alexandria 
.. .Annandale 
. ........... Petersburg 
........ Clarksburg, W. Va. 
.................... Bon Air 
... Baltimore, Md. 
....... .Lynchburg 
..................... ......... Hillsville 
. ......... Petersburg 
. ..................... Woodbridge 
................ Carrsville 
...... .Alexandria 
. ......... Elizabethton, Tenn. 
...... Falls Church 
. ................................. Bowie, Md. 
. ........... Dorchester, Mass. 
.......................... Fairfax 
ETKIN, SARAH DEITRICK, R.N ............. . ...................................... Richmond 
FERRITER, JOAN MARIE ...................... . . ............... Richmond 
GARDNER, DOROTHY ANKERS ...... . . ..................................... Richmond 
GAULDING, CAROL CROWTHER. ....... ........ . ........ Claymont, Del. 
GLASS, BARBARA ANNE ................... ................................... . . ......... Bay Head, N. J. 
GRIFFITH, CAROLINE ............................................................................. . . ....................... Petersburg 
GRONER, LAURENCE KATHERINE ....... . . ..................... Lynchburg 
B.A., Randolph-Macon Woman'• College, Lynchburg, Va., 1971 
HARMAN, JO JACQUELYNN............................................................ . ............. Roanoke 
HART, VIOLET NEONE ....................................................................... .. .... Clarkston, Wash. 
HEUSTON, CHRISTINE ....... .. ........................................ .. .................................................... Palmyra, Penn. 
HOYBACH, CHRISTINA MARIA........... ....................... . ........................ Fairfax 
HUDSON, KATHY SUE.............. ..................................... . .... Marbury, Md. 
A.A. , Charles County Com. College, La Plata, Md., 1971 
JARVIS, ELIZABETH ANN ............................................................. . ............................... Richmond 
A.A.S., Marymount College, Arlington, Va., 1969 
JEFFREY, MARY VIOLA. ..................... . . ........... Hopewell 
JOHNS, STEFANY CAROLYN .................... . . .............. Elkridge, Md. 
JOHNSON, DEBORAH CAROL. . ........ .Lancaster, Penn. 
JORDAN, MARTHA KYLE ............... .. ...... . . ..... Gloucester Point 
A.A., St. Mary', Jr., College, Raleigh, N. C., 1971 
KUHLTHAU, LINDA GAY........................... .. ................................ .. .... .. . ..... Charlottesville 
LAMB, CATHERINE JO........................ .. ........... ................................... . .. .Trafford, Penn. 
LANE, SANDRA YVONNE....................... . ............... .......... Glen Allen 
LAWSON, CHRISTINA LOUISE .................................................................... Warminister, Penn. 
MAGANN, KATHERINE BROWN... . .................... . ............................. Bluefield 
A.A., Virginia Intermont Col. , Bristol, Va., 1970 
MARKLAND, ANNETTE ELAINE ...... . ............. .The Plains 
MAY, BONNI BRAY .............................. . . ............................... Richmond 
MILLER, SUZANNE JENSEN .......... . . ........... Richmond 
MORRELL, MARY ROSE SCHNURMAN . ................................... ..... Richmond 
MOOREFIELD, MARY PATRICIA ................. .. ......... . . ............................. Danville 
MORGAN, SUSAN JANE .... ................................... .. ........ .. ................ . . .............. Falls Church 
A.A. , Manatee Jr. College, Bradenton, Fla., 1971 
PETERSON, DOROTHY TRIBBLE, R.N... . .................. Richmond 
PETERSON, LYNNE BERTIL...... .. .... ......................... ......................... . ..... .Newport News 
PROFFITT, SUSAN RANDOLPH............ .. . .................................................... Richmond 
RICH, PATRICIA MARIAN, R.N ........................................................................ ............. .. Richmond 
RICHARDSON, SARAH FRANCES............. .. ................. ..................... .. ... . ........... Richmond 
RIDDLE, LORETTA ELLIXSON, R.N.. ............................... . ......... Richmond 
ROLLINS, MONTREO KATHLEEN....... .... .. .................. . .... Blacksburg 
ROOP, MARY KATHERINE..... . ...................................... ................................ Alexandria 
SANDERSON, BRENDA SUE....... . . ..... ................... . ............................. Goode 
SAUNDERS, JENNI AERNI....... . ........... Richmond 
SCHILDROTH, RACHEL CAROL, R.N., C.M . ................... .... ... Grundy Center, Iowa 
B.R.E., Baptist Bible College, Johnson City, N. Y. 
SERVIES, BEVERLY ANN ........................................... . . ... Greer, S. C. 
.. Greer, S. C. SERVIES, JANET LORAINE 
SHOMO, RICHARD CHARLES .. . ........... Alexandria 
SILVERMAN, MARY BRUCE ...... . . .................... Norfolk 
SMITH, CATHY ANN ........................ . ......... Bluefield 
A.S ., Southwest Virginia Com. Col. , 1971 
STANASKI, ELIZABETH ROSE ...... . . .Alexandria 
STEVENS, ROBIN FRANCINE ................. . . ........ Charleston, W. Va. 
TAKIMOTO, CATHERINE ANGELA ...................... . . ............. .Langley Air Force Base 
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TIMMONS, DAWN MARTIN ...... . 
VERGARA, FELICIA ANNE ...... . 
VOLKMAN, MAY BUSFIELD, R.N. 
WALKER, ELNORA DEANE, R.N. 
WARREN, CHARLOTTE JANE 
WATSON, GALE LYNN ....................... . 
WENTZ, CAROL JEAN .......... . 
WILLIAMS, SUSAN CAREY, R.N .. . 
WOOD, DONNA GAYLE .................................................... . 
Two-year Certificate, Patrick Henry Col., Martinsville, Va., 1971 
.. .. ....... ........... Harrisonburg 
. ........... Hopewell 
. ......... Newport News 
. .... Martinsville 
. ..... Chesapeake 
................. Apollo, Penn. 
. ... Morehead, Ky. 
. ............ Richmond 
. .......... Woolwine 
THE SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
CANDIDATE.S 
Presented by Dean Thomas C. Barker 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
ANDERS, CLAUDIA DEE *.... . ...... Canton, Ohio 
BROWN, CHERRIE DEAN ..................... Sarasota, Fla. 
BROWN, MARGARET SUSAN.... . ....................................................................... Clinton, Md. 
BURKE, CHRISTINE ROEBUCK.. . ........................... .. .... Richmond 
CERNY, JEAN FRANCES....... . .................................... Petersburg 
CHAIN, SUSAN BEATRICE **... . .. . ........................ Narberth, Pa. 
CIUCCI, THOMAS JOSEPH.................... . ......... Harrisburg, Pa. 
CROCETTI, BONNIE YVONNE **.... .. . ............. .Lynchburg 
CRONRATH, DOROTHY MARIE...... . ........ Montclair, N. J. 
EVANS, PAMELA GRABILL............. ..................... . ................................ . Fairfax 
FARRINGTON, ZOE ELIZABETH..... . ..... Fair Haven, N. J. 
FLOYD, PATRICIA JANE ................................... Danville 
GREENTREE, LOIS CAROL................... . ... ..... Richmond 
HANSEN, KAREN LEE. ...................... . ...... Rockville, Md. 
HENRY, KAAREN LOUISE................ .. . ...... Chapel Hill, N. C. 
HILL, MARILYN ANN............. . ................ Hampton 
HOCHSTUHL, JILL DIANE.... . ..... Middletown, N. J. 
JACKSON, SYLVIA DIANNE... . ................... .Tetotum 
JOHNSON, SUSIE GAIL ....................... Fishersville 
KIRSTEIN, PATRICIA JANE **.... . ............ Honolulu, Hawaii 
KOO, YUN-BING (Minnie ) ......... Hong Kong 
KYTE, CORDELIA deJARNETTE... . ................. ......... .Norfolk 
KYTE, LOUISE BRADFORD... . ............................................... Norfolk 
LaGARDE, TRUBY................................... . ......................... Frederick, Md. 
LEACH, WILLIAM EDWARD ................................................... .................. .......................... Richmond 
PFEFFER, JANE TERRY..... . .......................... Pekin, Ill. 
PIVEN, EMILY FRANCES **..... . ............................. .. Baltimore, Md. 
SANGL, LINDA SUSAN........... . ...... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
SCHMID, CHRISTINA MARIE........ . .......................... Collingswood, N. J. 
SMITH, MARJORIE ANN **....... . ........ Waterville, Me. 
SOUTHALL, ROBIN ANN. . ....................... Richmond 
STACKHOUSE, PAMELA SUE... .... . .......................... Bangor, Pa. 
WEBB, MAHLON RICHARD............. . .................... Richmond 
WHITE, JAMES ELWOOD, JR. . ................................ Clifton Forge 
WHITTAKER, LINDA RUTH... . ............................................ Greensboro, N. C . 
WOMACK, CLARA ANN................. .... .. .................. ....................... . .............. .Vass, N. C. 
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WOOD, DEBORAH SUE ........ . . ............... Farmville 
WORKMAN, ALICE ANN .. . ......... Bladensburg, Md. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
BESSINGER, MARTHA ANN t 
B.A., Carson-Newman College 
BLACKMORE, SHIRLEY B. t 
B.S., Nyack Missionary College 
1 CAR.MIGIIAEL, VIRG IPHA TRYOIIL 
B.A., Douglass College 
CAROW, CAROL ANNE t . 
B.A., Converse College 
CLARK, MARGARET ARMSTRONG ... 
B.A. , University of Richmond 
HEPNER, SANDRA ELIZABETH. .. 
B.A., Bridgewater College 
LIU, JERALDINE WING-YEE 
B.A. , University of Kansas 
McCLINTON, CHARLES EARNEST ....... 
B.S., South Carolina State College 
SCHLIESSER, LUCY PRESTWOOD t . 
B.S. , Auburn University 
C WIKOFF, WILLIAM JOSEPH. .. 
B.S., University of Cincinnati 
t Completed Degree requirements prior to May 1973 
........................... Richmond 
...... Richmond 
. .Sg11tA 4 mboy, N J 
.. .... Ann Arbor, Mich. 
.. ....... Richmond 
.. .... M t. Jackson 
....................................... Hong Kong 
...... Orangeburg, S. C. 
.. .... Andalusia, Ala. 
.. ..... ...... Gola,nb~s, Ohio 
CANDIDATES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
BERKELEY, MARY PATRICIA .. 
BLANCHARD, CYNTHIA ANN .... 
CAREY, CAROL ANN ... 
DARDEN, BARBARA JANE. 
DAWSON, DONNA LOUISE 
DREXLER, VERONICA CLAIRE 
DUKE, LELA JO 
ESS, ROBERT JAMES. 
FOGLEMAN, SUSAN .. 
GRIMMER, PHYLLIS FAN. 
HICKS, ELNORA ........... . 
HILL, CHERYL JEAN . 
HOLLEN, NANCY MARIE .. 
INGRAM, ANN MARIE ... 
.......... Silver Springs, Md. 
.. ............................ Spartanburg, S. C . 
. .................. McAlester, Okla . 
........ Wilson, N. C. 
...... Newport News 
...... Reading, Penn. 
...... Hampton 
...Richmond 
.. ............................ Winston-Salem, N. C. 
.. ....... Norfolk 
.... Richmond 
.. .... Alexandria 
.. ....... Norfolk 
. ................. Richmond 
JETT, SHERYL GAYNELLE .. . .. ................................................................. Fredericksburg 
JOYCE, TOMMI KATHRYN .. . 
JOYNER, ROSCOE WAYLON 
KANE, JOAN TERESA .. 
LOCKRIDGE, MARJORIE FORREST. ... 
McANDREW, ELLEN .. 
McGEE, MARGARET JANE 
B.A., Emory University, 1971 
MORRIS, TERRY O'NEILL 
MOSCA, JEAN PATRICIA 
PHILLIPS, MINNA IRENE 
PURCELL, PEGGY LEIGH ..... 
ROSS, REBECCA LYNN ... 
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.. .............................. Richlands 
........................ Wilson, N. C. 
.. ................................... Pittsburgh, Penn. 
.. ................ Lynchburg 
.. .......... Frankfort, III. 
...... Abbeville, S. C. 
...... MacDill AFB, Fla. 
........... Woodhaven, N. Y . 
..... .................. Greenwood, Miss. 
. ......... Chesterfield 
.. ............... Fredericksburg 
SMITH, JOHN FLETCHER, JR .. .. .... Petersburg 
B.S., VCU, 1971 
SOULt, THOMAS LEROY. .... ...... Beltsville, Md. 
A.A., Prince George Commwiity College, 1971 
TAGGART, MARY BULLITT .. 
TAYLOR, LAURA VIRGINIA. ............................. . 
........... Bristol, Tenn. 
. .. Huntington, W. Va. 
TYREE, LOIS ELAINE 
WILLETTE, JO ANN ...... . 
. .............. Pax, W. Va. 
...... Durham, N. C. 
MASTER OF HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 
ADAMS, WILLIAM MORGAN ...... . ... Petersburg 
B.A., University of Richmond, 1965 
Administrative Residency : Petersburg General Hospital, Petersburg, Virginia 
ANGEL, KENNETH WILLIAM. . ................. Colonial Heights 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth Univenity, 1969 
Administrative Residency: Johnston-Willis Hospital, Richmond, Virginia 
AVANTS, MERVIN THOMAS, JR. ................................. . .... Marlboro, Mass. 
B.A., University _of Massachusetts, 1965 
M .Ed. , Boston University, 1971 
Administrative Residency : USAF Hospital, Malcolm Grow, 
USAF Medical Center, Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland 
BERND, DAVID LEMOINE................................ . ...... .Williamsburg 
A.B., The College of William and Mary, 1971 
Administrative Residency: Norfolk General Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia 
BRUNS, ARCHIE THEODORE ........... .Virginia Beach 
B.B.A., The College of William and Mary/VPI1 1958 
Administrative Residency : Louise Obici Memonal Hospital, Suffolk, Virginia 
CLARK, WILLIAM SHIPMAN 
B.A., Univenity of Virginia, 1969 
Administrative Residency : Lynchburg General-Marshall Lodge Hospital, 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
....... Crozet 
DAVIS, HUGH JENNINGS.. . .... Emporia, Kan. 
B.S., College of Emporia, 1966 
Administrative Residency: Commwiity Hospital of Roanoke Valley, 
Roanoke, Virginia 
DORSEY, JEFFREY AL VIN... . ..... Cleveland, Ohio 
B.S., Miami University (Ohio), 1971 
Administrative Residency : Portsmouth General Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia 
FORTES, OSWALDO...... . ......................... ......... Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Escola Medicina e Cirurgia, 1954 (Medicine ) 
Administrative Residency : Veterans Administration Hospital, Washington, D. C. 
GREGORY, WILLIAM ALLEN ..................... Richmond 
B.A., Virginia Military Institute 1966 
Administrative Residency: New Hanover Hospital, Wilmington, North Carolina 
HARDING, LYNWOOD FRENCH. ......... Emporia 
B.S. , Madison College, 1971 
Administrative Residency: Childrens Hospital of Kings Daughters, 
Norfolk, Virginia 
HARRELL, ROGER LEE........ . ..... New Bern, N. C. 
B.S., Univenity of North Carolina, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Columbia-Johns Hopkins Hospital, Columbia, Maryland 
HUPP, JOHN GARVIN....... . ..... Clairton, Penn. 
B.S. , University of Pittsburgh, 1957 
M.S.1 Univenity of Pittsburgh, 1966 
Administrative Residency: Washington Hospital, 
Washington, Pennsylvania 
JOLLY, LAWRENCE GEORGE ...... .................... . 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth Univenity, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Roanoke Memorial Hospital, Roanoke, Virginia 
. ....... .Annandale 
KITCHEN, MICHAEL DAVID............ . .......... Huntington, W. Va. 
B.B.A.1 Marshall College, 1968 
Administrative Residency: Virginia Baptist Hospital, Lynchburg, Virginia 
KUZA YLI, MUNTHIR .................................... . ......................................... Beirut, Lebanon 
B.S., American Univenity of Beirut, 1963 
M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1967 
Administrative Residency: Univenity of Virginia Hospital, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
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LEWIS, DOUGLAS BAZSINSKY. .............. . ............. .Vicksburg, Miss. 
a .A., Univenity of MississiJ>Pi, 1964 
Administrative Residency : Hamilton Memorial Hospital, Dalton, Georgia 
LUKE, KENNETH JAMES....................................... . ............................ .. .. .. ...... .. ..... .... Pitman, N. J. 
B.A., Rutgers Univenity 1967 
Administrative Residency : The Memorial Hospital, Danville, Virginia 
MacDONALD, DENISON STAPLES............ .... ......................... .................... . ....... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 1971 
Administrative Residency : Univenity of Virginia Hospital, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
PEARCE, RICHARD JOEL......................................... . ..... Charlotte, N . C. 
B.S.I.E., North Carolina State University, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Riverside Hospital, Newport News, Virginia 
ROMANO, DONALD JOSEPH......................................................... . . .......... Euclid, Ohio 
B.B.A., Kent State University, 1968 
M.B.A., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, 
Richmond, Virginia 
SHAFER, JOHN FRANKLIN.... ... .. ................................................... . .................. Eugene, Ore. 
B.S., University of Oregon, 1966 
M.S.1 University of Oregon 1968 
Administrative Residency : Richmond Memorial Hospital, Richmond, Virginia 
SNIDER, JOHN RICHARD.............. ........ . ......... Staten Island, New York 
B.A., Rollins College, 1969 
M .B.A., Rollins College, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Dixie Hospital, Hampton, Virginia 
SWORD, RUSS DONALD ............... .......................... .. ......................... ....................... ............... Man, W. Va. 
B. S., Berea College. 1966 
Administrative Residency : Charleston General Hospital, Charleston, West Virginia 
TAYLOR, DWIGHT DOUGLAS................... .. .......... . ........................ .. .... Newport News 
B.A. 1 Christopher Newport College of The College of William and Mary, 1971 
Administrative Residency : Veterans Administration Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
TAYLOR, LOVELL CLARK, JR. ................................... . ....................... Cannelton, Ind. 
A.B., Transylvania Universi_ty, 1970 
Administrative Residency : The Washington Hospital, Washington , Pennsylvania 
TERRY, WAYNE GILBERT.............. .. ...................... ......................... .. .. Plymouth, Michigan 
B.B.A., University of Hawaii, 1966 
Administrative Residency : USAF Regional Hospital , Langley Air Force Base, Virginia 
WEBB, RAYMOND COOPER, JR ......................... .......................................... .. ....... .. ................ Yorktown 
B.A.1 Christopher Newport College of The College of William and Mary 1971 
Admmistrativc Residency: General Hospital of Virginia Beach, Virginia Beach, Virginia 
WHITT, DARRELL DALE............................................................................. . ................... .Lynchburg 
B.B.A. 1 Marshall College, 1961 
Admmistrative Residency : Lewis-Gale Hospital , Roanole, Virginia 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
AGRICOLA, WILLIAM EDWARD...... ..... ... ................ . ........................... .. ............ Portsmouth 
BAKER, WILLIAM CLAYTON .................................................................................. .. ............. Broadway 
BROOKS, ELIZABETH HARWOOD............................................................... . ........ Richmond 
BUCHANAN, MARTHA WALMSLEY ROGERS .................................... .............. Richmond 
CAVEDO, ELIZABETH WILLIAMS..... .................................. .. ............. . ................ .Luray 
COHEN, AMELIA RAE .............. ... .... ..Christiansburg 
COLLINS, JANICE SANDERS................ . .... .. ............................... ...................................... Stafford 
COLOMBARO, PHYLLIS ANN .................... .. ....... ... ...................................... .. ............... .. .. White Stone 
COX, MARY ELISE ....................... .. .... ... .. .. ... .. .............................................. .. ........................ .. ............. Yorktown 
CROWLEY, JULIA ROY....... . ................................................................ ... ....................... Richmond 
DEMPSEY, CHRISTINE ANDREA. .................................................................................... Portsmouth 
DOLLHOPF, RUTH M ..................................................................................... .. ................ Emlenton, Penn. 
DOYNE, MARIE LOVE ........................................................................................................................ Farmville 
DuVAL, JILL B .............. .. ............. ...................... .. ........... .. ................................................. ............. .. ...... Easton, Md. 
FLAX, PHYLLIS KUPFER. ......................... .............. .. ..................................................................... Richmond 
FAUVER, PATRICE ANN ......................................... ................................... .. .......... ... Pennsauken, N . J. 
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FLORA, GAIL ......... .. 
FUSCO, J. CARL, III 
LIND, LESTER LEE ... 
MISKIMON, MOLLY MARTYN. 
RAFFETTO, ELLEN MARIE 
SMITHERAN, JANET COLENE ... 
SILVERMAN, CAROL SUSAN 
SMITH, DIANA STEPHANIE ... 
WEBB, MARTHA ANN 
ZIMMERMAN, KATHRYN DALE. 
... Boones Mill 
........................... Richmond 
.. ....................... Salem, Ore. 
. ..... Virginia Beach, Va. 
...... Spring Lake, N. J. 
.. .... Fork Union 
.............................. Danville 
.. ............ Grundy 
.................. Blacksburg 
.. ................ Richmond 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE IN RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
COTTRELL, LAURETTA ALTONY 
JOHNSON, LINA ANN ....... .. . 
KERN, WILLIAM TIMOTHY ........ . 
NICHOLSON, JANE BURR 
PETROFF, GAYLE INGRID 
WALLACE, JUDY LYNN 
......... Richmond 
... Woodbridge 
.. ...................................................... Richmond 
................................. Portsmouth 
................................................................. Petersburg 
................ .. .. .Indian Head, Md. 
CERTIFICATE IN NURSE ANESTHESIOLOGY 
CABELLO, BERL .............. . 
A.D.R.N. , Long Beach City College 
CARPENTER, BETTY JO .. 
R.N., St. Luke's School of Nursing 
CLARK, WILLIAM .... .... . 
R.N., Elizabeth General Hospital 
McDANIEL, DOROTHY MURIEL 
A.D.R .N ., Jefferson Davis Jr., College 
NEWMAN, BRUCE ........ ... .. . 
R.N. , Vassar Brothen Hospital 
SULLIVAN, CAROLYN 
A.D.R.N. , Stuart Circle Hospital 
SUTTON, SHARON .. 
A.D.R.N., John Tyler College 
TREPKA, BARBARA ......... 
R.N., St. Alexis Hospital 
WOLF, LINDA ...... ........ .. 
R.N., Columbia Hospital 
........ El Paso, Tex. 
.. ....... Richmond 
.. .... East Orange, N. J . 
.......................... Biloxi, Miss. 
. ...... Miami, Fla. 
.......................................... Richmond 
.. ............................... Petersburg 
.. ....... Cleveland, Ohio 
.. .. Pittsburgh, Penn. 
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN PATIENT COUNSELING 
BYE, MICHAEL ............ .... .. ... .. .... .. ..... .. ..... . .. ...... Raleigh, N. C . 
B.S. , Campbell College, 1968 
M .Div., Berkeley Divm1ty School, 1971 
HOWELL, J . HAYDEN......................... .. .................................... Blue Ridge, Georgia 
B.A., Mercer Univenit_y_, 1960 
B.D. , Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1965 
ROTH, KENNETH ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ............ . .. ........... Rockford, Ill. 
B.A., Drake University, 1965 
B.D., Garrett Theological Seminary, 1969 
TALLEVAST, WILLIAM D......... .. .... Asheville, N. C . 
A.B. , Univenity of North Carolina, 1965 
M.D,v., Virgirua Theological Seminary, 1968 
Th.M., Duke Univenity, 1971 
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THE SCHOOL OF BASIC SCIENCES AND 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
CANDIDATES 
Presented by Dean Daniel T. Watts 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BLOT, CHRISTINE WATERMAN, Medical Technology ........................... Richmond 
B.S., Lynchburg College, 1969 
Thesis : "The effect 0£ normal respiratory flora on the isolation or pathogens using clinical 
bacteriology laboratory methods." 
BUTLER, FRED DAVID, Pharmacy... . .................................... Richmond 
B.S., Medical College of VirJJinia, 1971 
Thesis : "Personnel evaluation : A comparison of administrative appraisal versus employee 
sclf•cvaluation ." 
CAMPBELL, ROBERT CAMM, JR., Pathology. . ............ Richmond 
B.S., Lynchburg College, 1963 
Thesis: " Immunological relationship of adult, fetal, and tumor cells in vi,ro." 
CLOUGH, MARJORIE HELEN, Physical Therapy. . .......... Chicago, III . 
B.S., Marquette University, 1967 
Thesis: "Effect of a clinical educational experience in a rural1 Virginia community on senior physical therapy students' expressed interests in rural practice. ' 
COHN, CAROL ROSENBLOOM, Biometry. . .................... Richmond 
B.A., Hofstra University, 1971 
Thesis : "The polya distributions." 
FEATHERSON, DEAN COBB, Chemistry. . ............. Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University, 1970 
Thesis: " Mossbauer studies of some ten (II) alkoxides and ten ( IV) acrylamides." 
FLYNN, FREDERICK GEORGE, Anatomy. . ......... .Tucson, Ariz. 
B.S., Gannon Collese, 1969 
Thesis : "A light microscopic study of the pineal gland in normal and blinded golden hamsters." 
GADDIS, PAUL LLOYD, Biometry. . ... Arlington 
B.A. , George Mason College, 1970 
Thesis: "A five-compartment model for simulating sodium flow through frog skin epithelium." 
GRIFFITH, FRANCIS DICKERSON, JR., Pathology...... . ............. Richmond 
B.S., Univenity of Virginia, 1960 
Thesis: "Blood organochlorine pesticide levels in Virginia residents." 
GUYNN, JAMES BRUCE, JR., Pharmacy .. . ..... Richmond 
B.S., Medical College of Virginia, 1963 
Thesis : "A comparison of microbial contamination in commercial intravenous fluids packaged 
in glass and flexible plastic containers.,, 
HALSEY, GAIL LOUISE, Biometry. . ........................................................... Water Mill, N. Y. 
B.A., Mary Baldwin College, 1970 
Thesis : "Development of the generalized inverse and its application in the analysis of variance." 
HAN, YU-YING LIU, Physical Therapy..... . ......... .Taiching, Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan University, 1971 
Thesis : " Effects of continuous and pulsed ultrasound on scar tissue in rats." 
HIGHTOWER, LINDA LEMMON, Nursing... . ........................... Richmond 
B.S. , Ohio State University, 1970 
Thesis : "Factors affecting the accuracy of reported estimates of oral fluid intake by nursing 
personnel." 
HIPP, MARY JO, Medical Technology .... Baltimore, Md. 
B.S., Merrimack College, 1965 
Thesis : "A study of the deformability of stored erythrocytes using the test of filterability." 
HOGYE, MICHAEL, Biometry ....................... .. ....... . ... Falls Church 
B.S., Georgetown University, 1969 
Thesis : "An investigation into clustering techniques." 
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KENNEDY, MARGARET ANNE, Nursing ... ... Richmond 
B.S., Medical Collel!e of Virginia, 1969 
Thesis: "An analysis of developmental testing of selected infants with congenital heart disease." 
McCONNELL, WILLIAM RAY, Biochemistry. .. ... Richmond 
B.S., Virg_inia Polytechnic Institute, 1965 
Thesis: "The effects of hypohysectomy on the levels of hepatic glycolytic intermediates of intact 
and hypophysectiomhed rats." 
McCOWEN, SARA MOSS, Microbiology... .. ..................... Richmond 
B.A. , Duke University, 1966 
M .A., University of North Carolina, 1968 
Thesis: "Regulation of alanine dehydrogenase in Bacillus licheni/orm is ." 
McKAY, THOMAS EUGENE, Medical Technology... . ..... Highland Springs 
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University, 1968 
Thesis: "A scheme for rapid identification of micrococcus, staphylococcus and streptococcus." 
MILLER, JOYCE ELAINE, Nursing... .. ........ Winchester 
B.S., Medical College of Virginia, 1967 
Thesis: "The self-concept of juvenile diabetics who an, in good diabetic control and those 
juvenile diabetics who are in poor diabetic control.,, 
MORRONGIELLO, MARY PAT LINN, Microbiology ................. N. Kingstown, R. I. 
B.S., North Dakota State University, 1970 
Thesis: " RNA synthesis in hela cells infected with n,spiratory syncytial virus." 
MUHOVICH, MICHAELEEN, Medical Technology... .. ............... .Yankton, S. D . 
B.S. , Mount Marty College, 1966 
Thesis: "On the relationship between endogenous gram negative flora and the development 
of pneumonia.'' 
NEWBROUGH, DAVID CHESTER, Microbiology... . ........... Fredericksburg 
B.A., Bridgewater College , 1968 
Thesis : "Description of reversion of unstabile L·fo.rms of staph-y/.ococcus avreus." 
OCHOA, HELEN MARIE, Physical Therapy... ...Cali, Colombia 
South America 
B.S., Ithaca College, 1969 
Thesis: " Effects on unilateral chest excursion of training in segmental breathing.,, 
PAXTON, LARRY DANE, Microbiology. .. ................ .............. Richmond 
B.S., Virl!inia Polytechnic Institute, 1970 
Thesis: 'Characterization of Myco/)lasma pneumoniae sphorules." 
PINKERTON, SUE ELLEN, Nursing..... .. ................................................................ Midlothian 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1964 
Thesis: "A study to investigate the effects of selected, deliberate nursing interventions on 
anxiety level of patients immediately after having chemotherapy treatment initiated ." 
RICKEL TON, ALEDA HAYS, Genetics ............................................................... Charlotte, N. C. 
B.S., George Washington University, 1969 
Thesis: "Suppression of a missense mutation in Escherichia coli B/r." 
SAYLOR, RICKI ANN, Medical Technology. .. .. Golden, Colo. 
B.S., C. W . Post College, 1970 
Thesis : "A study of the effectiveness of five self-instructional packages in hematology." 
STOWBRIDGE, ROBERT GRAF, Biometry.. .. ..... Richmond 
B.S., University of Richmond , 1969 
Thesis: "A mathematical model of cardiac function ." 
TRAWICK, LYNDA MAXEY, Nursing. .. ...................................... Orlando, Fla. 
B.S., Southern Missionary College, 1968 
Thesis: "A study to determine the knowlecl,e the person who sustained a myocardial infarction 
believes he has about his illness and care.' 
TRENT, III, LEE ROYAL, Physiology... .. ................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Union University 1968 
Thesis: " Mydocardial failun, induced by gram negative endotoxin : the role of the sarcuplasmic 
reticulum.'' 
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WHITE-HURST, ELIZABETH KIBLER, Nursing .. ................................................. Clarksville 
B.S., Medical College of Virginia, 1964 
Thesis : "Mothering behavion demonstrated in a well child clinic." 
WOLF, JEFFREY STEPHEN, Microbiology........ . ........................ Bloomfield, Conn. 
B.S., McGill University, 1968 
M.D., Virginia Commonwealth University, 1972 
Thesis: " Characterization of the immune adherence reaction in the rabbit and the role of 
immune adherence in the detection of serum antibodies in the recipient directed against the 
donor prior to transplantation." 
YOUNG, MASLIN RUSS, Nursing....................... .. ...... . .......................................... Richmond 
B.S., Florida State University 1968 
Thesis: "The reactions of children to hospital emergency room treatment for trauma." 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
ABRAHAM, C. V., Pathology ....................................................... ................................. ......... Kerala, India 
B.S., Christian Medical College, 1962 
M.S.1 Virginia Commonwealth University, 1972 
TheSJS: " Isolation and purification of Rh C, c, D, E and • antigens from human erythrocyte 
membrane.'' 
EPPS, THOMAS HENRY, Chemistry........................................... . ......... .. ...................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Union University, 1968 
Thesis : " Kinetics and activation parameters of homogeneous catalytic hydrogenations." 
GREGOREK, JOSEPH CHESTER, Anatomy... . ................ .. ........................ Erie, Penn. 
B.A., St. Bonaventure Univenity, 1961 
M.S.1 Catholic University of America, 1964 
T heS1S: "Anatomical relationships, ultrastructure, and function of the pineal gland." 
GREENHOUSE, DOROTHY DASE, Physiology ..................... ............... Scotch Plains, N. J. 
B.A., Smith College, 1962 
M.S. , Rutgen University, 1967 
Thesis: "The effect of certain drugs on the isolated in vitro rat muscle spindle." 
HARRIS, RANDALL LEE, SR., Physiology ................... ..................................... .............. Hampton 
B.S.A.E. Purdue University, 1964 
Thesis : 1'A kinematic and electromyographic study of the human gait in a simulated rotating 
space station at various gravity levels. u 
HARRIS, ROBERT ELDRED, Microbiology...... . ........ ............................ Bristol 
B.A., University of V~inia1 1957 
M.D., Univenity of V1rgirua, 1961 
Thesis: " Teratogenesis and other studies of minute virus of mice and Colorado tick fever 
virw.' ' 
JACKSON, CAROLINE GREER, Anatomy ...... .. .......... ............. ......... .... .. ..................... Richmond 
B.S., Westhampton College, 1946 
Thesis: " Comparative morphogenesis of the normal and microphthalmic eye in the golden 
hamster (Mesocricehu auratus) ." 
KOPECKO, DENNIS JON, Microbiology.... . .......................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1968 
Thesis: " The molecular nature and replication of R factor 222 in Protew mirabilis." 
MATHEWSON, NATHAN SANBORN, II, Biophysics .......................................... Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 196 
Thesis : " Magnetic densimetry : The partial specific volumes of lysozyme." 
PACE, CAROLINE SANDERSON, Physiology. . ................................................ Richmond 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth Universitr, 1967 
Thesis : "Electrical responses of pancreallc islet cells to secretory stimuli. " 
PINSCHMIDT, MARY WARREN, Physiology. . ......................... .... Fredericksburg 
B.A., Western Maryland College, 1956 
A.M., Duke University, 1961 
Thesis: " Role of Na+ and anions in the triple response of isolated frog skin to norepine-
phrine." 
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SEIBEL, WERNER, Anatomy....... . .......................... Baltimore, Md. 
B.A., Brooklyn College, 1965 
M.A., Hofstra University, 1968 
Thesis : "An electron microscopic investigation of the uptake, utilization and transport of an 
exogenous protein by the visceral yolk-sac placenta following intravenow injection in pregnant 
rats.,' 
SMITH, RENE JOSE, Biophysics .................. . ...................... .................... ... Richmond 
B.S., Loyola University, 1962 
M.S.1 Fordham University, 1964 
Thesu: "Determination of structural bonding forces in bacteriophage T2." 
STUART, SARAH ELIZABETH, Microbiology. . ......... Arlington 
B.S., Westhampton College, 1969 
Thesis : "A taxonomic re-evaluation of the genus Listeria by molecular methods." 
SWEENEY, WILLIAM TIMOTHY, Anatomy. . ............ Richmond 
B.A., University of Virdnia, 1965 
D.D.S., Vir11ima Commonwealth University, 1969 
Thesis: " Histamine release from peritoneal mast cells of tumor susceptible rats following 
periods of tumor growth and sensitization with tumor antigen and B p.rhusis." 
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HONORS AND AWARDS 
School of Medicine 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Fourth-Year Class for 1972-73 .. . . ...... ..... .................... WALTER EDWARD BUNDY, III 
Third-Year Class for 1972-73 .. . . ............ KENNETH JOHN ROBERTSON 
Second-Year Class for 1972-73 ...... . . ......... PAUL ANDERSON SCOTT 
ROBERT C. BRYAN AWARD FOR PATHOLOGY 
ROBERT JAY PARISER 
AUBREY H. STRAUS AWARD IN MICROBIOLOGY 
HARRY DOUGLAS BEAR 
WILLIAM B. PORTER AWARD IN MEDICINE 
JAMES LUTHER TATUM 
L. BEVERLEY CHANEY AWARD 
PEDER MICHAEL SHEA 
ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA 
Fourth-Year Students 
Dennis Leonard Biondo 
Richard Frederick Crowder 
Jack Ende 
Dennis Deane Garvin 
Theodore Nickolas Georges 
Douglas Blair Gregory 
Alan David Heitner 
Barton Carpenter McCann 
James Everett McDowell 
Benny Carroll Mullins 
John Maurice O'Bannon, III 
Edward Jarratt Ramsey 
John William Snoddy 
James Gregory South 
Hugh Barry Southerland 
Robert Nelson Stitt 
James Luther Tatum 
Mary Crimora Thrift 
Third-Year Students 
Cyril Allen Barch 
Edward J ohn Bayne 
Steven Davidoff 
Robert Thomas Davis 
Robert Jay Pariser 
Kenneth Allen Powell 
Kenneth John Robertson 
James Thomas Rowe 
Robert Emerson Rude 
Alice Marshall Williams 
ALPHA SIGMA CHI 
Fourth-Year Students 
Jack Ende 
Darlene Brown Litton 
Joseph Lyman Wood 
Fourth-Year Students 
Samuel Elliott Adler 
Arthur Russell Dunnington, Jr. 
Norris Aaron L. Royi;ton, Jr. 
Robert Duncan Slay, Jr. 
Hugh Barry Southerland 
John William Snoddy 
James Luther Tatum 
Samuel David Vernon 
Third-Year Students 
Michael Lee Coates 
Jean Marjorie Muller 
Peder Michael Shea 
Second-Year Student 
Roy Frederick Davis 
SIGMA ZETA 
Third-Year Students 
Edward John Bayne 
Steven Davidoff 
Susan Deborah Murphy 
Robert Jay Pariser 
Kenneth Allan Powell 
Robert Emerson Rude 
Jonathan Sawyer Vordermark, II 
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School of Dentistry 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Freshman Class for 1969-1970 .... 
Sophomore Class for 1970-1971 
Junior Class for 1971-1972 ... 
...... DONALD LEE MARTIN 
.. ... ALBERT B EN JAMLN KoNIKOFF 
............... . STERLING GARY WILLIAMS, JR. 
ALPHA SIGMA CHI 
James William Baker 
Robert Fielder Barnes, Jr. 
Gerald McElroy Kluft 
Stephen J . Mayo 
Peter James McDonald 
John Arthur Svirsky 
Michael Wade Tabor 
Sterling .Gary Williams, Jr. 
OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON 
Robert Fielder Barnes, Jr. 
Thomas Joseph Boyer 
Albert Benjamin Konikoff 
William Green Lee 
Donald Lee Martin 
James William Baker 
Robert Fielder Barnes, Jr. 
Thomas Joseph Boyer 
Byron Alvin Brill 
Eugene William Gregory 
Gerald McElroy Kluft 
Albert Benjamin Konikoff 
William Green Lee 
Donald Lee Martin 
Lawrence Edward Masters 
Lawrence Edward Masters 
John Fulton Monacell 
John Allan Patterson 
Harry Albert Raddin, Jr. 
Richard Louis Sherman 
SIGMA ZETA 
John Fulton Monacell 
John Allan Patterson 
Harry Albert Raddin, Jr. 
Richard Louis Sherman 
James Lowell Strawn 
Michael Wade Tabor 
Thomas C. Waldrop 
Jeffrey Sage Williams 
Sterling Gary Williams, Jr. 
Glenn Arthur Young 
Division of Dental Hygiene 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Senior Class for 1972-73 
Junior Class for 1971-72 
................................ .. . KATHRYN PERKLNS WHITE 
...... KATHRYN PERKINS WHITE 
ALPHA SIGMA CHI 
JANICE MERYL B ENENSON 
KATHRYN PERKINS WHITE 
SIGMA PHI ALPHA 
MARY FRANCES STAVROPOULOS 
KATHRYN P ERKINS WHITE 
VIRGINIA DENTAL HYGIENISTS' ASSOCIATION AWARD 
KATHRYN S UE BROOKS 
SchoolofPhannacy 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Senior Class for 1972-73 
Junior Class for 1971-72 ... 
Sophomore Class for 1971-72 
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...... ELIZABETH SHULER BOUCHER 
.. ................. ELIZABETH SHU LER BoucHER 
............... ELEANOR SUE MOORE 
VIRGINIA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION AWARDS 
Wortley F. Rudd Highest Average Award. 
Frank P. Pitts Chemistry Award. 
.. ............. ELIZABETH SHULER BOUCHER 
.. ....................... .... MARTHA LEE BROWNING 
William G. Crockett Pharmacy Award ... .. ...... .... .. HELGA MARTHA KosMAHLY 
Seniors 
Robert Randolph Beckner 
Martha Lee Browning 
David Benjamin Creek 
Paul Joseph John 
Virginia Ann McCown 
Mary Elizabeth Ray 
Seniors 
Gregg Allen Alexander 
Elizabeth Shuler Boucher 
Martha Lee Browning 
David Benjamin Creek 
Cathleen Marie Ganzer 
James Samuel Johnson, Jr. 
Helga Martha Kosmahly 
Judith Johnson Nuckols 
Timothy John O'Malley 
Jill Jaye Ose 
Gaylord White Ray 
Shirley Alden Rue 
Ronald Lee Spellman 
Seniors 
Gregg Allen Alexander 
John Wayne Bartley 
Robert Randolph Beckner 
Stephen Edgar Bolte 
Elizabeth Shuler Boucher 
Martha Lee Browning 
Cathleen Marie Ganzer 
Helga Martha Kosmahly 
Bobby Wright Necsary 
Judith Johnson Nuckols 
Timothy John O'Malley 
Jill Jaye Ose 
Gaylord White Ray 
Shirley Alden Rue 
Juniors 
Daniel McClung Camden 
ALPHA SIGMA CHI 
Juniors 
Gale Wayne Cary 
Sarah Olivia Donato 
Gregory Glenn Reynolds 
Timothy Kyle Sumner 
Kathleen Marie Watt 
Sophomores 
William Edward Darby 
Margaret Rebecca Smith 
RHO CHI 
Juniors 
Harman Kent Brown 
Daniel McClung Camden 
Dee Elder Carwile 
William Barnes Gallahan 
James Bruce Kerr 
Carol Lynne McGehee 
Eleanor Sue Moore 
Fleet Wilkinson Richards, Jr. 
Kathleen Marie Watt 
SIGMA ZETA 
Dee Elder Carwile 
William Letcher Cox 
William Barnes Gallahan 
Carter White Garabedian 
Billie Mae Hall 
Cary Wayne Kaufelt 
James Bruce Kerr 
Carol Lynne McGehee 
Cardwell Camden Nuckols, Jr. 
Michael Edwin Nuckols 
Kenneth Joseph Pollack 
Gregory Glenn Reynolds 
Fleet Wilkinson Richards, Jr. 
Harry Richard Straub 
Timothy Kyle Sumner 
Kathleen Marie Watt 
Patricia Caldwell Wilhelm 
Susan Lee Wyant 
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School of Nursing 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
Senior Class for 1972-73 
Junior Class for 1971-72 ... 
........ ... ............ . .................. MAY BusFIELD VOLKMAN, R.N. 
........ DONNA GAYLE Wooo 
YINGLING-LYONS SENIOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
KATHERINE E. BROWN, R.N. 
MARGUERITE NICHOLSON A WARD 
MARY KATHLE.EN lliVENNY 
CHI ETA PHI SORORITY, ZETA CHAPTER 
DOROTHY TRIBBLE PETERSON, R.N. 
Seniors 
Jean Bonnie Bacon, R.N. 
Patricia Love Barnette 
Adrianne Byrd 
Delores Ann Campbell, R.N. 
Warren Gannaway Clark 
Carolyn Coneida Clary 
Mary Kathleen Devenny 
Sarah Deitrick Etkins, R.N. 
Caroline Griffith 
Laurence Katherine Groner 
Violet Neone Hart 
Kathy Sue Hudson 
Linda Gay Kuhlthan 
Sandra Yvonne Lane 
Jenni Aerni Saunders 
Janet Loraine Servies 
May Busfield Volkman, R.N. 
Susan Carey Williams, R.N. 
Donna Gayle Wood 
Juniors 
Lana Teresa Albright 
Seniors 
Katherine Elizabeth Brown 
Warren Gannaway Clark 
Barbara Anne Glass 
Laurence Katherine Groner 
Suzanne Jensen Miller 
Montreo Kathleen Rollins 
Richard Charles Shomo 
SIGMA ZETA 
Kathleen Jane Bailey 
Verlinda Mary Broadwater 
Lori Beth Cramer 
Deborah Gale Farris 
Candace Howe Foster 
Janice Maxine Foster 
Jennifer Elaine Hopkins 
Evelyn Elizabeth Johnston 
Katherine Potter Kane 
Barbara Ann Lange 
Christine C. V. Leong 
Lois Mae Lumsden 
Carol Anne Madren 
Susanne Shawen Mills 
Catherine Elizabeth Moore 
Cynthia Dianne Moore 
Brenda Sue Pace 
Freda Mae Routt 
Katrina Jan Schnetzler 
Patricia Jane Sparks, R.N. 
Barbara Susan Wells 
Susan Howard White 
ALPHA SIGMA CHI 
Juniors 
Robert Charles Acuff 
Dorothy Shules Crowder, R.N. 
David Eugene Kelley 
Katherine Brent Rector 
Gertrude Jelf Vernon 
THE LAURELS, WOMEN'S HONOR SOCIETY 
CAROLYN CoNEIDA CLARY 
LAURENCE KATHERINE GRONER 
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School of Allied Health Professions 
Department of Occupational Therapy 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Senior Class ......... . . ............................ CLAUDIA DEE ANDERS 
Junior Class .... . 
Department of Physical Therapy 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
. .......... KAREN E. Russ 
Senior Class for 1971-72 ...... . . ........... PATRICIA ANN WINDOM 
Junior Class for 1971-72 .... Lois ELAINE TYREE 
FREDERICK E. VULTEE AWARD FOR 1971-72 
DWIGHT R. MILLER 
Department of Hospital and Health Administration 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
MICHAEL DAVID KITCHEN 
OUTSTANDING PROJECT AWARD 
To be announced 
THE CARDWELL A WARD 
DARRELL WHITT 
Department of Medical Technology 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
JILL B. D u VAL 
HENRY G. KUPFER AWARD 
MARIE LOVE DOYNE 
Department of Radiologic Technology 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
LINA ANN JOHNSON 
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ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS 
Endowed professorships have been established in honor of these individ-
uals who have played vital roles in the development of the College: 
Arthur Graham Glasgow Professorship of Hospital Administration. This 
professorship was established in 1957 in honor of Doctor Glasgow, who 
provided so generously in his will for the College and who has shown such 
a vital interest in hospitals; 
Stuart McGuire Professorship of Surgery. This professorship was es-
tablished in 1959 in honor of Dr. Stuart McGuire, who was president of 
the University College of Medicine when it was consolidated with the 
Medical College of Virginia in 1913, and who was successively professor 
of surgery, dean, president, and chairman of the Board of Visitors of the 
combined institu~ions. Doctor McGuire died in 1948. His wife, Mrs. Ruth 
Robertson McGuire, died February 10, 1963. The bulk of the estate of 
both Doctor McGuire and his wife was bequeathed to the College at her 
death to be used for the department of surgery; 
William Branch Porter Professorship of Medicine. This professorship 
was established in 1959 in honor of Doctor Porter, who was chairman of 
the department of medicine from 1927 to 1956 when illness forced his re-
tirement. He died October 6, 1960, leaving his entire estate in trust for 
the MCV Foundation for use of the department of medicine; 
Harvey B. and Gladys V . Haag Professorship of Pharma·cology. Estab-
lished in 1963, this professorship honors Dr. Harvey Bernhardt Haag and 
his wife, Mrs. Gladys Vaden Haag. Doctor Haag, who died October 14, 
1961 , joined the College faculty in 1923 and was promoted to professor 
and chairman of the department of pharmacology in 1933. He also served 
as dean of the school of medicine from July 1, 1947 to January 1, 1951. 
Mrs. Haag dided September 20, 1962. At Mrs. Haag's death, the bulk of 
their joint estate came to the MCV Foundation for the department of 
pharmacology. 
ALFRED L. BLAKE REAL ESTATE CHAIR 
The Alfred L. Blake Chair of Real Estate was established in 1972 by 
the Virginia Realtors Foundation in honor of Mr. Alfred L. Blake, Sr. 
Mr. Blake, a Richmond realtor, was the founder of the Richmond-based 
firms of Mortgage Investment Corporation and Alfred L. Blake and Sons. 
Alfred L. Blake, Jr., was instrumental in creating the Chair which pro-
vides a new dimension to the program in Real Estate and Urban Land 
Development at the University. 
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ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Academic costume worn today at American college exercises goes back 
in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of 
northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools, 
and both faculty and students were regarded in the Middle Ages as a 
part of the clergy. They wore clerical costumes, largely borrowed from 
the monastic dress of that day not just on special occasions, but as their 
regular costume. 
The head covering of the academic costume developed from the skull 
cap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. In 
the universities, this skull cap acquired a point on top, which gradually 
evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by degree holders 
of European universities. In America, it has been replaced by the familiar 
mortar board, which still retains the mediaeval tassel. 
The hood ( the mediaeval ca putium) was originally a head covering 
worn over the head in bad weather; otherwise dropped on the shoulders 
as the monk's cowl. At first it was worn by faculty and students alike, but 
in the early sixteenth century it was restricted to graduates ; thus it became 
the mark of a degree holder. Today, each college has its distinctive hood 
lining by which its graduates may be recognized in academic processions. 
The gown worn today is the mediaeval roba and seems to have been 
borrowed from the habit of the Benedictine monks. In the Middle Ages, 
undergraduates, bachelors, and masters could be distinguished by the sim-
plicity or elaborateness of their gowns. The doctor's gown was often furred 
-this survives today in the ornamentation found on the doctoral gowns. 
Usually the gown is black, but some colleges have colored gowns. 
The wide velvet borders extending down the front of the doctoral gown, 
the velvet bars on the sleeves, and the borders of most hoods are colored 
according to the scholarly field of the wearer. Some of these are: 
Arts, Letters, and the Humanities .White 
...... Drab 
........ Lilac 
. .. Light Blue 
............. .Brown 
Business 
Dentistry ................ . 
Education ................... . 
Fine Arts, Architecture 
Laws ........................... . 




Pharmacy .............. . 
Philosophy 
Public Health ............ . 
Science .... 
Social Service ........ . 
Theology 
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................... . ....... .Purple 
. .................... Lemon 
. ........ Green 
.. .. .Pink 
......................... . .. Apricot 
............... Olive Green 
. .................. Dark Blue 
... Salmon 
. ... Golden r ellow 
. .. Citron 
. ................................. Scarlet 
HISTORY OF VIRGIMA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
Virginia Commonwealth University was created by an act of the Gen-
eral Assembly of Virginia during its 1968 session. The University was 
formed, effective July 1, 1968, by combining Richmond Profe$ional 
Institute and the Medical College of Virginia. RPI became the nucleus 
of the Academic Division, and MCV was designated as the Health 
Sciences Division of the University. 
The Academic Division began as the Richmond School of Social Work 
and Public Health in September 1917. The School opened with 31 stu-
dents and one full-time teacher and director, Dr. Henry Horace Hibbs. 
In 1925, the Richmond School of Social Work and Public Health 
became the Richmond Division of the College of William and Mary. 
In 1939, the name of the institution was officially changed to Richmond 
Professional Institute of the College of William and Mary. 
By act of the General Assembly in 1962, Richmond Professional Insti-
tute was separated from the College of William and Mary and made an 
independent state-supported institution, effective July 1, 1962. 
Throughout the years of development, the school has been ably led 
by its chief administrators. Doctor Hibbs has been succeeded by Dr. 
George J. Oliver ( 1959-1967), Dr. Roland H. Nelson, Jr., ( 1967-1968), 
and Dr. Warren W. Brandt, elected by the Board of Visitors to serve 
as the new University's first president. 
The Medical College of Virginia, was opened in 1838 as the medical 
department of Hampden-Sydney College. The archives reveal no re-
markable events until 1853 when a controversy led to a rupture, and 
the medical department of Hampden-Sydney College became the Medical 
College of Virginia, an independent institution chartered February 28, 
1854. When the Commonwealth of Virginia appropriated $30,000 for 
the Colleges' first hospital in 1860, MCV became a State-supported in-
stitution. In 1893, a second medical college, the University College of 
Medicine, opened its doors just two blocks from the Medical College of 
Virginia. These two were consolidated in 1913. 
The hospital facilities consist of five hospitals with a total bed comple-
ment of approximately 1,100 and an outpatient department. 
The present teaching program consists of the Schools of Medicine, 
Dentistry, Pharmacy, Nursing, Graduate Studies, and Allied Health. The 
School of Allied Health includes Programs in Hospital Administration, 
Medical Technology, Nurse Anesthesiology, Occupational Therapy, Pa-
tient Counseling, Physical Therapy, and Radiologic Technology. A Bache-
lor of Science degree Program in Dental Hygiene is offered in the School 
of Dentistry. 
Programs are also offered in advanced immunohematology and cyto-
technology, and there is a dietetic internship. Plans call for the addition 
and expansion of programs in the near future. 
The Board of Visitors has adopted 1838 as the founding year of Vir-
ginia Commonwealth University as it is customary to date an educational 
institution from the date of the establishment of its earliest component. 
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Academic Division - Health Sciences Division 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Mr. Milton Cherry 
Mr. Jerry Field 
Mr. Bruce Koplin 
Mr. Milo Russell 
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
Mrs. Margaret May 
Mr. Harlan P. McGhan 
Dr. Robert Tipton 
Dr. James Wood 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Dr. Eugene H . Hunt 
Dr. Russell Johnston 
Mr. Paul Umberger 
Mr. David Willis 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
Mrs. Jean Boone 
Mr. James L. Hague 
Mr. Keith Wright 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Dr. C. G. Keesee, Jr. 
Mr. Thomas Lolley 
Dr. William Swyers 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Mr. James Corbett 
Mr. Charles McKinney 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Dr. E. M. Carpenter 
Dr. Sidney Clearfield 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH 
Mr. Carlton L. Jones 
Mr. Jerry L. Norville 
Mrs. Katherine A. Prentice 
Mr. Thomas D. Romeo 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
Dr. James Revere 
Dr. Felix Shepard 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
Dr. Phillip Coleman 
Dr. William P. Jollie 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Dr. Miles Hench 
Dr. John R. Jones 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Miss Shirley Downs 
Mrs. Helen Wiesmann 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
Dr. John Andrako 
Dr. J . Doyle Smith 
GRAND MARSHALS 
Mr. C. Thomas Holloway- Academic Division 
Mr. William Robertson- Health Sciences Divisions 
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